
08/27/21 (Friday) Date Time - Start/End Duration (hh:mm:ss) Programming Show Host Guest Topic(s)

1 10/10/19 (Thursday) 7:49-7:55am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor speaks about Pompton's recycling policies. She emphasizes what is 
considered acceptable for recycling and what is not (ex: pizza boxes). The Borough 
website even has pictures to help communicate this with residents.

2 10/10/19 (Thursday) 9:05-9:10am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor promotes the Pompton Lakes car show on Sunday 13 and encourages local 
attendance.

3 10/11/19 (Friday) 7:33-7:38am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor announces the official pet of the week. She encouraged listeners to adopt 
the sponosred pet at PetsAlive.

4 10/11/19 (Friday) 8:05-8:13am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor announces the Riverdale Farmer's Market next Tuesday. Frank and Taylor 
promote the 20th annual Pompton Lakes car show on Wanaque Ave Sunday 
10/13; goodie bags will be given away to participants (visit pomptonlakeschamber.
org for registry).

5 10/15/19 (Tuesday) 7:09-7:37am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Arlene Sullivan (running for town council in 

Ward 1)

Arlene talks to Frank and Taylor about her campaign to be elected to Ward 1 in 
Wayne, NJ (council person). Arlene teaches at Morris Catholic and was elected to 
the Board of Education in Montville. Arlene says Ward 1 has be forgotten and that 
they have been an "after-thought." Arlene asserts that developers have purchased 
property on wetlands and has the "potential" to build on it. Discussion on how this 
contracting on wetlands in Ward 1 in Wayne. Taylor offers some campaigning 
advice to Arlene.

6 10/15/19 (Tuesday) 7:23-7:28am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Bob DeMaria

Dr. Bob talks about anxiety and how your thoughts/mind can impact your boyd. 
Stress can alter the PH in your body. If you stress about something long enough, it 
can deplete your body of necessary minerals. 

7 10/17/19 (Thursday) 8:05-8:22am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle

Kevin encourages attendance at Hershfield Park which is hosting a Halloween 
Hunt event at 7pm this Sunday 10/20. Frank and Kevin speak about the Pompton 
car show this past weekend. Kevin encourages listeners to vote on Election Day as 
the Mayor is up for re-election along with two council positions. Kevin promotes 
town paving and the milling of Montclair on November 7 and 8. Kevin explains how 
recycling process works in Pompton Lakes and the logistics on how to recycle 
properly and why they do not want recyclbles in plastic bags.

8 10/18/19 (Friday) 7:36-7:43am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor speaks about her official Pet of the Week, two black cats, and encourages 
people to adopt and give them a better home. She also pushes listeners to adopt 
from PetsAlive or to donate to that organization. 

9 10/18/19 (Friday) 8:05-8:17am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Darcy Miller (Commissioner of Mental Health 

and Social Services)

Darcy explains that our society sometimes has struggled at times remaining fully 
accessible. Her and Taylor speak about Zylofone and the great work Ms. Deb 
Major is doing for children and adults with special needs. They talk about breaking 
down the stigma of autism and special needs in society. Darcy and Taylor try to 
work through the science and research to explain why there has been an influx of 
children who are born with autism and aspergers. 

10 10/18/19 (Friday) 8:17-28:3am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor encourages listeners to visit Hillery's Farm and get some Pegg's eggs along 
with organic foods. She also speaks about TARA's mobile clinic for cats and tells 
people to go out and support them when they come to your town.

11 10/18/19 (Friday) 10:05-11:00am 0:55:00 The Taylored Word Taylor Sterling Dr. Chirumamilla

Dr. Chirumamilla discusses what its like to be a female cardiologist in modern 
society, how to encourage more young females to undertake this career path, and 
that females are more likely to contract certain diseases and illnesses than males.

12 10/22/19 (Tuesday) 7:22-7:30am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Bob DeMaria

Dr. Bob explains what a zinc deficiency is; he breaks down the symptons of how 
you can spot the common deficiency. If you do not have enough zinc in your body, 
you could lose your ability to taste or smell.

13 10/22/19 (Tuesday) 8:09-8:20am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Mayor Michael Serra

Mayor Serra talks about the success of his Halloween Hunt this past week and 
speaks about how he and his administration are trying to bring people into 
Downtown Pompton Lakes and why that's crucial for keeping community life 
vibrant. Taylor and Mayor Serra have a conversation about recycling in Pompton 
Lakes, what are the myths regarding it, and why its important.

14 10/24/19 (Thursday) 10:05-11am 0:55:00 Health Matters Peter Fella Rona Reyes

Peter talks with Rona about domestic violence and very scary numbers regarding 
how women and men are victims of physical violence by an intimate partner. Peter 
stresses the importance of contacting officials regarding violence and speaking to a 
therapist. He also works to discover why someone would stay in a relationship like 
that.

15 10/25/19 (Friday) 7:23-7:26am 0:03:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor talks about how this is final weekend of apple picking at Penning's Farm. 
She promotes a deal they are offering for those that buy a half a bushel of apples. 
It is tomorrow only as Sunday the season ends. 

16 10/29/19 (Tuesday) 7:22-7:30am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Bob DeMaria

Dr. Bob talks about his diet and why he mostly eats plant-based food and organic 
meat. He then explains what "cold bones" is. It is a body signal that someone has a 
potential low thyroid. 

17 11/1/19 (Friday) 7:36-7:41am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor speaks about this week PetsAlive and the Warwick Valley Humane Society's 
Pet of the Week and encourages listeners to consider adopting.

18 11/1/19 (Friday) 8:05-8:35am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik

Bob speaks on a referendum in Jersey City where residents could ban short-term 
rentals such as Airbnb, VRBO, etc. Bob explains why this wouldn't necesarily 
include Bed and Breakfasts. This is coming to a head because of the hotel industry 
as they are getting clobbered by the short-term rental industry. He then breaks 
down early voting as the election is next week. He explains the dangers of online 
voting and how corporations could potentially influence the person's vote. 

19 11/5/19 (Tuesday) 7:10-7:14am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Warwick Historical society's bi-annual wine and cheese night. $40 per person for 
members and $50 per person per non-members. Greenwood Lake theater will be 
performing a Christmas Carol in early December (keep your eye out for more news 
on it).

20 11/5/19 (Tuesday) 7:20-7:29am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Bob DeMaria

Dr. Bob talks about how every month until June, we will celebrate an event with 
sugar. He claims that sugar can be the cause of neck pain. An example of this 
would be breath mints (having too much breath mints could cause neck pain). 

21 11/5/19 (Tuesday) 7:30-7:39am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul (Breezy Owner)

Sunday November 10, the Breezy is hosting a free veteran's meatball parm dinner. 
The dinner will be free for veterans. Paul talks about Shrimp-fest month and all of 
the different shrimp-styled entrees the Breezy serves. November 11, Leo Kaytes 
Ford is hosting their Veteran's Day breakfast. Taylor promotes the Toys for Miliary 
Tots drive that WTBQ is serving as a drop-off point for. She encourages all 
listeners to donate an unwrapped toy for the drive. 

22 11/7/19 (Thursday) 7:09-7:19am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sherry Torkos (Pharmacist)

Sherry explains the health benefits of eating organic and infusing yourself with 
minerals and vitamins. She talks about how when you go shopping, you should 
shop on the periphery of the store and avoid the center. Her and Taylor talk about 
whether a probiotic can help for you and whether or not you should look into them. 

23 11/7/19 (Thursday) 7:24-7:26am 0:02:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor encourages listeners to visit the Breezy in Greenwood Lake expecially on 
Sunday for their Shrimp brunch. She also promotes the Leo Kaytes Ford Veteran's 
Breakfast on November 11.

24 11/7/19 (Thursday) 10:05-11am 0:55:00 Health Matters Peter Fella N/A

Peter Fella speaks about "Mo-vember" and how November is men's health 
awareness month. He talks about why men do not like going to the doctor. He 
breaks down the stigma on why men need to make regular check-ups at the doctor 
and what ailments usually strike men such as prostate and testicular cancer.

25 11/8/19 (Friday) 7:15-7:25am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor encourages listeners to donate to the toys for Military Tots. She also tells 
listeners to attend an upcoming fundraiser at the Warwick Historical Society.

26 11/8/19 (Friday) 7:30-7:37am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Warwick Valley Humane Society's Pet of the Week is a three-year-old named Hal. 
Taylor talks about how it is adopt a Black Cat/Kitten month during November. 
Taylor then speaks about PetsAlive's Pet of the Week, a nine-year-old cat named 
Gail.

27 11/8/19 (Friday) 7:38-7:45am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Pine Island is doing a ribbon cutting at the Jolly Onion. The Jolly Onion is back and 
Taylor & Frank will be there to welcome them back to the community at 11am. 
Taylor also reiterates Mo-vember through a story regarding a man who was killed 
in a tragic car accident. 

28 11/12/19 (Tuesday) 7:47-7:55am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor promotes the Toys for Military Tots Drive. She encourages listeners to bring 
in unwrapped toys to WTBQ, Dawson Motors, Orange Bank & Trust, Steve 
Neuhaus's office, etc. Frank talks about his experience at Leo Kaytes Ford's 
Veteran's Day Breakfast. 

29 11/12/19 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:21am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois

Sheriff DuBois speaks about driving saftey in the snow. Why it's imperative to 
follow the speed limit and be extra diligent in bad weather. He encourages 
responsible decision-making on Black Friday as well.

30 11/12/19 (Tuesday) 8:21-8:25am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor talks about the accident that orphaned two little girls and how listeners in 
Orange County and NJ can help raise money for the two girls. They have named 
the movement "No-Shave-November."

31 11/13/19 (Wednesday) 7:12-7:18am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Frank sheds light on the NJ car-idling laws and explains how NJ laws do not allow 
cars to be running for longer than 3 minutes.

32 11/13/19 (Wednesday) 7:30-7:35am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

On 11/30 from 10:30-12:30 the Columbia Bank is hosting an event welcoming all 
veterans and first responders. Come out, fill out a card for a troops member 
deployed overseas.

33 11/13/19 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky

Paul explains why the busiest toilet day is Black Friday (50% increase in calls 
because it is the day after Thanksgiving). Paul lists certian items that should not be 
put down the garbage disposal on Thanksgiving. Paul speaks about clogged toilets 
and what can be flushed and what can't be flushed. 

34 11/13/19 (Wednesday) 9:17-9:21am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor reiterates to the listeners to donate to No-Shave-November. Taylor also 
promotes the upcoming events that are being hosted by the Veterans of Foreign 
Wars. Hudson Sports Complex is hosting soccer try-outs 11/16. 

35 11/14/19 (Thursday) 7:33-7:37am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor promotes Ulster Saving's Bank nonprofit voting contest to win $2500. She 
encourages listeners to vote for PetsAlive.

36 11/14/19 (Thursday) 7:53-7:57am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling Taylor pumps up the listeners to donate to the Toys for Military Tots Drive.

37 11/14/19 (Thursday) 8:05-8:29am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sen. Jen Metzger

Senator Metzger talks about the 11/19 Small Business Forum. She explains how 
the small businesses are the backbone of our economy and the resources that she 
can offer them. She talks about the time she spent at the Warwick Middle School. 
Sen. Metzger talks about the companion animal capital project she pushed for. 

38 11/14/19 (Thursday) 8:59-9:02am 0:03:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor asks listeners to donate to No Shave November to support two orphaned 
girls after their father passed away in a horrific car accident.

39 11/14/19 (Thursday) 10:05-11am 0:55:00 Health Matters Peter Fella Annie Scott
Annie and Peter break down everything you need to know about vaping. The 
dangers, the myths, and the side effects of undertaking it.

40 11/15/19 (Friday) 7:09-7:20am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor talks about the Toys for Military Tots. She promotes a Sunday night 
fundraiser at the Buckby Center hosted by the Warwick Historical Society. She 
encourages attendance at the Hudson Sports Complex tonight for a fundraiser. 
Taylor also hypes up No Shave November and tells them how to donate to the 
fundraiser.

41 11/15/19 (Friday) 7:24-7:30am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor announces the pet of the week. At PetsAlive, Biscuit the dog is the pet of the 
week. At the Warwick Valley Humane Society, Hal (black cat) is the pet of the 
week. November is adopt a senior pet month, Taylor encourages listeners to 
consider adopting.

42 11/15/19 (Friday) 8:05-8:21am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Darcy Miller (Commissioner of Mental Health 

and Social Services)

Darcy talks about the Cornell Cooperative and how they are running a Resiliency 
Project and how that can help build relationships and connections. The Project is 
focused in on Port Jervis school district. 

43 11/15/19 (Friday) 8:57-9:00am 0:03:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling Taylor promotes Hillery's Farm and Flower's by Lisa.

44 11/19/19 (Tuesday) 7:12-7:14am 0:02:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor talks about Zylofone (a theater arts program with children of disability) and 
the events coming up. 

45 11/19/19 (Tuesday) 7:25-7:32am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor promotes a public event held by Columbia Bank on Wanaque Ave for 
Military veterans and first responders. She talks about the Toys for Military Tots 
Drive and where listeners can donate to the cause. 

46 11/19/19 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:29am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman from the 40th 

District)

Kevin talks about issues in the pension and healthcare industry in Bergen County. 
He tosses in fun facts about his District and breaks down other issues that the 
Northern NJ taxpayers face.

47 11/20/19 (Wednesday) 7:46-7:52am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Neil Sinclair
Neil talks about the joint children's shopping party that the Rotary and the Lions 
Club are hosting. He asks the listeners to consider sponsoring a child for $65. 

48 11/20/19 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:32am 0:27:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons

Keith discusses the school homework system in Orange County. He talks about 
moving back the start times of schools and why it's crucial that each school get on 
the same page. He also talks further about the busing schedule and why bumping 
the start time back would effect that system. Keith then continues to break down 
the project proposals that the school board is facing and the status of each one.

49 11/20/19 (Wednesday) 8:56-9:03am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor promotes the Veterans and First Responders event on Saturday 11/30. She 
also reminds listeners about No-Shave-November and to donate to the cause.

50 11/21/19 (Thursday) 7:31-7:36am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor tells listeners about how a woman needs to give up a dog because she is 6-
months pregnant. She encourages listeners to email her and think about adopting 
the dog and save his life. On 11/23, Pat and Cassie Rooney make a free 
Thanksgiving Dinner for all Veterans. 



51 11/21/19 (Thursday) 8:08-8:13am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor encourages listeners to donate to the Toys for Military Tots Drive. She 
highlights and thanks those who have donated and asks others to consider helping 
the cause as well. The drop-off date is December 13. 

52 11/21/19 (Thursday) 9:08-9:11am 0:03:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
On 11/30, Columbia Bank is hosting a 2-hour event honoring the Veterans and 
First Responders. She also reminds listeners about the Toys for Military Tots Drive.

53 11/21/19 (Thursday) 10:05-11am 0:55:00 Heatlh Matters Peter Fella Margaret and Tom Carroll
He talks about how November is National Homecare & Hospice Month and how 
some people end up in Homecare. 

54 11/22/19 (Friday) 7:11-7:18am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor asks listeners to donate to the Toys for Military Tots Drive. She lists off all of 
the drop-off donations and thanks listeners for their generosity. She promotes Pat 
and Cassie Rooney's event where they host a Thanksgiving dinner for all military 
vets. It is at the American Legion from 5-9pm on Saturday 11/23.

55 11/22/19 (Friday) 7:22-7:30am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor tells listeners about her pets of the week. She tells listeners about Teena (a 
short haired black kitten) and asks them to consider adopting. Taylor then talks 
about Brody, a dog, who is being given up because a woman is pregnant and 
cannot take care of him. Taylor then promotes the event Columbia Bank is hosting 
on Wanaque Ave and asks listeners to attend.

56 11/22/19 (Friday) 7:49-7:53am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Frank thanks the woman who stopped by last night and donated a couple of toys. 
Taylor also tells listeners to go up to the Goshen Farmer's Market today.

57 11/22/19 (Friday) 8:18-8:24am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor promotes the Rotary Christmas party. She encourages listeners to donate 
$65 to sponsor a child.

58 11/26/19 (Tuesday) 7:28-7:35am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor talks about the Bergen County Toys for Military Tots. She lists off the drop-
off locations for those in NJ and asks listeners to consider helping out the cause. 
She also tells people to go out and attend the Holiday Stroll on 12/7.

59 11/26/19 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:19am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Mayor Michael Serra

Mayor Serra talks about the NJ Toys for Tots drive and explains that they meet at 
the train station and they "make a human line to pass down gifts to load into the 
train." He talks about the Holiday House Tour on 12/7 and how about 15 homes 
decorate their homes and open them up for tours. The Christmas Tree Lighting will 
take place the same day at 5:30pm at the Pompton Lakes library. Taylor and the 
Mayor talk about No Shave November and the accident that took a man's life and 
widowed his two daughters. 

60 11/27/19 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:37am 0:32:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Tony Cardone (Supervisor of Monroe), Fr. 

David, Sheriff Carl DuBois

Tony and Taylor talk about Pat and Cassie Rooney's Thanksgiving dinner and how 
Tony donated food and his time to help out. Fr. David talks about the mass that 
Cardinal dolan held at Monroe. Fr. Dave talks about Advent season and how it's 
only three weeks this year. Tony talks about how they dropped the Village taxes by 
1.8%. Taylor talks about Toys for Military Tots as well and encourages donations. 
Sheriff DuBois calls in and schedules a pizza party for the girls soccer team who 
won the title in the Monroe with Tony.

61 11/29/19 (Friday) 7:26-7:31am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor gives her Pets of the Week and asks listeners to consider adopting each 
one.

62 11/29/19 (Friday) 7:32-7:34am 0:02:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor asks listeners to donate to the Toys for Military Tots Drive. She lists off all of 
the drop-off donations and thanks listeners for their generosity. She lists off the 
drop-off sites.

63 12/04/19 (Wednesday) 8:08-8:32am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Leonard DeBuck (Pine Island Chamber of 

Commerce)

Leonard talks about the Pine Island Christmas Tree lighting and the logistics of the 
event. He speaks about a mixer in Edenville at the Country Green Restaurant on 
Tuesday 12/17. There is a $10 admission fee. There's going to be a Toys for Tots 
at the event as well. 

64 12/05/19 (Thursday) 7:07-7:27am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois

The Sheriff talks about the update on Legoland and how its the biggest project 
since the Woodbury Commons. Taylor, Frank and the Sheriff have a conversation 
regarding common police customs during a snowstorm and what listeners should 
be cognizant of this winter.

65 12/05/19 (Thursday) 8:05-8:23am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Neil Dwyer (Mayor of the Village of Monroe)

Mayor Dwyer talks about how Santa Claus will be flying onto midfield of the high 
school football field to visit the kids. He breaks down the upcoming events at the 
Village and what people can expect during the Holiday season. He also speaks 
about Legoland and how that will affect the Village. He speaks about the newly built 
ice skate pond on the lawn of Millpond park too. 

66 12/05/19 (Thursday) 8:59-9:03am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor talks about the Sugarloaf Performing Arts Center's rendition of the 
Nutcracker on the 12/7-12/8. Tonight is the next to last roast beef dinner as well. 
She speaks about the grand opening of the Hudson Valley Credit Union.

67 12/05/19 (Thursday) 10:05-11am 0:55:00 Health Matters Peter Fella N/A

Peter talks about the Holiday stress and how people sometimes make it larger than 
it really is. He breaks down how to avoid getting overwhelmed by the Holiday 
season and simply learn to enjoy it.

68 12/06/19 (Friday) 7:29-7:44am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor talks about a lost dog from PetsAlive and how to approach the puppy if they 
see her. She provides contact information for how report sightings of her. She then 
announces her Pets of the Week.

69 12/06/19 (Friday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik
Bob talks about fake news in the world today, especially on Facebook. He talks 
about laws passed by countries to combat fake news compared to the US. 

70 12/10/19 (Tuesday) 7:08-7:21am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Rik Mehta

Mehta talks about proposed legislation to make using ride share apps like Uber and 
Lyft more safe and reduce assault. He also talks about ways to keep younger 
people in the NY and NJ region. 

71 12/10/19 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:22am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois

The Sheriff breaks down the bail issue NY is facing (they're in the process of 
releasing over 150 people thanks to the new bail law). He explains that law 
enforcement on any level was not consulted during the process of putting this bill 
into law. 

72 12/12/19 (Thursday) 7:09-7:18am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Mark Salzman
Mark talks about gifts for the holidays, such as an XBox bundle packagage and a 
wifi-grill.

73 12/12/19 (Thursday) 7:20-7:24am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

The Rotary's children holiday shopping party is Saturday (12/14). Taylor asks 
listeners to donate and sponsor a child this weekend. She also reminds the 
listeners that tomorrow is the closing day for the Toys for Military Tots Drive. She 
thanks the Nam Knights and Bob Lesco for a combined total of $1,000 worth of 
toys. 

74 12/12/19 (Thursday) 7:31-7:33am 0:02:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling Taylor provides an update on the lost dog, Didi, who is very skittish and nervous. 

75 12/12/19 (Thursday) 8:23-8:29am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor asks listeners to donate a suit to Rob Bowen who has kickstarted a 
moevement called "Doante a suit for our returning heroes." She reminds listeners 
that they only have 24 more hours to donate a toy for the military tots drive. Taylor 
then talks about Columbia Bank and their recent events.

76 12/13/19 (Friday) 7:13-7:21am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor gives one last push to convince listeners to donate to the Toys for Military 
Tots drive as today is the final day that they are accepting donations. 

77 12/13/19 (Friday) 7:32-7:36am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor talks about her pets of the week at Warwick Valley Humane Society and 
PetsAlive. 

78 12/19/19 (Thursday) 8:05-8:13am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle Admin from Pompton Lakes

Kevin talks about the flood zoning in Pompton Lakes and how residents can stay 
safe during the winter season. He sheds further light on events happening in 
Pompton Lakes during the holidays

79 12/19/19 (Thursday) 10:05-11:00am 0:55:00 Health Matters Peter Fella N/A Peter talks about winter safety, how to avoid frostbite, car idling, etc.

80 12/20/19 (Friday) 8:05-8:22am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Darcy Miller (Commissioner of Mental Health 

and Social Services)

Darcie talks about holiday spirit with Taylor and how it can feel contagious. She 
talks about how to ensure each house has a working furnace, contact info to get 
help if you don't. 

81 12/26/19 (Thursday) 7:08-7:17am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor and Frank thank the listeners for donating to the Toys for Military Tots Drive. 
WTBQ received over $10,000 worth of Toys. She announced that WTBQ will be 
kickstarting a non-perishable food drive for disabled American veterans in January.

82 12/26/19 (Thursday) 10:05-11am 0:55:00 Health Matters Peter Fella Lisa Hirsh Peter and Lisa talk about weight reduction, especially during the holiday season. 

83 12/27/19 (Friday) 7:15-7:23am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor gives her Pets of the Week and asks listeners to consider adopting each 
one.

84 12/27/19 (Friday) 8:05-8:23am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger
Senator Metzger talks about how Gov. Cuomo signed into law a bill Metzger 
introduced that addressed the Asian Longhorn Tick. 

85 12/30/19 (Monday)
30 minutes throughout the 

day 0:30:00 PSA N/A N/A WGHT aired a PSA involving Alert Driving and how to avoid drinking and driving.

86 12/31/19 (Tuesday)
30 minutes throughout the 

day 0:30:00 PSA N/A N/A WGHT aired a PSA involving Alert Driving and how to avoid drinking and driving.
Total 20:46:00

Twenty hours and forty-six 
minutes



Number Date Time - Start/End Duration Programming Show Host Guest Topic(s)

1 01/02/20 (Thursday) 7:25-7:32am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor announces that Didi (the lost dog) was found this morning at approximately 5:45am. She was 
escorted to PetsAlive in Middletown. Taylor will provide updates as they come in.

2 01/02/20 (Thursday) 7:56-7:58am 0:02:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Warwick Historical Society is hosting an evening of paranormal tales and other worldly-insight at the 
Spirited Warwick event at Baird's Tavern on 01/30. 

3 01/02/20 (Thursday) 8:20-8:28am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Neil Dwyer (Mayor of the Village of Monroe)
Neil talks about the building of the 'mini' Rockefeller ice rink in Monroe. He also speaks about the 
four new businesses that have entered downtown Monroe and sparked energy and consumption. 

4 01/03/20 (Friday) 7:34-7:40am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor tells the listeners again that Didi was rescued earlier this week. She announces the Warwick 
Humane Society's Black Cat special and says that the first person to call into the station and says 
they will adopt a black cat, she will pay for it. She talks about Pilot, the black cat who is the WVHS's 
pet of the week. She then talks about Alien the cat who is PetsAlive's pet of the week. 

5 01/03/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik 

Bob talks about health club memberships and whether or not they are a rip-off. He says that the 
catch with these clubs is they make you sign a contract for an extended period of time and then sell 
that contract to a creditor (it's called factoring). He breaks down the different ways consumers can 
get a bad deal in these situations and how to avoid it (especially when it comes down to automatic 
renewals). 

6 01/07/20 (Tuesday) 7:09-7:22am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Phillip Lee & Dr. Diane Rudolph (Marital Counseling)

The doctors talk about their book "Argument Addiction" and the meaning behind arguments 
between a man and a woman. Arguments slowly become a way of pointing out that your partner is 
wrong and you are right. In most cases, marriages have an increasing amount of arguments (they 
start out with people being very infatuated with each other and that begins to dissipitate). As the 
infatuation stage wears off, the people become less happy and begin to actually blame the other for 
that waning happiness. The doctors speak about social media and how people can portray the 
perfect image of their marriage. 

7 01/07/20 (Tuesday) 7:23-7:30am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Bob DeMaria (the Drugless Dr)

Dr. Bob talks about low-thyroid and how the thyroid is the "gas-pedal" to your body. If you have a 
low-thyroid, you will experience a litany of side effects such as thinning hair. You can manage your 
thyroid without medication (need sufficient amount of iodine in your body). It is also a cause of 
elevated cholesteral. 

8 01/07/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:15am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Assemblyman Colin Schmidt

Colin talks about the 'dangerous' criminal justice changes, specifically the elimination of cash bail 
for criminals. He explains why he is opposed to the changes adapted within NY and how he plans 
on actually opposing it. He expresses disappointment with the Governor for pushing forward a 
system that makes its citizens and community less safe.

9 01/07/20 (Tuesday) 8:22-8:33am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Marc Saltzman (Tech Evangelist)
Marc comes in live from Las Vegas at the CES show. Marc talks about what are the new 'must-
haves' tech-wise in 2020. 

10 01/08/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul and Ilene Nebrasky

Paul and Ilene announce that they are kickstarting a scholarship for kids who do not want to go to 
college. As the owner of Nebrasky Plumbing and Heating, Paul talks about the importance to 
communicate that college is not for everyone and that we should support those who do not believe 
that college is in their future. This scholarship will do so, and they plan on speaking with schools 
across NY and NJ to communicate this to students.

11 01/08/20 (Wednesday) 11:05-12:00pm 0:55:00 Creativity & Technology Joe Dans Laura Slawson

Joe and Laura, a certified resume writer, talk about how to prepare for interviews in 2020. They 
break down how interviewing has progressed over the past 20 years and the distinct types of 
interviews you can encounter. Laura explains different preparation strategies and how you can 
maximize your shot of nailing the interview.

12 01/09/20 (Thursday) 7:18-7:31am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Paul Napper 

Paul talks about his background in management psychology and how he helps businesses and 
individuals "make better choices." Paul explains how important it is to set pretty clear expectations 
with Millennials and how structure is very important. He also breaks down how assumptions can 
dominate people's mindsets and how we all need to keep a check on these. Younger people need 
to be aware of this and most aren't. He closes with talking about having the capacity to ask 
questions and then engage and observe the answers they receive. 

13 01/09/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:29am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger

Senator Metzger talks about what she is doing to attempt to help veterans and give back in 2020. 
She also talks about how they passed nation-wide climate legislation to reduce gas emissions. She 
breaks down the "service quality standards" bill she is working on pushing through and why its 
important.

14 01/09/20 (Thursday) 10:05-11:00am 0:55:00 Health Matters Peter Fella N/A

Peter talks about New Year's Resoultions and why only 10% of people who make resolutions 
actually stick to it. He also explains why some people shouldn't even be doing New Year's 
resolutions. 

15 01/09/20 (Thursday) 11:05-12:00pm 0:55:00 Village Life Michael Newhart Mary Calora
Michael and Mary talk about both of their meetings Wednesday night. Mary explains how she 
developed a plan for fundraising with the park committee for 2020.

16 01/09/20 (Thursday) 12:05-1:00pm 0:55:00 The Lawyer Guy Bob Krahulik Tony Houston

Bob and Tony talk about the Australian wildfires and that they may have been started by arson. Bob 
explains the catch 22 with bad intentions 'to commit a crime' in relation to the wildfires. He then 
breaks down how reckless behavior could have played a role, and that reckless behavior could lead 
to manslaughter.

17 01/10/20 (Friday) 7:35-7:42am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor announces the Pet of the Week at Pets Alive in Middletown: Charlie, who was rescued from 
a kill shelter. She then talks about the Pet of the Week at the Warwick Valley Humane Society: 
Marble (a 4-year-old cat). She explains how important it is to make arrangements for pets when you 
adopt a pet though. Taylor reaffirms her committment to fund the first four adoptions of black cats in 
the month of January.

18 01/10/20 (Friday) 8:53-8:57am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor talks about the Blarney Station's new party room on Railroad Ave in Warwick. She then 
promotes Silvio's Italian Restaurant and talks about how great the food/service is. And finally she 
gets to Flowers by Lisa in Pine Island and Peg's Eggs

19 01/14/20 (Tuesday) 7:54-7:56am 0:02:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor announces that the Warwick Historical Society wll be hosting a conference on February 1 
from 2-4pm that looks at early African American experiences from 1790-1890. 

20 01/14/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois

Carl talks about how the Sheriff's dept is hosting a "Health and Wellness Fair" today regarding 
nutrition and exercise. They had about 150 employees show up last year and are hoping for an 
even greater turnout today. He explains how officers can qualify for a yearly fitness incentive. The 
Sheriff talks about the recent bail reform bill passed by the state of NY and how it affects residents.

21 01/14/20 (Tuesday) 9:15-10:00am 0:45:00 Tuesday Morning Roundtable
Michael Sweeten (Supervisor 

of the town of Warwick) Assemblyman Karl Brabanec
Karl and Michael break down everything that is occurring in Albany and what to expect from the 
Democratic Debate tonight.

22 01/15/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:36am 0:31:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board Member Warwick Valley CSD)

Keith recaps the voting results of the Warwick Valley field turf and the implications of it not going 
through. He breaks down the bill and the smaller aspects that will not be implemented because the 
whole thing got shot down, such as expansion of the track, renovations of the bathroom, and roofing 
of the high school. Callers joined the show to continue the discussion on the possibility of converting 
the field to turf and why the taxpayers couldn't separate certain items in the bill. Finally, Keith talks 
about the celebration for Veterans at the middle school on February 12th. 

23 01/16/20 (Thursday) 7:08-7:24am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Margo D.

Margo hosts a podcast contrasting movies from books and whether the movie or book is better. She 
and Taylor talk about Stephen King, Albert Hitchcock, and "The Irishman." Margo also talks about 
the significance of Netflix and streaming with movies. Margo also talks about the future of movies.

24 01/16/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:24am 0:19:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle (Administrator Town of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin talks about rebuilding an apartment complex in Pompton Lakes. He explains the parking 
logistics of the new complex as well. Kevin gives an update on all the happenings of the town of 
Pompton Lakes.

25 01/17/20 (Friday) 7:08-7:20am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor recaps an event WTBQ/WGHT helped organize with Warwick's town supervisor Michael 
Sweeten to honor 84-year-old journalist/photographer Roger Gavan. She expresses her thanks to 
Roger once again for his service to the town.

26 01/17/20 (Friday) 7:25-7:34am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling Taylor gives the PetsAlive and Warwick Valley Humane Society's Pets of the Week.

27 01/21/20 (Tuesday) 7:08-7:21am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kathrine Keith (Iditarod racer)

Kathryn talks about her background and how she got into dog sled racing growing up in Minnesota. 
She speaks about her dealing with mental illness and the importance of grit in growing up as a 
person. She asserts how she develops grit in doing outdoor activities such as the Iditarod. Kathryn 
explains how she raises 40 dogs. 

28 01/21/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:12am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor talks about that she will be at the ribbon cutting for Bon Secours Charity Health System. She 
talks about how St. Anthony Community Hospital is offering free breast cancer screening services 
on February 19 and March 18. She then tells the listeners that Orange County is hosting a free 
showing of "1917" for veterans on February 4th at the Flagship Premium Cinemas in Monroe.

29 01/22/20 (Wednesday) 9:20-9:24am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor announces that the Orange County Executive Steve Neuhaus has set up a free showing of 
the movie 1917 in the town of Monroe on February 4th.

30 01/23/20 (Thursday) 7:08-7:20am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Armida Lopez

Armida talks about how she got into acting and how she got the gig of being Salma Hayek's body 
double. She speaks about a new short story she wrote and produced called Made in America. She 
talks about working with solely women on the project and why it's so important to have a common 
goal/cause to keep everyone united.

31 01/23/20 (Thursday) 7:50-7:55am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor announces that Animal Defenders Internation has rescued hundreds of traveling circus cats 
across Europe. ADI has finally gotten England to pass a law that prevents circus animals from 
traveling. Taylor encourages listeners to research ADI and their mission/journey.

32 01/23/20 (Thursday) 8:12-8:26am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Bill Fiorvanti (Orange County Director of Economic 

Development)

Bill talks about recent economic porjects in Orange County and the jobs influx that comes from that. 
Bill explains why developers own the future and how important education is in grooming these 
developers.

33 01/23/20 (Thursday) 8:52-8:58am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Chris Molinelli (Exec Director of Honor)
Chris explains what Honor is and why he's gotten involved in it. He breaks down what Honor's 
mission is and what they have been involved in recently. 

34 01/24/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:23am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor
Deb and Taylor talk about the changing political landscape and how that affects retirement and 
taxes.

35 01/24/20 (Friday) 8:24-8:26am 0:02:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor reminds listeners that the Orange County Executive Steve Neuhaus is hosting a free 
showing of 1917 at the Monroe movie theater on February 4th. Taylor announces a free women's 
breast screening on February 19th at St. Anthony's Community Hospital. Curaleaf had to 
reschedule a seminar to February 8th from 10am-4pm.

36 01/28/20 (Tuesday) 7:08-7:24am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Carey Gillam (Investigative Journalist)

Carey joins the show and talks about her investigative journalist career at Reuters. She explains 
that she received an assignment from Reuters in 1998 and that led her to gather all of the 
information regarding the science. Her book Whitewash shows readers how corporate interests 
influence the science behind American science which has allowed the possibility of cancer-causing 
Monsanto to be used liberally throughout the industry. Carey and Frank talk about the chemicals in 
every day products utilized in agriculture and whether these products are truly safe. 

37 01/28/20 (Tuesday) 8:13-8:28am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor

Deb and Taylor talk about the possibility of privatizating social security and the ramifications that 
would cause. The two discuss the intricacies of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and how that affects 
social security. They also look ahead to 2025 where the TCJA will expire. 

38 01/29/20 (Wednesday) 8:17-8:26am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor reminds listeners that Curaleaf had to reschedule a seminar due to inclement weather to this 
upcoming weekend. Go to the Curaleaf website for more details. Taylor also announces the 
Valentines for Vets Breakfast on February 12th from 8-9:30am. And Taylor reminds listeners that on 
February 4th, the Orange County Exec Steve Neuhaus is hosting a free showing of the movie 1917 
for veterans. On February 19th, St Anthony Community Hospital is offering free breast cancer 
screening services.

39 01/30/20 (Thursday) 7:08-7:20am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kathleen Stassen Berger

Taylor and Kathleen discuss the role of grandmothers in society, especially since they are now 
marginalized from the extended family since they do not fit in with modern society. Kathleen wrote 
her book, Grandmothering: Building Strong Ties to All Generations, to help all generations 
understand one another. She encourages every generation to keep an open mind to one another 
and try to learn from each other. Kathleen also mentions that the percentage of grandparents in 
homes has declined. 

40 01/30/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:20am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Michael Serra (Mayor of Pompton Lakes)

Michael reminds listeners that Pompton Lakes allows parking on the streets but during a snowstorm 
all cars have to be removed from the street. He announces that they will be holding a celebration in 
July for the 125th year anniversary of the borough of Pompton Lakes. Michael talks about the first 
redevelopment project in the town will be open in February. He also explains the plans for keeping 
the downtown area of Pompton Lakes moving forward.

41 01/30/20 (Thursday) 9:02-9:11am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Michael Sweeten (Superviser of the Town of Warwick) Michael joins the show to talk about the dilemma surrounding the Kutz Camp in Warwick. 

42 01/31/20 (Friday) 8:11-8:20am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor and Frank talk about Supervisor of the town of Monroe's, Tony Cardone, and his father-in-
law's funeral. They offer thoughts and prayers to his father-in-law and praise the priest who 
persided over the service for the job he did. 

43 01/31/20 (Friday) 9:02-9:05am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor talks about Silvio's Italian Villa, Blarney Station, Jolly Onion, and finally the Sunday Farmer's 
Market at Hillery's Farm.



44 02/04/20 (Tuesday) 7:08-7:20am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Rachel Van Dyken (NYT Best Selling Author)

Rachel co-wrote Fashion Jungle with legendary supermodel Kathy Ireland. The book is about four 
girls who started off in the industry at a young age and now are older and are trying to reconcile 
personal, internal demons. Rachel and Kathy talk about predators in the industry and the modern 
#METOO movement in the modeling industry and how it affected their novel. Her and Taylor 
discuss that some women who cry wolf about sexual assault hurt others who are telling the truth 
about it.

45 02/04/20 (Tuesday) 7:21-7:31am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Bob DeMaria (the Drugless Dr)

Dr. Bob talks about putting the finishing touches on "Dr. Bob's Drugless Guide to Mental Health." 
Bob explains why the mental health crisis is such a complex situation and why it really comes down 
to food and function. Bob explains the role of fat in our body due to inlfammation and the noncontrol 
of oil in our food. He talks about the excess oil that human beings consume in their daily lives and 
why it is important to start reading the labels on food more closely to decrease inflammation.

46 02/04/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:15am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt District Assemblyman Colin Schmidt

Colin talks about about the criminal justice reform changes again and the fact that they will be 
holding a rally at 11:30am later today. They are pushing for a full repeal of these dangerous 
changes. Violent Crime in NYC is the highest its been in years and the NYPD attributes that to the 
criminal justice reform. 

47 02/04/20 (Tuesday) 9:09-9:14am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor announces that the Sugarloaf Performing Arts Center is putting on a show called "Under the 
Streetlights." She also says she will be at the Hoot Owl Restaurant this Saturday with Curaleaf for 
their medical cannabis seminar.

48 02/05/20 (Wednesday) 7:08-7:21am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Schewe
Kevin and Taylor talk about Kevin's new book Bad Love Strikes, which is a story of hope that 
balances the delicate subject matter of WWII.

49 02/05/20 (Wednesday) 7:53-7:57am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
Taylor talks about her experience going to the Veteran's showing of 1917 at Monroe with the 
Supervisor Tony Cardone and Orange County Executive Steve Neuhaus.

50 02/05/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:16am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Leo R. Kaytes

Leo talks about a safety device for the third brake light in the back of the car. When you step on the 
brake, it pulses the light quickly four times. As soon as the pulsing is done, it stays solid for 5 
seconds. 

51 02/05/20 (Wednesday) 8:16-8:21am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Neil Sinclair
Neil announces that the Warwick Rotary Club will be hosting on 3/15 Bowling for a Cause. Frank 
will be DJing the event and it is only $25.

52 02/06/20 (Thursday) 7:08-7:13am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kelly Ann Castellanos (from Safe Homes/Fearless)

Kelly Ann explains the company's name change from Safe Homes to Fearless. She says the new 
name is asking everyone to be "fearless" in their everyday lives. Kelly Ann promises listeners that 
the only thing that is different is the company name. 

53 02/06/20 (Thursday) 7:13-7:24am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky

Paul tells listeners that he was at the yearly air and heating show in Florida yesterday. Frank and 
Paul discuss the inherent fear of sodering among home owners and why he is afraid of using the 
torch. They talk about the dangers of salting the roads and the consequences that salt can actually 
have on the pipes. Paul talks about the changing nature of technology and how Resideo is 
revolutionizing Smart home products.

54 02/06/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:18am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Neil Dwyer (Mayor of the Village of Monroe)
Neil talks about the upcoming ice skating party on February 22 at Mills Pond. He emphasizes how 
great it has been to have an influx of new businesses come into the Monroe downtown. 

55 02/06/20 (Thursday) 10:05-11:00am 0:55:00 Health Matters Peter Fella N/A
Peter tells listeners everything you need to know about the CoronaVirus. He breaks down why it is 
truly a health emergency in layman's terms. 

56 02/07/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik 

Bob kicks off the segment with the announcement of five people running for two vacant spots in 
local poolitics. He also speaks about the acquisition of the Kutz Camp in Warwick. Bob explains 
why a sewar plant being on the site could actually significantly bump up the value of land. He then 
moves onto alimony and how it goes to the County Supreme Court judge rather than the family 
judge. He explains how since 2016 there have been guidelines put in to try to make things standard 
and predictable.

57 02/11/20 (Tuesday) 7:13-7:27am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt David Larsen

David Larsen, not an original member of the Jersey Boys, but will be performing at the Sugarloaf 
performing Under the Streetlamps. He talks about his past performances, which include singing the 
National Anthem at Fenway Park. 

58 02/11/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois & Taylor Sterling

Taylor announces that Wednesday morning Warwick Valley Middle School is doing Valentine's 
Breakfast for Vets. The Sheriff talks about his experience with Donna Kessler at Bosi's 
Presentation. Frank and Sheriff DuBois talk about how social media can allow people to attain 
information.

59 02/13/20 (Thursday) 7:10-7:27am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Greg Casero (economic developer)

Greg talks about the effect that drilling has on the environment. Greg says that the US is the 
number 1 producer of oil and natural gas and that the price hike in gas is not due to the US being 
reliant on imports. The reason behind it is taxes within the state. Greg asserts that because the US 
has become the leading energy producer in the country and lowering CO2 emissions that the US 
should be looking at what are we doing that they should be.

60 02/13/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger The Senator and Taylor talk about the newest legislation that she is pushing though.

61 02/14/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:38 0:33:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County Exec)

Steve talks about his decision to make Valentine's Day an Orange County holiday. He then talks 
about the new head of the local Republican Party. Steve gives an update on Legoland and talks 
about how people are working there 24/7 and that they are on track to open July 4. Steve then 
provides an update on the State of the County and how it isn't nearly as rushed as it was last year.

62 02/18/20 (Tuesday) 7:08-7:20am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Peter Funt (Camera Candid)

Peter comes on the show to talk about his "lol" Tour that he is bringing to Morristown, NJ. He breaks 
down what the tour consists of and how his father, Allen Funt, kickstarted Candid Camera back in 
the day. Peter explains the distinction between Camera Candid (which is a celebration of humanity) 
and his competitors (who simply show that people are stupid). 

63 02/18/20 (Tuesday) 7:24-7:27am 0:03:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor announces that the Auxiliary for Monroe American Legion Post 488 will be hosting an 
Irishfest on March 1 in Monroe. It includes a traditional Irish dinner and draft beer and live 
entertainment.

64 02/18/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:26am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman of Bergen County)

Kevin speaks about how he hopes Governor Chris Murphy works to cut the NJ state budget rather 
than raise it. He also speaks about the epidemic of younger folk leaving the state due to the high 
taxes. Kevin asserts that the Governor is spending over $200 million in property taxes and is living 
in a gated mansion. Kevin talks about how younger kids can get involved and be part of a solution 
rather than the issue. 

65 02/19/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board Member Warwick Valley CSD)

Keith breaks down what goes on at the Warwick High School at night and why there is always 
activities occurring in the evening. Keith talks about the Guitar Club Concert two weeks ago and 
how impressed he was with the talent of the students involved with the concert. He recaps the 
Veteran's Breakfast last week and how they had over 60 veterans and their families for the event. 
Keith explains why the School Board puts a year-round emphasis on saluting war veterans and why 
its important they receive the honor and recognition they deserve. Keith begins to break down the 
budget for the school to close the segment.

66 02/20/20 (Thursday) 7:10-7:18am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Megan Pennington (Food Sensitivity Specialist)
Megan explains why she got into the niche field of food specialty and verbalizes the difference 
between allergies and sensitivities.

67 02/20/20 (Thursday) 7:28-7:30am 0:02:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling

Taylor talks about the American Legion Auxiliary hosting the Irishfest on March 1. On March 6, the 
Iron Horse Sanctuary invites listeners to a night out at the Warwick Valley Winery and Distillery from 
6-9pm.

68 02/25/20 (Tuesday) 7:10-7:23am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Jim "Starr" Kalafat & Tonya Smith

Tonya talks about how she became a newborn/infant hearing screening and Jim speaks about how 
he transformed his football career and turned into Laser from American Gladiator. Tonya and Jim 
are teaming up to kickstart a personal development company to give other people the tools to make 
their dreams come true which includes a semi-annual challenge that'll give the winners $50,000 to 
cover a year of expenses which they will build the business of their dreams.

69 02/26/20 (Wednesday) 7:08-7:34am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Brett Hearn

Brett talks about the Orange County Fair Speedway and the upcoming year. He talks about the 
local drivers from Middletown and the typical career path for these drivers. Frank and Brett talk 
about Brett's experience in NASCAR and how that has helped him prepare for his role leading the 
Speedweay.

70 02/26/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony Cardone (supervisor of the town of Monroe)
Tony Cardone speaks about the recent happenings in Monroe. He talks about how Monroe will be 
involved in the Orange County Fair Speedway in 2020.

71 02/27/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Bill Fiorvanti (Orange County Director of Economic 

Development)

Bill gives an update on Legoland as it is 4 months until the opening of the park. Bill explains that the 
Amazon fulfillment center has finally been approved and gives the behind the project. He informs 
listeners that the Hudson Sports Complex is seeking lodging partners. 

72 02/28/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Deb Taylor (Taylor Financial Group)

Deb gives an update on the Coronavirus and how it is affecting the market. She explains why it 
would be beneficial for investors to stay strong and look at the situation rationally. She gives an 
update on whether the market is reacting to a potential to Bernie Sanders beocming President and 
what to expect moving forward in the Democratic primaries. 

73 03/03/20 (Tuesday) 7:10-7:56am 0:46:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Kristine Young (President of SUNY Orange)

Dr Young and Taylor talk about business and how understanding that everything is a business will 
significiantly help you in the long run. Dr. Young breaks down their own majors at SUNY Orange 
and why liberal arts may get a bad reputation even though it should not. Dr. Young and Taylor talk 
about the evolution of high school children and why it may or may not be problematic. 

74 03/03/20 (Tuesday) 7:23-7:30am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Bob DeMaria (the Drugless Dr)

Dr. Bob joins the show to talk about the whole Coronavirus situation and why people actually gret 
sick. Bob explains that Vitamin D is very important to your immune system and encourages every 
person to add some to their daily lives. 

75 03/03/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:15am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Assemblyman Colin Schmidt

Colin talks about the emergency briefing he had about the Coronavirus last night. Colin talks about 
the details on how to protect NY/NJ from contracting the Coronavirus from places like Woodbury 
Commons, mass transit locations, and Legoland in the future. Colin speaks about the preparedness 
of local hospitals for an emergency situation.

76 03/03/20 (Tuesday) 8:15-8:30am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Dr. Vincent Przybylinski (Principal of Pompton Lakes High 

School)

Vince talks about the newest events happening at Pompton Lakes High School, including a vaping 
seminar. Dr. P talks about the diversity of the Pompton Lakes High School and how some children 
go to Ivy Leagues and some go to 2-year programs. Dr. P explains why its important for kids to get 
proper guidance in regards to college (whether to go to college, a 2-year program, or a trade 
school).

77 03/04/20 (Wednesday) 7:10-7:55am 0:45:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steven Kitar

Steven and Frank talk about Steven's desire to open up a Boutique Hotel in the Village of Warwick. 
Steven elaborates on the location of the hotel, the concerns that some residents have, and other 
details. 

78 03/04/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:40am 0:35:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steven Kitar
Steven, Frank, and Taylor field calls on the possibility of Steven building the Pulpit Rock boutique 
hotel.

79 03/05/20 (Thursday) 7:10-7:17am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Derek Richards

Derek and Taylor talk about the Irish Comedy tour and how long he's been doing the tour with his 
three partners. He speaks about living in Boston and the difference between that and Dublin. He 
says that they get together for 4-6 weeks a year for the tour. The show is tonight at 8pm at the 
Sugarloaf Performing Arts Center.

80 03/05/20 (Thursday) 8:08-8:18am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Neil Dwyer (Mayor of the Village of Monroe)
Neil announces that they hired a landscape architect to work with the village of Monroe to create a 
long-term plan with sustainable plantings, flower beds, and ponds in downtown Monroe. 

81 03/05/20 (Thursday) 10:05-11:00am 0:55:00 Heath Matters Peter Fella Art Levine (Cancer Survivor)
Peter and Art talk about how to speak to someone who has been diagnosed with cancer. Peter also 
gives an update on the Coronavirus and what to know and how to prepare for it.

82 03/06/20 (Friday) 7:46-7:56am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois
The Sheriff calls in and discusses Bail Reform with Frank and Taylor. He discusses the continued 
ramifications of it and why its important to repeal it.

83 03/06/20 (Friday) 8:14-8:17am 0:03:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling
On March 29, Tom Lovelace is hosting a Disabled American Vet concert with all the proceeds going 
to the disabled vets.

84 03/10/20 (Tuesday) 7:09-7:25am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Julian David

Julian David talks about his career in Rock and Roll photography and how he managed to snap 
10,000 pictures of rock and roll artists by sneaking his equipment in. He talks about how he would 
sneak his equipment into the stage. He gives stories of how he was almost kicked out of Duran 
Duran and where his career is now.

85 03/10/20 (Tuesday) 7:25-7:32am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Bob DeMaria (the Drugless Dr)
Dr. Bob talks about the difference in the sun in Florida and NJ/NY and the danger of people of fairer 
skin. 

86 03/10/20 (Tuesday) 8:07-8:24am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois

Sheriff DuBois joins the show to talk about the Coronavirus and the temporary pause in jail visitation 
in Orange County. The Sheriff explains the importance of remaining calm and the precautionary 
steps they are taking.

87 03/11/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:39am 0:34:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky

Paul anounces that March 11 is World Plumbing Day. Paul talks about why plumbing is important in 
the U.S. and why they should not be overlooked. Paul speaks about the lack of clean water and 
sanitation in third world countries and how that affects children (especially those under the age of 
5). Paul explains common issues that occur with plumbing and air conditioning as the weather gets 
warmer. 

88 03/12/20 (Thursday) 7:10-7:17am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Berry (author)

Steve and Taylor discuss Steve's background in law and how he got the idea of the Warsaw 
Protocal and what that is all about. Steve explains where he got the idea for the book and the 
personality of the hero Cotton Malone. 

89 03/12/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:23am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger
Taylor and Senator Metzger discuss the Coronavirus and the effect that it is having on NY state. 
They also talk about the state budget, the bail reform and other issues.



90 03/13/20 (Friday) 8:15-8:35am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Orange County Exec Steve Neuhaus

Steve Neuhaus calls in to give an update on Coronavirus and explain how residents should 
proceed. He tells listeners to not listen to the media and talk to a doctor if they have any questions 
regarding COVID-19.

91 03/17/20 (Tuesday) 7:08-7:24am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Holly Martyn (author)

Holly explains how she developed the idea for her book Would it Kill You to Put on Some Lipstick?. 
She talks about why its called a memoir as its mostly short stories. Holly tells the listeners that the 
idea is you could meet one nice person who you mesh with if you go on 100 dates. It is more of a 
numbers game than anything else. Shes then asserts that feeling sorry for yourself is the worst 
thing a person can do.

92 03/17/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman from 40th District in NJ)

Kevin discloses the newest information about the Coronavirus in Bergen County, NJ. He talks about 
the limiting of large gatherings to under 50 people. He announces that essentially everything is 
cancelled until May. Kevin urges listeners to follow directions from the CDC and not to panic.

93 03/18/20 (Wednesday) 7:47-7:55am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Leo R. Kaytes

Leo hops on the show to talk about Leo Kaytes Ford's decision to put together a task force team to 
help run errands for those who cannot leave the house during the Coronavirus outbreak. All you 
need to do is call up the dealership and they will arrange the logistics.

94 03/18/20 (Wednesday) 8:07-8:25am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board Member Warwick Valley CSD)

Keith joins the show to talk about the schools throughout the Coronavirus. He talks about this being 
a time to help the kids build up time management skills. Keith explains why he believes that this is a 
blip in the radar.

95 03/20/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:20am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Darcie Miller (Commissioner of Mental Health and Social 

Securities)

Darcie joins the show and talks about how to manage children during the quarantine of 
Coronavirus. Darcie emphasizes that parents should be the one delivering news to children and that 
children do not need to receive doomsday messaging from the news networks. Darcie provides 
information on how to contact her office during the quarantine and what they can offer in the form of 
assistance and support.

96 03/24/20 (Tuesday) 7:10-7:35am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky

Paul hops on the show to talk about toilet paper and bidets. Paul talks about how the calls for bidets 
have skyrocketed and the bidet companies cannot keep up with the demand. Paul talks about how 
he had to temporarily lay off a couple of people and how it is difficult for him to operate during 
COVID-19.

97 03/24/20 (Tuesday) 8:20-8:32am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Amanda Dana (Director of Orange County Tourism)
Amanda talks about activities that would permit people to leave the house with social distancing. 
Amanda emphasizes the importance of staying positive and safe simultaneously.

98 03/24/20 (Tuesday) 8:50-9:08am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County Exec)

Steve provides an update on COVID-19. He states that only about 25% of cases are from Kiryas 
Joel, contrary to public perception. Steve talks about how he dropped off masks and gloves to the 
National Guard.

99 03/25/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony Cardone (supervisor of the town of Monroe)

Tony calls in to give an update on the town of Monroe during the COVID-19 outbreak. Tony talks 
about how cases will probably go up since the testing will increase this week. Tony talks about the 
weekly team meetings and that they are being conducted over skype.

100 03/25/20 (Wednesday) 8:45-9:01am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County Exec)

Steve informs listeners that they update their numbers in the morning and he said that 539 was 
positive. Steve explains that he believes that the increased testing will boost the numbers. Steve 
compares the situation in NY to South Korea.

101 03/26/20 (Thursday) 7:09-7:21am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Anthony Corporelli (creator of the Imbible)
Anthony talks about his background and how he got his beginning as a cook and a Youtube 
producer. He then talks about his inspiration for creating and founding the Imbible.

102 03/26/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:19am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt
Bill Fiorvanti (Orange County Director of Economic 

Development)

Bill Fiorvanti joins the show and talks about how his business has essentially grinded to a halt 
during this Coronavirus outbreak. He, Frank, and Taylor break down Steve Neuhaus's response to 
the COVID-19 outbreak and why his leadership has been so important.

103 03/26/20 (Thursday) 8:20-8:33am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor

Deb talks about the future GDP growth and how things will look very ugly in Q2, but things will roar 
back in Q3 and Q4. Debra talks about different ways that small businesses can stay afloat, such as 
restaurants offering take out. She speaks about a WebEx conference call she hosted with clients 
from JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, etc.

104 03/26/20 (Thursday) 8:48-9:01am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County Exec)

Steve calls into the show to give another update about COVID-19 and how Orange County, NY has 
had their first death. The man who passed was a glider pilot in WWII and was in the critical age 
bracket. Steve tells listeners that he's bringing the "hammer" down today as there are a lot of 
institutions that are lagging behind and they need to step up.

105 03/27/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor

Deb joins the show and kicks things off by talking about the CARES Act. Deb breaks down the 
principles of the CARES act and analyzes the pros and cons. Deb explains that why it doesn't make 
sense to look at people's 2018 AGI to determine how much help people need right now. Deb breaks 
down the changes made to RMDs, IRAs, etc.

106 03/27/20 (Friday) 8:48-9:06am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County Exec)
Steve joins the show to provide his daily COVID-19 update. He enocurages people to continue to 
use social distancing when they go out to take their walks or runs or hikes.

107 03/31/20 (Tuesday) 7:10-7:35am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Ingrid Newkirk (President of PETA)

Ingrid joins the show to discuss her book "Animal Kind" and to talk about the horrific conditions farm 
animals are subjected to. Her and Taylor break down the live auction where animals are 
slaughtered in public and that is exactly how diseases begin.

108 03/31/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:40am 0:35:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor

Deb hops on the show to talk finance. She kicks things off by speaking about oil and whether to 
invest in that commodities. Deb emphasizes that she doesn't like buying commodities because of 
the pricing mechanisms but she does admit that this could be a bargain. Deb speaks about the 
importance of self-awareness when investing as it is an emotional process. Deb hammers home 
that since interest rates are zero, the people who are getting hurt are the savers and those who are 
looking to move toward retirement. 

109 03/31/20 (Tuesday) 8:56-9:15 0:19:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County Exec)

Steve comes on to give his daily update on the Coronavirus in Orange County. He continues to 
emphasize the difference between COVID-19 and the regular flu. He announced that someone in 
their 40s passed with no preexisting conditions pass. 

Total 31:35:00
Thirty One Hours and Thirty 

Five Minutes



Number Date Time - Start/End Duration Programming Show Host Guest Topic(s)
1 04/01/20 (Wednesday) 8:50-9:05am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 

Exec)
Steve joins the show and announces that 8 people passed from COVID-19 
yesterday alone. Steve says he is literally providing some of the hospitals with 
personal protective gear. Steve talks about the importance of being interactive and 
available during the crisis. He then offers his take on LegoLand's opening being 
delayed until 2021 (and how over 40 people are laid off). Steve says that he expects 
many more people to lose their lives in Orange County in the next few days.

2 04/02/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor (Taylor Financial 
Group)

Deb hops on the show to talk personal finance amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Deb 
explains her mentality during a time like this. She talks about removing emotion from 
investing as investing with your emotions can lose you a lot of money. She explains 
how to assess when to make a move on purchasing stocks, especially considering 
the stock market is down 25%.

3 04/02/20 (Thursday) 8:50-9:15am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls in to give his daily update on the Coronavirus. He said by the end of the 
day, he expects over 2,000 positive cases in Orange County. Steve updated the 
situation in the city of Newburgh and that there was over 45 gun shots last night. 
Steve updates that there are now 25 deaths and that some people have passed in 
very suspicious situations. Steve urges listeners to wear masks if they can create 
one, along with latex gloves. Steve claims that they are still a little way off from the 
peak of this virus. 

4 04/03/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik Bob talks about noteries during COVID-19 and how one cna become one during the 
pandemic. He explains why it's useful to be able to give noteries. Bob then breaks 
down what's happening with the courts and the DMV during the Coronavirus 
outbreak.

5 04/03/20 (Friday) 8:30-8:35am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling Taylor announced that WTBQ/WGHT, Leo Kaytes Ford, and Silvio's Italian Villa 
have made a partnership to help donate food to the healthcare workers and nurses 
at St. Anthony's. A donation of $25 will help Silvio's create meals to feed these 
unnamed heroes. Call up Silvio's Italian Villa to make your donation.

6 04/03/20 (Friday) 8:50-9:04am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for the daily Coronavirus update as "we head into the eye of 
the storm." Steve talks about the big economic development presentation that his 
office is hosting for local businesses in NY and NJ. The presentation will walk local 
businesses through the new government stimulus package and what it offers to help 
them.

7 04/07/20 (Tuesday) 7:50-7:56am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Taylor Sterling Taylor reminds listeners to donate $25 to Silvio's Italian Villa as they are sending hot 
cooked meals to St. Anthony's local hospital for the workers and patients. 
Yesterday's Irish bar is doing the same thing. Taylor will read off the names of all 
who donated at the conclusion of the show.

8 04/07/20 (Tuesday) 8:15-8:35am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent Przybylinski Vince hops on the show to give an update on Pompton Lakes High School. The 
Principal says that May is the decision month in regards to the school and its 
decisions. Vince says that the administration hasn't formally spoken about 
graduation due to a lot of unknowns. But he reassures listeners and says that if they 
can do it, they will. 

9 04/07/20 (Tuesday) 9:02-9:20 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve said that Orange County is not, in fact, flattening the curve yet (they are a 
couple of days behind NYC). Steve emphasizes there really isn't one area to blame 
and that COVID-19 is in every town. Steve says that this can knock you out 
regardless of how old you are, depending on if you have a glitch. Steve looks at how 
many people are hospitalized by this virus. He continues to talk about testing and 
how we do not have enough tests for anyone to simply get tested. Steve continues 
to push for May 1 as a deadline to begin to ramp back up.

10 04/08/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul says that in Europe 97% of houses have a bidet. Paul has been getting calls on 
two things during this pandemic, the first is bidets. If you use a bidet, you use 80% 
less toilet paper. Bidets save 30 million cases of hemorrhoids according to Tushy.
com. Paul then goes onto explain what a bidet seat is. Paul breaks down the pricing 
options for bidets and the pros/cons to each different option. Paul then talks about a 
UV Lamp that goes in the duckworth of your AC. A UV Lamp has been known to kill 
viruses and bacteria and odors. 

11 04/10/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:26am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor (Taylor Financial 
Group)

Deb starts off by talking about the federal government announcing another trillian 
dollar stimulus to aid municipalities and that is a reason the market has rebounded 
so resoundly. She continues to emphasize that keeping the economy shut down is 
not feasible. Deb explains that we sold out to cheapness from China as Americans 
sold out to the cheap products manufactured in China. She expects the US to begin 
to hop off of that train.

12 04/10/20 (Friday) 8:27-8:37am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Master Sergeant Sarah Pastorello Sarah joins the show to talk about receiving masks from California. She then 
explains what it takes to be part of the National Guard and everything that is occurrig 
at Stewart Airport.

13 04/10/20 (Friday) 8:50-9:13am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the FST Morning Show to give his daily update on COVID-19 in Orange 
County. He says he sent out notice that he needs testing kits for seniors as Orange 
County is dealing with shortages. He praises local law enforcement who have 
continued to work and have done their job well. 

14 04/14/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:30 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois The Sheriif talks about the weekend and how he focused a lot of his efforts on the 
golf courses, as Orange County Exec Steve Neuhaus wants the golf courses open. 
Sheriff DuBois warns listeners of phone scams, as they are ramping up because of 
the Stimulus checks being distributed. He advises listeners to simply not answer the 
phone if you do not know the number. Sheriff DuBois talks about the reduction in any 
kind of arrests during the COVID-19 pandemic and whether or not he believes the 
downturn in quantity is the reason for that.

15 04/14/20 (Tuesday) 8:45-9:19 0:34:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve hops on the show to give the daily COVID-19 update in Orange County. Steve 
talks about how he does not want people politicizing the Coronavirus. Steve offers 
hope that this will get better soon. He says they are prepping for the release of 
certain businesses and what businesses get to be released first. Steve offers 
perspective, saying we should be grateful that this isn't in the dead of winter.

16 04/15/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:27am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board Member 
Warwick Valley CSD)

Keith, Frank, and Taylor talk about if there is going to be a "new normal" after this 
pandemic is over. Keith urges listeners to tune into Steve Neuhaus's updates each 
day. Keith then updates the listeners on everything that happens with the school. He 
talks about how certain teachers may not be well-versed in technology, so the 
schools have created a universal "playbook" of expectations for all teachers. They 
talk about the issues of prom and graduation and how they're going to have to play it 
by ear. 

17 04/15/20 (Wednesday) 8:28-8:40am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Amanda Dana (Director of Orange 
County Tourism)

Amanda joins the show to tell listeners that she tested positive for COVID-19. Three 
weeks ago, she wasn't feeling well and had a headache (that would go away with 
Tylenol). Amanda decided on a whim to get tested (it took her 2 days to get tested). 
It took six days to get back the results, but she self-isolated as a precaution. She had 
zero symptoms when she received the news that she tested positive. She said that 
she didn't have any issues breathing, but she couldn't taste or smell anything with a 
slight fever. She said that it overall wasn't a big issue for her and that she didn't 
experience much trouble at all. 

18 04/15/20 (Wednesday) 8:58-9:22am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve hops on the show and gives an update on the Orange County numbers. Steve 
talks about the procedures necessary to get a car in today's world. Steve then talks 
about camp LaGuardia and what is going on there. Steve explains why he refuses to 
close the state parks in Orange County.

19 04/16/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:23am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle (Administrator of the 
town of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin calls into the Morning Show and explains that things are status quo at the 
Borough office. Kevin Boyle talks about the transition online and how even though 
they are operating in a unique fashion, they are still productive. 

20 04/16/20 (Thursday) 8:23-8:38am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor (Taylor Financial 
Group)

Deb joins the show and talks about the lack of security surrounding Zoom. Deb then 
explains that Congress allocated $2.3 trillion in stimulus and that they put down $350 
billion to small businesses. She explains why there is a slowdown in Congress and 
what is driving the Republicans and Democrats apart. 

21 04/16/20 (Thursday) 8:49-9:15am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve says that yesterday was the first day that the hospitalization rate dropped. 
Steve explains why that available hospital beds are the best barometer to gauge 
how Orange County is doing. Steve then praises the town administrators and 
mayors for all being on the same page and working together. 

22 04/17/20 (Friday) 8:55-9:19am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve says the Governor's order that all people 2 years old or older must wear 
masks when they go out starting tonight. Steve sympathizes saying that he hates 
wearing masks for prolonged periods of time. Steve said that the gut-wrenching 
news of Cuomo announcing the business shut down continuing through May 15. 
Steve said that he's going to halt doing update videos on Sunday to give people a 
break. 

23 04/21/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman in 
Bergen County)

Kevin hops on the show to talk about COVID-19 and updates numbers for Bergen 
County in NJ. He emphasizes that we need more tests as there are numerous cases 
in which people were carrying the virus but had no symptoms. He goes over why the 
stimulus checks are being held up and how we can get the economy humming once 
again.

24 04/21/20 (Tuesday) 8:44-9:06am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show to express hope that the numbers of ICU beds available goes 
up so we can go back to normal ASAP. Steve then explains the recovery numbers in 
Orange County and breaks them down.



25 04/22/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony and Fran Cardone (Supervisor 
of the town of Monroe and his wife 

who is a nurse)

Tony hops on the show to express gratitude to all of our first responders for their 
bravery during the COVID-19 pandemic. Fran gives the listeners an update on the 
hospital system and what it is like to work on the front line. She also explains that 
she's been reassigned and talks about the difficulties with adapting to an entirely 
new situation on the fly. 

26 04/22/20 (Wednesday) 8:55-9:20 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve updates and says that hospitalizations are remaining steady at 270 (lower 
than last week, so heading in the right direction). ICU beds are about 40% available. 
Steve breaks down all other news in the county surrounding COVID-19.

27 04/23/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bill Fiorvanti (Dir. of Economic 
Development)

Bill talks about the IDA money hold-up and the logistics behind that. He then talks 
about the postponement of the opening of Legoland and whether or not Amazon is 
coming to the area. Bill finishes up the segment rounding out how local businesses 
can survive.

28 04/23/20 (Thursday) 8:45-9:13am 0:28:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve explains that he completely lost his patience with the IDA and the fact that 
they have not given out money to small businesses. Steve offers optimism about the 
decreasing hospital numbers but he reminds listeners that death numbers are sitll 
too high.

29 04/28/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:20am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Mayor Michael Serra Mayor Serra joins the show to give an update on Pompton Lakes. Serra tells 
listeners that budgets are going to be tough and why taxes are still due on May 15. 

30 04/28/20 (Tuesday) 8:48-9:18am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update and explains that the hospitalization rates 
are going down because of the number of deaths. Steve then breaks down the 
business of the local farms in Orange County and how thye are doing.

31 04/29/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:18am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sandy Kassill (Hospice of Orange) She hops on the phone to talk about the silver lining for Hospice during COVID-19 
since it has helped people recognize that hospice does not equate to death. 

32 04/29/20 (Wednesday) 8:47-9:25am 0:38:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show and gives an update on tax collection in NY. He also provides 
more information about the payroll protection plan. Steve speaks at length about 
testing for antibodies and how that can be a big sigh of relief or add anxiety. 

33 04/30/20 (Thursday) 8:11-8:29am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor (Taylor Financial 
Group)

Deb talks about how businesses can rebound from COVID-19 and why she has 
'grave concern' about restaurants. She explains all of the steps at how we could roll 
out a vaccination for COVID-19. JP Morgan says your portfolio should have three 
sleeves. Her and Frank discuss the real estate market and the opportunities that 
arise from that.

34 04/30/20 (Thursday) 8:57-9:21am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve explains why the number of positive cases jumped so much yesterday. Dan 
DePugh of Middletown Medical calls in and breaks down all of the different testing 
they are doing. Steve said he will be rolling out an app that gives you as much info 
as possible on Coronavirus.

35 05/01/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik Bob joins the show to talk about people who can't make their rent payment. There's 
a lot of support for people to skip their rent payment. Bob talks about all of the 
different ways that Gov. Cuomo/Murphy could approach this situation.

36 05/01/20 (Friday) 8:57-9:08am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily update. Steve tells listeners that the numbers are trending 
downward and gives some info about the timeline of when the schools will open. 

37 05/05/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:15am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Colin Schmidt (Assemblyman of 99th 
District of NY)

Colin starts off thanking the first responders in Orange and Rockland counties. He 
then updates listeners on how they are helping small business owners and what they 
are continuing to do. 

38 05/05/20 (Tuesday) 8:18-8:36am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent Przybylinski Dr. P joins the show and updates listeners on the situation of a death of a teacher. 
He explains to listeners what Pompton Lakes High School has been doing to help 
both students and staff get through this passing. He gives an update on graduation 
and how students have retrieved any personal belongings that were left in school. 
He talks about the fall reopening and what that could look like and what 
students/parents could expect. 

39 05/05/20 (Tuesday) 8:49-9:21am 0:32:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve tells listeners that they have to continue wearing masks when they go out in 
public. Steve continues to emphasize how bad of a financial situation Orange County 
is in and he clamors for construction to restart ASAP. Steve explains why it is 
necessary for businesses to reopen ASAP.

40 05/06/20 (Wednesday) 8:07-8:20am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Leonard DeBuck Leonard DeBuck focuses in on how sod and how you can keep your property 
'healthy' during COVID-19. 

41 05/06/20 (Wednesday) 8:49-9:33am 0:44:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve went over to Valley View this morning for national nursing week. Steve said 
40% of businesses have been granted help from the IDA. He also emphasizes that 
the best way to help a business is to get them open. He explains how listeners can 
go about reporting stores that are not wearing masks. He simply tells listeners to 
calm down, especially about the hornets.

42 05/07/20 (Thursday) 8:50-9:10am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve hops on the show for his daily update. He brings up some numbers from the 
police department such as daily domestic calls. Steve explains that the only 
uncertainty when it comes to restaurant reopenings is the when. 

43 05/08/20 (Friday) 8:53-9:25am 0:32:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for the daily COVID-19 update. Steve explains why the 
counties aren't allowed to make their own decisions in regards to reopening. Steve 
tells listeners that Stewart Airport has been 'decimated.' Steve explains that retail 
should have been allowed to operate the smae was as restaurants with curbside 
pick-up. 

44 05/12/20 (Tuesday) 8:10-8:35am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois Sheriff Carl DuBois joins the show and praises Orange County Executive Steve 
Neuhaus's energy level. Carl tells listeners that only about 80 people in the 
department been out due to COVID-19 and most are back to work (only 3 or 4 are 
out right now with external exposure). 

45 05/12/20 (Tuesday) 8:55-9:22am 0:27:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve talks about how he's been communicating with Governor Cuomo about re-
opening. Steve emphasizes why retail businesses should be re-opened and provides 
details as to how that could happen.

46 05/13/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:40am 0:35:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul Nebrasky from Nebrasky Plumbing and Heating hops on the show. Paul talks 
about tankless water heaters and explains what the difference between that and a 
tanked water heater. He explains that a tankless water heater is "on demand" but not 
instant. Paul tells listeners what the pros/cons of the tankless water heaters are as it 
includes energy efficiency and a longer lifespan. Paul then explains why most people 
do not utilize a tankless water heater. 

47 05/13/20 (Wednesday) 8:47-9:30am 0:43:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He opens the segment talking about how 
drive-in movie theaters will begin to re-open to help with commencement 
ceremonies. He tells listeners our region is falling short of hospitalizations and 
amount of deaths as the Mid-Hudson Region is hitting 5/7 metrics that Governor 
Cuomo laid out. He also says that we need a significant amount of clarification on 
the specifics of re-opening. 

48 05/14/20 (Thursday) 8:13-8:35am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger The Senator hops on the show and her and Frank talk about drive-in movie theaters 
and how they can use those to help with high school graduations. Metzger talks 
about today's senate hearings on small businesses and she talks about how the 
PPP still as funding available and explains that businesses should not need to be 
fully staffed by June 30th (one way they could change that is by making it the end of 
the year). She concludes her Our Town segment by talking about her new bill called 
the "Clean Budget" bill. 

49 05/14/20 (Thursday) 8:50-9:12am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show and talks about the podcast he hosted with a woman who was 
born during the Holocaust in a concentration camp. Steve tells listeners he's been 
pushing Gov. Cuomo to open certain things up, but we also have to be smart and 
wear protection. He explains that the biggest frustration is that the Governor has to 
start making decisions and the state needs direction. He then talks about the 
importance of ensuring the state is on the same page with big decisions.

50 05/15/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:16am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Darcie Miller (Commissioner of 
Mental Health)

Darcie joins the show and talks about the struggles that some families may be going 
through mentally during COVID-19. She talks about the differences between the 
younger and older folks in that regard and innovative solutions that include zoom 
therapy and group sessions.

51 05/15/20 (Friday) 8:49-9:26am 0:37:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve Neuhaus joins the show for his daily update on COVID-19. Steve puts out his 
frustration with small retail businesses not being allowed to at least do curbside 
pickup. Steve said that he's getting "tons of calls" from businesses asking if they can 
open up. Steve tells listeners that the numbers in Orange County are increasing due 
to increased testing of nursing homes. 

52 05/19/20 (Tuesday) 8:07-8:38am 0:31:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman in 
Bergen County)

Kevin joins the show and talks about the unemployment numbers in NJ (over 1 
million people are unemployed). He explains why there needs to be a complete 
overhaulment of how the state distributes unemployment as people have been 
waiting 9-10 weeks to receive unemployment. He addresses the issue with 
undocumented immigrants receiving unemployment before American citizens. He 
talks about losing businesses to other states where they treat businesses well. 

53 05/19/20 (Tuesday) 8:50-9:21am 0:31:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Orange County Executive Steve Neuhaus joins the show and explains that we had 
the best Monday "number-wise" in months. Steve expresses optimism about where 
Orange County is in reagrds to the numbers and explains why he is frustrated that 
Macy's is open and not Main St in Warwick. Steve talks about his conversations with 
the Governor's office and what we can expect.

54 05/20/20 (Wednesday) 8:07-8:37am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board Member 
Warwick Valley CSD) & David Leach 
(Superintendent of Warwick School 

District)

Keith and David hop on the show and address questions about the school district. 
David Leach explains the difference in teaching methods for kids of differing age 
groups. They break down the challenges of instructing through technology and not 
being present with students. 



55 05/20/20 (Wednesday) 8:51-9:40 0:49:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve tells listeners that the Goshen Farmer's Market next week at the Government 
Center's parking lot. Steve addresses issues with farming and restaurants at this 
time. Steve speaks out about the Heroes Act and gives his opinion whether it is a 
good thing. Steve discusses Kirryas Joel with Frank and Taylor and the situation that 
is ongoing there. Steve then talks about Dr. Irina Gellman's decision to not allow 
students into the schools to pick up their content and utilize a bag and grab 
technique instead. 

56 05/20/20 (Wednesday) 8:51-9:40am 0:49:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve tells listeners that the Goshen Farmer's Market next week at the Government 
Center's parking lot. Steve addresses issues with farming and restaurants at this 
time. Steve speaks out about the Heroes Act and gives his opinion whether it is a 
good thing. Steve discusses Kirryas Joel with Frank and Taylor and the situation that 
is ongoing there. Steve then talks about Dr. Irina Gellman's decision to not allow 
students into the schools to pick up their content and utilize a bag and grab 
technique instead. 

57 05/20/20 (Wednesday) 9:40-9:43am 0:03:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Deb Major (Founder of Zylofone) Deb joins the show and talks about an event between 12-2pm on hvgives.org. She 
asks listeners to consider donating even $1 to help the non-profit organizations 
associated with the website.

58 05/21/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:33am 0:28:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor (Taylor Financial 
Group)

Deb kicks off her segment talking about the homestead rebate and why there is 
ambiguity about that. Deb reminds listeners about the interview with Kevin Rooney 
and his emphasis that we absolutely have to re-open. She explains the two different 
pathways we can go down and uses the Ford closings as an example. Deb then 
talks about a potential second wave of the virus coming around Christmas and how 
that can affect retail. She then attempts to explain the movement of the stock market 
in relation to the pandemic.

59 05/21/20 (Thursday) 8:53-9:15am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve starts off his daily segment with talking about areas that are getting 
preferential treatment and why that is a double standard. Steve talks about some of 
the religious groups that have stepped up helping with contact tracers. Steve tells 
listeners he's planning on issuing the Governor's office an ultimatum about opening 
up. 

60 05/22/20 (Friday) 8:53-9:13am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve tells listeners that they have not gotten any positive, clear information from the 
Governor's office. Deb Major from Zylofone calls in and discusses special needs 
children and how they can get the attention they need. Steve tells listeners that 
phase 1 is begins tomorrow for Orange County, with or without Gov. Cuomo. He 
explains why science has gone out the door with the Governor's office and why 
Cuomo is playing politics.

61 05/26/20 (Tuesday) 8:58-9:28am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show and talks about the hisotrical aspects of space and Ulysses 
Grant. Steve then dives into the specifics of phase 1. He talks about that the only 
people who are left out are restaurants. He then tells listeners what isn't open and 
when to expect certain industries to open. 

62 05/27/20 (Wednesday) 8:23-8:33am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony Cardone (Monroe Town 
Supervisor)

Tony joins the show and talks about things people are doing for the nurses out of 
their own goodwill. Tony explains what contact tracing is and why Monroe stepped 
up and offered a ton recently. 

63 05/27/20 (Wednesday) 8:55-9:25am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve tells listeners that businesses are operating with some trepidation about re-
opening. He tells listeners that businesses need to submit an affirmation and have a 
safety plan in the store in order to re-open. A listener calls in and asks about the 
DMV and Steve informs that they will not physically reopen until Phase 2. Steve 
emphasizes that the Governor has remained steadfast that graduations must stay 
virtual or drive-thru. 

64 05/28/20 (Thursday) 8:07-8:29am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bill Fiorvanti (Dir. of Economic 
Development)

Bill joins the show and discusses how catastrophic a second lockdown would be. Bill 
talks about dentists and how they should be in phase 2 moving forward. He then 
explains his standing on fitness gyms and that thee institutions are not getting 
answered. Bill then breaks down the loans for small businesses and what that 
money must be spent on. 

65 05/28/20 (Thursday) 8:50-9:10am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve Neuhaus talks about the flexibility to open the other phases earlier. He 
explains the pressure that the Governor is facing on school graduation ceremonies. 

66 05/29/20 (Friday) 8:11-8:24am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Jimmy Cassidy and Michael Dennidy 
(Clover Stables)

Jimmy and Michael talk about how they started Clover Stables and how they build 
up the stables. They talk about their love of horses and the local area and why the 
combination of the two convinced them to move from Ireland.

67 05/29/20 (Friday) 8:51-9:15am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show and tells listeners that the deaths in the counties are essentially 
isolated to nursing homes and that is where the biggest issue lies. Steve talks about 
drawing a distinction between people who die from the flu/cancer/etc and COVID-19. 
Steve explains that there is a lot of fighting going on up in Albany.

68 06/11/20 (Thursday) 8:45-9:10am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve hops on the show and tells listeners that we have officially hit zero deaths in 
Orange County. Steve talks about the confusion coming from the Governor's office 
in Albany. Steve explains some ideas he has for events coming up for Orange 
County and what listeners can expect (regarding COVID-19) moving forward. Steve 
requests that flags come off of half-staff for the psyche of the residents. He then tells 
listeners about how the County is gearing up for President Trump's visit to West 
Point this weekend. Steve also begs the Governor's office to answer the question 
regarding concerts later this summer.

69 06/12/20 (Friday) 8:55-9:15am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve hops on the show for his daily update. Steve tells listeners that he dispatched 
his team to go around the county to take pictures of stores that have opened to kick-
off a promotional campaign. The goal for his team is to "give people a good shot in 
the arm" to get going economically. Steve talks about potential business for places 
such as the Commons since NYC is still in Phase 1 of the reopening. He talks about 
President Trump coming to West Point to give a speech this weekend and updates 
info about policing and keeping residents safe during the planned protest. 

70 06/16/20 (Tuesday)         8:08-8:32am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman in 
Bergen County)

Kevin joins the show and talks about the reopening of outdoor dining and the 
process behind it. he discusses a $5 billion borrowing program that will be repayed 
in 3 years. An additional $9 billion can be taken out. $6 billion has been dished out in 
unemployment. Property taxes continue to rise, but great schools and location. He 
states "we [New Jersey] have it all." Restaurants need full reopening, profit margins 
are really small. He discusses the need to help all businesses get back. Malls being 
closed is a massive issue. Bergen County continues to see declines, but precautions 
still need to be taken. He details protestors have been relatively peaceful with the 
exception of a few. He stresses change is needed, but without detering from the 
main message. We need to remember the cause and acheive change through 
peace. Go vote! Direction is needed on the state budget. 

71 06/16/20 (Tuesday) 8:54-9:24am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show with his daily update. Phase 3 opens one week from this date. 
West Point sets strict COVID positvity rules. All other counties are doing great, 
similar to Orange County. People are getting loose with the mask policy. People 
happy with the reopenings, places are booked, but more opening next week. 

72 06/17/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (VP of the Warwick 
Valley School Board)

Keith Parsons joins the show and talks about voter turnout. Virtual graduation 
presentation at the drive-in is announced on the morning show.

73 06/17/20 (Wednesday) 8:53-9:24am 0:31:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show and discusses a busy evening with 911 calls. Trying to open 
Phase 3 before father's Day (going inside). Guidance expected on individuals with 
disabilities. Guidance on youth sports, need more time. Need help on how to do the 
air show because parking is wide open, but busing is needed. Revolution in the air 
between County Execs and Govenor. Divide and conquer. He discusses a heavy 
push to move Phase 3 reopening up from Tuesday to Friday. Tourism can begin 
advertising. Don't ruin reopening for the rest of us. 

74 06/18/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:15am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle (Administrator of the 
town of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin joins the Morning Show and talks about how the reopening of the town has 
gone. He explains how the Phase has gone and what to expect moving forward.

75 06/18/20 (Thursday) 8:15-8:35am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Deb Taylor Deb hops on the show to talk about how difficult it is to manage your money right 
now during the pandemic, without professional assistance.

76 06/18/20 (Thursday) 8:53-9:14 am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve hops on the show with his daily update. He discusses how businesses from 
NYC are looking to move to Orange County as a result of the effects of COVID-19. 
He also explains that outdoor dining with not be enough for businesses in the area, 
but they have to do it. 

77 06/19/20 (Friday) 8:54-9:15am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show with his daily update. He talks about businesses reopening with 
outdoor dining and the success they are having with it. Also, he discusses the 
struggle that any fireworks show could have in Orange County. We must stop a 
resurgance of COVID because we will be shut down again if needed. Businesses we 
dont even think of are struggling. Stores still with minimla employees. Phase 3 will 
be a breath of fresh air for so many. Time to make decisions on The Air Show. Be 
aware that the govenor can shut it down. 

78 06/23/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:15am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Mayor Michael Serra Mayor Serra joins the show and provides an update on the town of Pompton Lakes. 
He discussed the impact reopening is having on local businesses after "downtown 
was just a ghost town" throughout most of the shutdown. He also made mention that 
July 2nd could be a next milestone day when indoor dining can take place at 25% 
capacity. 

79 06/24/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:45am 0:40:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony Cardone (Monroe Town 
Supervisor)

Tony hops on the show and tells listeners about all the shops reopening in Monroe. 
He talks about how Monroe was turned into a contact tracing city and then explains 
his wife's protocal (she was a nurse who worked with COVID-19 patients). All fourth 
of July events in the town of Monroe have been cancelled.

80 06/24/20 (Wednesday) 8:54-9:19am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his daily update. He discusses the cancellation of 
the Orange County Police rally that was supposed to take place. He discusses the 
lonliness and mindset of police officers in the world today. Briefly, he discussed the 
economics in orange County, especially in regards to businesses that are reopening. 



81 06/25/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:41am 0:36:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor (Taylor Financial 
Group)

Deb explains that we should be looking at a two phase recovery (1: people are going 
out and spending; 2: will be slower). Deb breaks down why some states are opening 
up, and why that may not be the smartest idea. She then elaborates on why so many 
businesses failed to pivot quickly whne COVID-19 hit the fan.

82 06/26/20 (Friday) 8:07-8:28am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor (Taylor Financial 
Group)

Deb hops on the show and explains potential reopening of colleges and the ways in 
which schools can do that. Colleges are just holding on and will cripple schools that 
were not financially stable to begin with. Schools with small endowments struggle as 
well. Deb tells us jobs may not come back or will take a while to return. 90% of the 
countries in the world are in a recession. Deb says adaptibaility might be the most 
important skill moving forward. "Whatever it takes" needs to be the motto. 

83 06/26/20 (Friday) 9:02-9:35am 0:33:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show to provides his daily update on Orange County. He discusses 
the potential of a Newburgh super school that could keep people going to school in 
the area. He outlines that the market in housing near Camp LaGuardia is on the rise. 
He details the struggle NYC is having with crime and how law enforcement will 
change moving forward. He talks about how nursing homes are affected by COVID-
19 plus, the numbers have "plummeted" and that is a good sign. He advocates for 
people to visit local businesses that are open and get out to enjoy the beautiful 
Orange County.

84 06/29/20 (Monday) 8:07-8:28am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bill Fiorvanti (Dir. of Economic 
Development)

Bill joins the show and immediately jumps into a new proposal regarding Stewart 
Airport and a new Space Command center. Ornage County is a prime location 
because they are so close to NYC with 10 million people but benefit from being far 
enough from disaster. The county has so much to offer and several advanatges that 
other do not (e.i. living in the center between Washington D.C and Boston). The 
federal government has helped save businesses in Orange County. Businesses are 
opening and it seems the county has turned a corner. Businessses have had to put 
out tons of their own money. Bill clarifies Phase 3 that includes indoor dining at 50%. 
It is 50% of building capacity, not just seating capacity. 

85 06/30/20 (Tuesday) 8:07-8:40am 0:33:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul, from Nebrasky Plumbing and Heating, hops on the show and begins by 
discussing how to get rid of yellow jackets out of a wall air conditioning unit. He 
discusses a filter system to help eliminate COVID-19. Need to look at what microns 
get through the filter. COVID is .125 microns, you cannot even see it. Heppa filters 
will be an issue because it is too big and thick. However, these filters, reportedly, do 
work in terms of COVID. Some businesses are just not big enough for it. Hospitals 
have these filters already, but they are built for it. Air flow restriction will destroy the 
system and usefulness. Residentially speaking, air recovery ventilation, bring clean 
air inside. Those are mandatory in most businesses, but likely coming to residental 
housing soon. Paul details how the compressor in air conditioning systems don't 
allow you to turn it immediately back on. More air conditioning being sold now than in 
Paul's previous 32 years.

86 06/30/20 (Tuesday) 8:54-9:26am 0:32:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his daily update. Indoor dining could see a shutdown 
in NYC, but Orange County seems to be in a decent spot. The inconsistency among 
leadership (the top) is discouraging. The Air Show will go on with or without the 
Govenor's support. The new filtration systems don't have consistency either because 
Walmart and Supermarkets do not need them, but a mall would. Mom and Pop 
businesses in the mall have filed bankruptcy. Budget proposals are on the docket for 
later today. He details the need for gyms to get creative and find ways to get them 
open. However, there is not good prognosis for gyms at this time. Gyms are a hard 
no right now. The Orange County market is hot for commercial and residential.    

Total: 34:10:00



Number Date Time - Start/End Duration Programming Show Host Guest Topic(s)
1 07/01/20 (Wednesday) 8:11-8:27am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Leonard DeBuck The President of the Pine Island Chamber of Commerce hops on the show 

and discusses the possibilty of missing out on athletics this fall, despite 
last year's success. Fields will be in terrific shape when they finally get 
used again. Looking at creative ways to have a pumpkin fest, they can 
have a drive-in potentially. He explains spending will be intriguing to watch 
as to whether money will be taken from reserves or more taxes. Pine 
Island is doing its best and will battle to do what it can in this time. The 
town is doing well and is seeing things get better.

2 07/01/20 (Wednesday) 9:09-9:32am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show and provides his daily update. He discusses the 
value of community radio to provide his full story rather than just a small 
quote in a paper. Measures need to be followed seriously because other 
countries have had success with measures that people would hate here. 
He would, without a doubt, take wearing a mask over losing businesses. 
There are valid concerns about another spike. NYC is a disaster. They 
have cut $1 billion from police. People are starting to panic with what is 
occuring around the world. Steve says most people are following the mask 
rules but some go rogue. PPE is restocked in Orange County and ready if 
needed. 

3 07/03/20 (Friday) 8:55-9:20 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his daily update. He discusses the 
importance of technology in todays current situation. He talks about his 
time in the volunteer fire department and the boost it gives to the 
community. The rules and regulations of phase 4 of re-opening. His 
experiences in the United States Navy, and our country's space force and 
the opportunity it presents. Helping out re-open local small businesses. 
Orange County events for the weekend of July 4th. And the county's 
fireworks show planned for July 18th

4 07/07/20 (Tuesday) 8:07-8:17am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Colin Schmidt 
(Assemblyman of 99th 

District of NY)

Colin joins the show and discusses the options people have to get outside 
right now, but how to remain safe when we need it the most. It is a 
blessing to have all the open space up here and be able to do things that 
closer communities might not be able to. There is still a small supply of 
hand sanitizer for businesses. It is a first come, first serve basis. The 
importance right now is focused on long-term economic recovery despite 
the current short-term fight. Phase 4 is beginning today and people are 
excited. However, some events are still being paused and/or cancelled. 
The goal is to find a way to continue to move forward. He urges people to 
reach out if they have an questions or unique situations. 

5 07/07/20 (Tuesday) 8:18-8:34am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent 
Przybylinski 

Vince hops on the show and discusses how his school, Pompton Lakes 
High School, executed a wonderful, in-car graduation ceremony. The goal 
was to keep with tradition of the end of the school year and to have the 
best environment you could create. It ended with a parade through town. 
Some have called it a "Super Bowl" like event. The fall will be complex and 
planning needs to be at the forefront. They have to find their model first 
before moving forward. He says the school is more than prepared for 
virtual moving forward if it is necessary. The after school activities help 
keep kids in school and now are in jeopardy for this fall. A plan is required 
by August 11th to all the parents. 

6 07/07/20 (Tuesday) 9:05-9:18am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the discussion to provide his daily update. He discusses the 
opening of new parking at the Heritage Trail that will happen later today. 
The Trail is open to the public and has seen frequent visitors lately. The 
next section that will be open will happen in the coming months and likely 
into next year. There is excitement in the air with parks being open. People 
are trying to leave from NYC and traveling up into the area. Phase 4 is 
today. Indoor activities can open and outdoor athletics without contact can 
occur. Amazon is still being built near Orange County, they likely haven't 
stopped. LEGOLand is about 70% completed, now they are taking their 
time. Their is still good, positive momentum for those two businesses and 
constructions. 

7 07/08/20 (Wednesday) 8:07-8:43 0:36:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul joins the show to answer plumbing and heating questions that have 
been submitted to the station. UV lights are in high demand currently. Paul 
announces he will make a donation to the Warwick Historical Society. He 
discusses some of the places in your house that might contain the most 
bacteria: your kitchen sponge. Portable air conditoning units are simply 
temporary and should not be used like a normal air conditioning. He 
informs the crew about how to set your air conditioning when you leave 
town for a while. Smart thermostats are the new trend and helpful because 
it allows the customer to control temperatures from their phones. High 
efficency can be used in the Northeast, but it is mostly seen in Florida 
because it is being used for all 12 months, but check for rebates because 
some might offer it. Flushable wipes are not truly flushable, they can clog 
the system. Paul answered roughly 10-12 questions and provided great 
information for listeners of the show. Materials are low and home 
improvers are having a difficult time because materials are just out of time.

8 07/08/20 (Wednesday) 9:08-9:22am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve comes on to provide his daily update. Yesterday, he was at the 
beginning of the Heritage Trail for the opening and ribbon cutting 
ceremony. Steve briefly discusses a shooting in Cornwall between 
neighbors. There is still much more investigation to be done. DMV 
continues to be a disaster, slightly better than NJ, but not great. Today, 
Steve will host a press conference to hopefully clarify the air with 
businesses that are, frankly, confused on what can open and how they 
open. They need plans to open and Steve plans to continue to advocate 
for them to get open and get some business. A school and teacher's job is 
to get through right now, there is not an effective way to do it. 

9 07/09/20 (Thursday) 8:07-8:38am 0:31:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger Senator Metzger joins the show to discuss the release of a CPV bill. CPV 
deals with energy conservation. They are associated with certain particles 
that are harmful, especially duirng COVID-19. They are between permits 
right now and need further and stornger federal air pollution support. If the 
do not have a Title V air quality permit, they are cooked. Right now, they 
have a maximum threshold of polllutents allowed to be emmitted. This is a 
major health concern and it might be time to get rid of them especially if 
coruption is found to be true. There is $1 billion involved in this situation. 
This project didn't even help economic development because it only 
created temporary jobs. She tells the crew that by 2040, NY state expects 
to be fossil fuel free and by 2030, 70% of electricity will be fossil fuel free. 
Electric cars could be the new wave. They have low sound, no oil 
changes, and charges go on the electric bills. A new trend is to remove 
engine from gas powered and put in electric. Local economy gets a boost 
from charging stations because people will go shop while their car 
charges. The Senator continues to advocate for group home visitation 
because need family especially in certain situations. One positive intiative 
is the Nurish NY program, suing food assisted funds to purchase fresh 
food from farms. It supports local farms and gets fresh, nutrious food to 
homes. There is a bill in place to further the cause that Jen has introduced.

10 07/09/20 (Thursday) 9:20-9:28am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in to provide his daily update. More positive news in the 
countty. However, a memorial where 5 firefighters who passed away from 
9/11, was vandalized. The flag pole and flag was taken down and 
destroyed. An investigation is open and more is to come on the topic. This 
has happened before, but the response from the community has been 
terrific. The county continues to head in the right direction. Catering halls 
are getting creative and malls can now open on Friday. This is a huge step 
for the small mom and pop shops that they have. They must have a new 
filtration syste, before they can open. 

11 07/10/20 (Friday) 9:07-9:30am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve addresses the recent spike of vandalism and cureent situations 
within the community. He talks about the upcoming tropical strom that is 
expected to hit the NY/ NJ area this weekend. He then brings up The local 
malls re-opening on Saturday, protocols, regulations, and what the small 
businesses in them need to do to help stay open and succeed. And 
finishes discussing local establishments, including Orange County's race 
track and the farmers market, and how they've dealt with liqour and food 
permits for the current social situation.



12 07/14/20 (Tuesday) 8:11-8:36am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois Carl joins the discussion to provide an update on Orange County. While 
the County numbers are amazing, the fear is complacency by the 
residents, so he stresses that people do not get complacent, otherwise we 
could see the county go backwards. The scene in NYC has been scsary 
and thankfully Orange County has seen peaceful gatherings. Amongst 
leaders in the County, the fear continues to be out of state people and 
what they could be bringing in. Carl is pleased that people want 
contrsuctive dialogue and want to find common interests/common ground. 
Social media has been a fire starter i. anything concerning violence. 
Protesting is a right and they have been peaceful, but the focus is on 
outsiders. Carl will continue to hear the voices of the people. Police are still 
first responders and the people need them. 

13 07/14/20 (Tuesday) 9:08-9:28 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve hops on to provide his daily update. He discusses the plan for 
schools to reopen and how some people are divided on it, but schools 
must find a plan and need it by the first week in August. Districts are 
looking parental opinions because some families need both incomes at the 
same time, so how do they manage the risk while gtetting the kids out of 
the house. The Air Show is planned to take place this summer and Steve 
plans to run it. Steve will rely on Dr. Gellman and her plans on how to 
operate certain events. Everything has to be specifically planned out. Not 
optimal, but whatever it takes to get it done. These plans have taken 
awhile to get comfrotable with. The plan is August 29th. The locals are in 
favor of it, but the govenor has the final say which could be a major road 
block. The Casino is failing, it wasn't in great shape before and now it 
could be close to 10 more months of horriifc data. 

14 07/15/20 (Wednesday) 8:06-8:43 0:37:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board 
Member Warwick Valley 

CSD)

Keith joins the show to discuss the local schools and how crazy the next 
few weeks and month will progress. The state guidance just came out and 
a plan was needed today. There is a ton of work to do and despite an 
extension, this will be rapid and quick paced. The school distrcit is 
prepared if the state cuts funding. The state guide is over 23 pages. The 
school must be nimble and ready for change because it will happen. 
Bussing is going to be an issue along with car pooling. Child care is 
anothsr issue. Survey responses were just recorded and collected. There 
was a ton of responses.43% will send their kids no matter what. 7% will 
not send their kid back. 30% will provide own transportation. They are 
planning for everything. There are a ton of varibales. There is a sense of 
inevitability of distance learning again at some point. The teachers 
situation will change and there will be some that might not come back to 
work. St. Stevens and St. Edwards are closing and some will go to 
Warwick. It never benefits the kids. There is no plan for the property just 
yet.  

15 07/15/20 (Wednesday) 9:21-9:33am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his daily update. The Air Show is planned 
to go on but the government is still giving him trouble with fireworks. They 
will still take place this weekend. Festivals and events will take place, but 
we need people to follow the rules and guidelines. People have begun to 
be rude towards restaurant workers and bartenders. The Air Show will be 
phenomenal and will happen as planned. School plans are gaining 
traction. The state has started to get involved with guidance and not just 
letting the schools just figure it out. People need to be reliable and do their 
part. The budget is coming up and they are looking at $30-40 million 
deficit.  

16 07/16/20 (Thursday) 8:53-9:04am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve hops on the show to provide his daily update. He discusses how 
lonely the police officers are right now and how they are in danger more 
now than ever. NYC is a disaster but this is a moment for recallibration. 
Steve metnions the new bail reform that is going on in NY and coming 
directly from Albany. We need to back the police in times like this. Crimes 
are being committed at an alarming rate and they are often released after 
an hour. The fireworks show is coming up on Saturday as scheduled and it 
should be great for the community. He is trying to avoid drama and get 
exactly what they need. 

17 07/21/20 (Tuesday) 8:06-8:27am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney 
(Assemblyman in Bergen 

County)

Kevin joins to provide an update on Bergen County. The County is moving 
in the right direction with reference to the mask rule. He discusses the slow 
recscinding of Govenor Executive Orders. Kevin says we have to find a 
way to oepn the economy or it can destroy us. Just look out how hot spots 
have opened things regardless. He discusses the issue with 
unemployment in NJ and DMV. DMV is a huge issue with the lack of 
technology being usede like online services. NJ is behind in technology. 
Kevin and his team offered to use car dealerships to get registrations and 
titles through. However, the governmkent would not even have the 
conversation. Young drivers continue to struggle. The government pulled 
the rug on indoor dining. Virtual learning can be dangerous. The economy 
needs to open before more lives are ruined. 

18 07/21/20 (Tuesday) 9:05-9:22am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve hops on the show for his daily update. He discusses the pulling of 
liquor licenses in NY which has reached 27 total. He mentions the 
speedways being closed recently and says there is still some confusion as 
to who is not following the rules. There is a no tolerance policy in Orange 
County. He talks about the cash flow and sharing the County has to do 
with distressed hospitals. However, those hospitals that exist, are not in 
Orange County and most in the area are no longer distressed. The area 
will run a $30-$40 million deficit where some areas are running a $800 
million deficit. He finishes up by telling the listeners how his kids have 
stayed busy and provided entertainment to their grandparents despite not 
being able to see them in person.

19 07/22/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:29am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony Cardone (Monroe 
Town Supervisor)

Tony hops on and provides an update on the town of Monroe. He 
discusses two separate Eagle Scout Projects that were completed. One in 
particular, saw a Scout donate benchs to the town that will help if the Food 
Truck Festival happens. If not, they are beautiful, brnad-new benchs that 
will enhance the look in the community. Tony also tells listeners that the 
town knows who destroyed the 9/11 memorial. The suspect cannot be 
found right now, but is likely to commit similar acts based on messages he 
left at the scene. Tony mentions the unemployment numbers and 
discusses his constant battles with the state of NY. 

20 07/22/20 (Wednesday) 9:06-9:19am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his daily update. He discusses the creative 
ways he plan to do the Air Show this summer. Steve is growing more and 
more frustrated by the lack of a constant message and guidance from the 
state of NY. He discusses the scary reality of the 12.7% unemployment 
rate in the Hudson Valley despite the 5 boroughs in the city being over 
20%. Some businesses have tried to open, but some are on their last rope 
and even going out business including some places that have been open 
for overs 20 years.

21 07/23/20 (Thursday) 7:10-7:18am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger Senator Metzger calls into the show to provide an update while she is up in 
Albany. She wants to remind people she and her people are advocating for 
businesses and will continue to do so moving forward. She notes 
agricultural workers and farmers in the County are getting beat down by 
the pandemic. A bill was passed that the property tax assessment 
threshold will be cut for the next couple years. She is pushing hard to the 
extend unemployment when it runs out at the end of the month. She 
advocates that people call her with any further questions or if they want 
her to advocate for them further.

22 07/23/20 (Thursday) 8:06-8:28am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bill Fiorvanti (Dir. of 
Economic Development)

Bill joins the show and discusses how people are moving out of NYC. He 
mentions that workplaces could be permanentely changed becuase people 
are operating more and more efficiently the longer they have had to work 
at home. The wearing of masks has been terrific in his experiences. Bill 
reminds everyone that this County has played by the rules and is reeping 
the benefits right now because they have helped contain this virus in the 
county. People have enjpyed environments due to people in power 
continuing to advocate for them. It is discussed how people are moving to 
Orange County at an extremely high rate and want out of NYC. However, 
businesses that are still closed is "incredibly frustrating' especially from 
gym owners and businesses that still cannot open. 



23 07/23/20 (Thursday) 8:50-9:14am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the morning show for his daily update. He details the psycho 
mentally that the suspect, who destroyed the 9/11 memorial, has and how 
he extremely dangerous. Unforutnately, due to catch and release rules, he 
will be back on the streets on the same day his is arressted. He discusses 
rhe wild fire that is NYC right now because of COVID and crime rates. 
Steve wants to promote and advertise for people to leave NYC and come 
to Orange County even with the people they are have received since the 
pandemic. The new big businesse like LegoLand and Amazon will provide 
some economic positivity and should raise some money for the area. 
Despite many factors, Orange County is in a terrific position. He updates 
the deficit number to between $45-$55 million. Steve reiterates Orange 
County has a zero tolerance policy on rioters, looters, and protestors who 
just block roads. It has not happened yet, but if it does, Steve is well 
prepared. 

24 07/27/20 (Monday) 7:10-8:30am 1:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Rita Gellman 
(Commissioner of 

Department of Health of 
Warwick)

Dr. Gellman comes on to cover current public health protocols. We define 
and explain what covid-19 is. We talk about Franks trip down the Jersey 
shore and the lack of safety measures taken, that he noticed while down in 
Seaside Heights New Jersey. We cover the virus and the differences in 
covering in between outdoors and indoors, how it is affected by wind, 
water, etc. The show talks about certain foods and kitchens and where the 
safest places are to eat. The hosts bring up When a possible second wave 
of the virus and international shutdowns could hit. She discusses 
statitistics of the virus for the area, including probable deaths and future 
cases. We go over medical history and age and how the virus is affected 
by previous health or lung issues. We talk about the benifits of Tele 
Medicine, virtual visits and check ups. We also cover what are the 
symptoms of covid, and where you can spot the starting signs of the virus 
and when you should get tested. Some signs are traits to look for are 
headaches, and loss of taste/smell. We discuss the differences between 
the covid test and fthe Anti-Body test and what factors or paterns experts 
are looking at and discussing as part of the virus' current standing. The 
Doctor reiterates the importance of wearing a mask, how to properly wear 
them and why we should keep wearing them and social distancing. We 
cover the potential flu outbreak that could hit the fall/winter seaon and how 
it could affect, if at all, the coronavirus. And finally, she finishes with giving 
out all the information outlets that people may need regarding current 
public health situations and regulations.

25 07/27/20 (Monday) 9:20-10:00am 0:40:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve drops in late to assist the Doctor in covid coverage. He gives a brief 
public health update and they have a full fllowing discussion amongst the 
group about the local are and the type of measures people and stores 
around here are taking and where they do and don't feel safest. We talk 
about wherether or no they are different strains of the virus and if they are 
differentiated regionally or are affected by climate/personal physiology and 
medical history. Steeve brings up certain events from the past and how the 
disease can break out at a party or a party-like type of event so quickly 
and strongly. The doctor stresses the importance fo getting this seasons 
flu shot. Steve explains the current global situation regarding importing and 
exporting products and materials through Asia, as opposed to making 
things domestically. And if we can see the resurrection of any certain 
industries, due to the coronavirus outbreak

26 07/29/20 (Wednesday) 8:06-8:25am 0:19:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Jimmy Sturr Jimmy joins the show and discusses a new nationwide TV Show he is 
hosting Pennslyvania as he hits the road. This is happening near where 
Music Fest is held. This is a virtual concert. Several stations are covering 
the show and playing it. August 13th, there will be another concert in 
Passaic, NJ. The Annual Onion Festival is completely up in the air. Jimmy 
has been doing Polka music and radio his whole life. He shares some 
stories of tours with the likes of Willie Nelson. Many special guests join the 
tour. Throwing an American twist on Polka music has helped him grow and 
gain audience members. The concert is this Saturday at 2:30 PM ET. It will 
be on DIrecTV and most of the major TV providers. It will be on Facebook 
Live as well.  

27 07/29/29 (Wednesday) 9:16-9:35am 0:19:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve hops on the show to provide his daily update. Unfortunately, the 
County lost a Marine, but Steve is asking for support from the public and 
expects a beautiful ceremony for today. This is back-to-back days with 
funerals for Steve. Both men were tough and members of the community. 
The COunty needs to continue to "hold the line" because the numbers are 
fantastic. Traveling people are the #1 root cause of positive cases in the 
County right now. People need to follow the rules, plain and simple. A 
Public Hearing is on the agenda for today. Steve will be meeting with 
different members of the courts. He continues to ask people to look out for 
events in Orange County and to get out and try new things while some of 
your favorite things are shut down. People need reminders to wear a life 
preserver when swimming because accidents still happen and it is that 
time of year when it happens. 

28 07/30/20 (Thursday) 8:53-9:06am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the discussion for his daily update. He discusses the struggles 
of being a small business owner right now. It must be brutal being a gym 
or catering business because there is still not prognosis for when they can 
open. Steve mentions the Flags for Heroes campaign for this year. Orange 
County has been terrific with the people and location. The Air Show will 
run despite almost all other events being cancelled. A slight uptick in cases 
can be controlled by lessening travel. Weddings are being shut down and 
heavy restrictions are in place. Another busy day is on the docket for 
Steve. The road continues and Steve is preparing for anything and 
everything to come the County's way. He encourages restaurants to reach 
out if they are not on the Tourism page. 

29 08/3/20 (Monday) 8:05-8:23am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Michael Sweeton The supervisor of the town of Warwick Michael Sweeton joins the show to 
discuss the previous weekends storms, and the upcoming potential threat 
of tropical storm Isaias. We then cover protocols and regulations for local 
beaches and recreation events/places, and the saftey or threat towards 
specific age demographics and how the spread of the virus can be 
stopped or seniors can be protected. Mr. Sweeton compliments and 
acknowledges how great and cooperative the senior citizens of the 
Warwick area have been with local authorities regarding the virus. Michael 
talks about trying to plan something for them and those that may be in 
assisted living homes/facilities like a picnic or drive in event of some form. 
We talk about the local lakes and marinas and how they are doing during 
the times. Apparently the boat market is doing great right now. We then 
talk the potential of a possible virtual concert for the city of Warwick that 
the Mayor is considering putting together. then we cover the current status 
of the local courts, and what type of work and capacity they might bve 
operating under. We cover local bidgeting status with this year and going 
into next year as Michael talks about trying to relive that burden of taxes 
and fees from the local residents. The local catholic schools are then 
brought up and we discuss St. Anthony's school of Warwick vs. St. Johns 
of Goshen and the pros and cons of an alternative school year for them for 
this upcoming academic year 

30 08/04/20 (Tuesday) 7:23-7:46am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul hops on the show to discuss the difficulties surrounding appliances 
and electronics with Tropical Storm Isaias that is approaching the 
Northeast today. He mentions alternatives that can be used whent he 
power out. Customers need to know where the water is coming from 
because that is the first step in eventually putting things in place to remove 
it. He suggests to leave appliances on and stay comfortable as much as 
possible. There is no telling how bad it can be and you need to remain 
comfortable. He feels generators are a healthy investment. They are 
insurance policies, you hope you don't have to use, but if you need it, it is 
there for you. They range from $8,000-$15,000 for a smaller one. DO NOT 
put a gas generator in your garage because of carbon monoxide issues. 



31 08/04/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:15am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Colin Schmidt 
(Assemblyman of 99th 

District of NY)

Colin hops on the show and tells the listeners that local Emergency 
Response Teams are prepared for the worst whilel the public should not 
panic, the area is prepared. On the COVID front, there is still hand 
sanitizer available if needed with 0 cost to members and businesses in 
need. Colinand his group continue to fight to lower the unemployment 
number which has subsided over the past few weeks. Gyms continue to be 
beaten down and are a crucial part of the community that many do need 
through workout plans to promote healthy life styles. They need a way to 
get back on track. Schools are a major concern. Health and safety is first 
and foremost.  

32 08/04/20 (Tuesday) 8:19-8:41am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent 
Przybylinski 

Vince joins the show to discuss the plans for school reopening in a little 
over a month. He has somehow been calm throughout most of this 
process. Right now, there is a 6-week plan that can be prolonged through 
December if it works. This is a hybrid model that will split the students into 
2 cohort. For example, the High School will be grades 11 and 12 in one 
day and the other day is grades 9 and 10. There are several obstacles still 
to tackle with this reopening including the potential that the Governor can 
shut down. Period rotation will be done to include every class in person at 
some point. Senior leaders have been in contact with Vince so they are on 
board and understand. The leaders have an understanding of their crucial 
role in this process. Sports are followiung the guidance of the NJSIAA 
while clubs and activities are going to be virtual. They are needed because 
they help keep kids in school and performing at a high level. The kids want 
school and have needed school, now they take on this massive task.  

33 08/04/20 (Tuesday) 9:17-9:27am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in to the show to provide his daily update. He discusses the 
preparation for the Tropical Storm. This is not the county's first rodeo and 
this is much more common certainly more than COVID is. It is headed right 
for Orange County and it does not look like it has any chance of missing. 
The concern is power outages, but it will be over and the sun will rise 
again. Steve will be out in the storm and investigating some clusters from 
graduations. Schools are the biggest talking point. Washington is in the 
talks of having another PPP program. This is a determining week. Things 
are brutally complicated right now. Everyone has there own plan, it is time 
to wait and see.

34 08/05/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Leonard DeBuck Leonard joins the show and discusses how agriculture was affected by the 
Tropical Storm yesterday. The rain was not so much the issue yesterday, 
but the wind and tree damage was a major issue. Parts of Pine Island did 
not lose power, but cops were needed to direct traffic because lights were 
out. The farm is doing well now and will benefit from a clear day today. 
Pine Island Chamber will meet outside for the first time at the local 
benches. Columbus Day Harvest Pumpkin giveaways are being worked on 
right now. He tries to calm parents of Warwick kindergarten kids who will 
be attending school at the Pine Island School on the hill. Temperature 
checks are in place for all schools in the area. The goal is still to have 
some fundraiser including the Jazz Festival next week. Otherwise, nothing 
else is planned. The Black Dirt Feast is unfortunately cancelled this year. 
Thursday evenings will feature a car show in Pine Island. Leonard 
suggests peopke get out there and enjoy the shows when the weather is 
clear. He stresses that we need unity and find commanalities amongst 
each to relate to other than kicking each other down. 

35 08/05/20 (Wednesday) 9:11-9:28am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his daily update. The power outage 
numbers have gone down from 50,000. The 9-1-1 server was shutdown 
and they could not get service. It is back now, but there were ways to get 
around it. Trees and roads are being improved upon as we speak, but the 
flash flooding was and is a concern, but the positive was it moved so 
quickly. This did more damage than the power companies were expecting 
in part due to the odd direction the storm came from. He explores the 
potential of underground power lines. The COVID numbers are great, but 
businesses are still nervous and struggling to open or remain open. Some 
businesses are n ot opneing because they would continue to lose, but 
Steve urges businesses to open if they can. This is a major determining 
week with the schools decision coming down. People are reporting things 
to the state which is leading to the state stepping in and the Health 
Department coming in. The Air Show plan will be sent to the Govenor's 
office today. Budget mode is activated, but COVID continues to be at the 
top of the list. 

36 08/06/20 (Thursday) 9:05-9:27am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve hops on the show to provide his daily update. A major concern in the 
community is having 8 nursing homes and a hospital on a generator. 
These are not the most high-tech generators, most have needed to open 
their windows. The road blocking has been an issue for and the electrical 
companies have only just started to discuss estimated restoration times. 
The County has no idea what power is coming on and when, otherwise, 
more signs would be up with temporary intersections. Towns need to be 
more responsible for it. Tree placements are a problem too. There are 
trees in the county that are growing through a power line or right next to it, 
just wait until those fall. The 9-1-1 number is back up and running, but 
Homeland Security and NY State will be getting a nice letter from Steve. It 
put residents at risk and that is simply unacceptable. COVID numbers are 
still low but non-Orange COunty residents coming for work have tested 
positive. Another loaded day is ahead with continued power outages. 

37 08/07/20 (Friday) 7:26-7:37am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Carl DuBois (Orange 
County Sherriff)

Sherriff Carl DuBois called in to talk about people in the area losing power 
due to the recent storms, what it takes to help the power and electric 
companies and how his men, the police force of Orange County, are hel;
ping out the citizens of the area who may or mat not need assistance. We 
also talk about how the states jails have been affected by Covid-19 and 
the precautionary measures they are taking there.

38 08/07/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:37am 0:32:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahyulik The show's attorney comes on to add to our discussion regarding the local 
power and light. Bob comes on to defend the power companies noting that 
these storms are not actually that common and its simply not financially 
responsible to be ready at all times for these storms to be able to get 
people their power back as soon as possible. Then we talked about the 
legal veiw of a storm as far as trees falling and who would be liable in what 
types of situations. We then switch topics to cover the current state of the 
National Rifle Association (NRA), and their current standing in the state of 
NY. The states attorney genral had called them and their leader out this 
week in an attempt to dissolve the organization 

39 08/07/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:27am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

In today's appearance, Steve discusses his new proposal for the old Camp 
Laguardia site which he calls "the Escape from New York" which entails 
him recruiting major businesses in NYC to come move into the Hudson 
Valley. He arugues that the city is becoming too expensive to operate in 
and the location isn't worth all the other issues that arise from being in 
Manhattan. Steve then talks about the current situation of power and light 
in the Orange County area and what they are doing for citizens who may 
still be without power. Steve lets us know many of his municipalities were 
operating on generators for a while. Then we swtch over to covid protocols 
and discuss this month's upcoming drive-in Air Show. Steve says its the 
best lineup they have ever put together. he stresses the importance of 
following the protocols and the risks abound with not complying to the 
public safety guidelines. He then finioshes with a public service 
announcment for the area of Orange County that the men and women of 
West Point will be making a lot of thunder-like noise this weekend and for 
citizens to not be alarmed



40 08/10/20 (Monday) 8:05-8:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Amanda Dana The Head of Orange County Tourism comes on to discuss tourism and 
social events in the current public health status. We bring up the 
impending Orange County Air Show. As of right now, everything is good to 
go. Taylor brings up Franks recent trip to the Jersey Shore, and the lack of 
covid protocols being enforced. Amanda reiterates that there will be proper 
measures taken place next weekend at the Air Show. We then talk about 
the pros and cons of generators in times like this with major power outages 
across the area, the show argues that the built in generators are worth the 
money compared to gas generators because thew gas genrators are too 
loud and not as reliable. 

41 08/10/20 (Monday) 9:25-9:40am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve comes on the phone real quick to cover his weekend and what he's 
been working on. We talk about the loss of power in the area and how 
they've dealt with helping out people and trying to get things back on track. 
Steve brings up his upcoming Orange County Air Show. All is going well 
and safe on that front. 

42 08/11/20 (Tuesday) 8:08-8:31am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois The Sheriff joins the show to provide his monthly update. He discusses the 
continued struggles of some not having power. He mentions his own 
personal experiences seeing trees down and having people without power 
for multiple days. Generators comntinue to be a main topic of discussion. 
Carl bought one before Hurricane Sandy and it saved him. Power outages 
everywhere are a concern including prison which could be a problem 
depending on their security system. Crime is an issue in most places, 
especially in NYC, but even in Orange County, the bail reform rules are a 
problem and let people loose. School is anticpated to begin by the next 
time he is on.

43 08/11/20 (Tuesday) 8:50-9:07am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in to provide his daily update. The budget is coming up fast and 
furious and balancing it is going to be one of the bigger challeneges of this 
year. This might be the most difficult budget of his career. The pilots and 
acts for the Air Show are all quarantining and in hotels in preparation for 
the show. Govenor Cuomo accepts Steve's plan, for now, for the Air Show. 
It will be great and will help. Most events have been cancelled, but this is 
the opportunity to do something. August 29th is the show. The rules will 
strict and enforcement is crucial. Food is a possibility with runners 
delivering food, but nothing is finalized. Weather could be an issue but only 
time will tell. General Admission tickets are sold out less than 24 hours 
after release. This is the event to be at. 

44 08/12/20 (Wednesday) 8:06-8:40am 0:34:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul joins the show to discuss generators and the importance of safety 
around them, how to use them, and where to use them. Gas and propane 
generators are roughly the same cost. Stand-by generators run through 
diagnostics and has systems to make sure you know it is working. Natural 
gas is the one you want because it will never run out. It costs $140 to run 
per day. Stand-by generator costs depend on how much you need/how 
much you want it to function. A small one installed is roughly $7,500, thats 
for just a few lights, but $11,000 for a bigger one to run refridgerators and 
freezer. A portable generator does work and costs between 
$1,000-$3,000. It runs on gas and is not attached to your house. They 
need to be able to run before the storm, much louder than stand-by ones. 
Can not do the whole house becuase it is much smaller. Portables are 
often turned off when people go to sleep. The generators are relatable to 
that of a car, it needs a tune-up. Installation is between 1-2 days. Portable 
ones need licensed electrians for the transfer switch. There are financing 
plans to help out.

45 08/12/20 (Wednesday) 9:15-9:35am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve hops on the show to provide his daily update for Orange County. 
Some music shops in the Hudson Valley are closing and closing forever 
despite being open for 60 years. No changes to the Air Show right now, 
but drive-in festivals are reaching out to get ideas. People are getting sick 
and tired of Zoom and virtual stuff. Visitors are mostly from NYC. Steve is 
helping out businesses looking to come up to Orange County. Fireworks 
shows are still going to happen after Labor Day weekend that people have 
forgot. He is working on a Trick or Treat plan to help kids this year for 
Halloween. That plan is in the early stages.The County is lucky to get out 
and do things while other are couped up. Orange County is the prototype 
on how to do things right now for restaurants and taverns. The Govenor 
listened to these places about trying to get long-term waivers for outdoor 
dining instead of sweating it out every single month.   

46 08/13/20 (Thursday) 8:06-8:29am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger Senator Metzger hops on the show and begisn by discussing the grand 
opening of Fusion CBD because she was at the event. The fact that they 
use local farmers is huge because it helps the local economy and keeps 
hemp and CBD local. She just landed a $250,000 grant for testing and 
equipment needed for hemp farmers. This equipment will be rented out 
through the town and count. The versatility of hemp is incredible and the 
possibilities are endless. The conversation turns to using less plastic and 
fossil fuels, but argriculture continues to play an important role to help in 
those areas. She discusses the issue with nursing home deaths and how 
they are counted. A vaccine is needed but she says its necessary to make 
it safe before exploiting the pockets of countries. Jen answers a question 
from a caller about testing result times which are far too inconsistent and 
need to be better and advocation is needed. 

47 08/13/20 (Thursday) 9:10-9:19am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show to provide his daily update. He confirms the 2 
deaths on Tuesday were from nursing homes and not the general public. 
The budget push continues for roughly another 10 days. He will work with 
Rockland County to prepare. Steve will ask the IBA for $50,000 for 
advertising the "Escape NY" campaign. A massive headquarters has 
already started the process of trying to enter Orange County. People are 
trying to leave NYC because of the chaos. Schools are trying their best to 
get everything in line. More is to come on schools and everything can 
change. 

48 08/14/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:13am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve comes on to the show for his daily update. Steve is fired up about 
the states budget and how things are going with dealing with the 
governments office. Then we bring up this weekends plans for the area. 
And Steve Finishes talking about the live concert that one of the local 
churches is putting on on Saturday, and we will be broadcasting live from 
there this weekend.

49 08/17/20 (Monday) 9:30-9:50am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show to give an update on the weekend. He informs 
the show of the good news that the man whole defaced the 9/11 flag and 
memorial a couple weeks back has been caught and charged. But he is 
now out on bail. So we then touch on the current bail reform debate going 
on in New York right now. We cover whats a stake and how/who things got 
voted on. Steve lets us know how we can change what was recntly 
decided by the senators of NY, what the reasoning behind it was originally, 
what the downfalls of it are, and how to improve the situation to make it 
better.  We then transition to Steve's Escape From New York, his plan to 
recruit people and businesses from NYC into Orange County. Then we 
touch on vaccines and the public reaction towards them. 

50 08/18/20 (Tuesday) 8:06-8:30am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney 
(Assemblyman in Bergen 

County)

Mr. Rooney joins the show to provide his NJ update. Storms have been an 
issue for the state including the wreckage of the state after the tropical 
storm. The power companies swore this wouldn't happen again and here 
we are again. They need to step up their game. The utility companies need 
to be better and what happens if a hurricane hits? There are major issues 
to fix. The 9-1-1 line was down and emergencies were going unresponded 
to. Better plans need to be in place. Kevin further discusses the issues 
Bergen County saw with the storm and the power companies. This is 
unacceptable and they need to do better to help out the community 
members. While COVID isn't decimating Bergen County, they have seen 
an uptick, but its not overly significant. Schools and the fall are scary right 
now, but many schools are leaning towards virtual. 



51 08/18/20 (Tuesday) 8:59-9:10am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. FAQ for schools is a major topic 
of discussions. Gyms are slated to open on Monday. He is looking to get 
grants for gyms and other businesses to lessen the load of the costs for 
these companies. The F-35 involved with the Air Show has a female pilot 
which might be one of the first times that has happened. Preparations are 
far along and within these short two weeks, it will take place up here. He is 
pulling double duty right now and is trying to find time to watch and listen 
to everything. Tons of paperwork and filings are on tap for today. 

52 08/19/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board 
Member Warwick Valley 

CSD)

Keith hops on the show and discusses the consequences of power 
outages not only personally, but throughout the town. He explains that 
Warwick is ready to open despite push back from several other schools 
districts and neighboring state, New Jersey. School is better in person and 
the district has worked tirelessly to get this operation going. The district will 
have more students than most others. 1st and 2nd graders will be in 
person 5 days a week. The tiny details are up to date all the way down to 
microns. The school has access to an empty school which makes life that 
much easier. A creative way for 3rd-5th grades will have the teachers 
move around instead of the students. Masks are mandatory, that is a state 
rule, not a school rule. The district has the ability to open so they will and 
will accomodate EVERYONE. 

53 08/19/20 (Wednesday) 8:54-8:59am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve hops on the show to provide his daily update. He mentions the 
winners of the EMS awards. The COVID numbers are still great and the 
Air Show is getting ready to roll. The Air Show will allow roughly 400 cars 
or 4,000 people over 500 acres. It will be great. The budget is a disaster 
for the state right now, but we need to fight through it. He knows he signed 
up for a challenge and is ready to face it head on. 

54 08/20/20 (Thursday) 8:07-8:20am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle (Administrator 
of the town of Pompton 

Lakes)

Kevin hops on the show to provide his monthly update. The COVID 
numbers in Pompton Lakes are low and businesses are slowly returning to 
some sort of normalcy. Burough Hall is now open for people to come in. 
Sports activities have resumed in the proper phases. High School sports 
are practicing and on track for the, but it can obviously changed. 0 places 
have closed and they are hanging on and a couple new stores are coming 
into town. Some businesses are thriving and doing as well as before 
because of community support. COVID testing is coming to Pompton 
Lakes HS. This is saliva testing and is less intrusive than the nosal test. No 
Pompton Day, but fireworks will happen. The town is quiet but with schools 
opening, it should pick back up.

55 08/20/20 (Thursday) 9:13-9:23am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his daily update. He is pursuing grants for 
gyms to cover their new costs. The Air Show is rapidly approaching and 
excitement is building. The female pilot that will be at the Air Show will be 
a hit and people will love it. Minute-by-minute changes are happening in 
the County. Residents should stay ready for anything and everything. A 
major concern is how businesses stay open as we head out of summer 
and the temperatures drop. We will get through it. 

56 08/21/20 (Friday) 8:57-9:11am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve Neuhaus came on for his daily phone spot. We talk all things Hawai'i 
for a while. Steve talks about the time he went to the Island. We then 
transition to next weeks Air Show that Steve is putting on. Then we talk 
about the recent spike in shootings in NYC

57 08/25/20 (Tuesday) 9:04-9:20am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his daily update. He discusses the 
upcoming Air Show an dhow the excitement continues to build for the 
massive event this weekend.Tax exexmption status is a topic of 
discussion. The budget is always on Steve's mind now as it approaches. 
He discusses the difficulties and successes in the county because despite 
the sad times, there is plenty of good things happening around the county.

58 08/26/20 (Wednesday) 8:06-8:43am 0:37:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony Cardone (Monroe 
Town Supervisor)

The Town Supervisor joins the show for his monthly update. Monroe 
closes Lake Street right in the middle of town for outdoor dining. 
Umbrellas, music, and tabels are available. You sit and order and 
someone from the restaurant of your choice will serve you. People have to 
follow the rules or face the consequences. The discussion shifts to 
charities and helping the community. The community has a Make-A-Wish 
individual coming to the area for a shopping spree. Even during these 
difficult times, people are still giving and helping the community. 
Businesses may struggle but none have closed and even some new 
businesses are headed in there. Tony sees people from NYC want to be in 
Orange County and Monroe. People want out. The housing market is an 
all out brawl. People are buying as an escape. The Monroe budget work is 
underway. It will be a massive, massive project to figure it out. 

59 08/26/20 (Wednesday) 9:16-9:27am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Mr. Neuhaus calls into the show for his daily update. Budget decisions are 
being made. The fighter jets are arriving and the excitement continues to 
build. It will be the 2nd Air Show in the entire world. Steve is anxiously 
watching the weather for the weekend. Steve is willing to help anyone and 
everyone looking for food festivals. People are requesting tickets close to 
13,000-16,000. The 9/11 memorial will go on and Steve is finishing those 
plans. Halloween plans are already in the works with Dr. Gellman. 

60 08/27/20 (Thursday) 8:06-8:29am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bill Fiorvanti (Dir. of 
Economic Development)

Bill hops on the show for his monthly visit. He begins with talks about the 
upcoming Air Show, the hot commodity in Orange County and much of the 
state right now. Then, he pivots to discuss the Escape NY campaign and 
how he's trying to attract businesses to come to NY State. The real state 
market is off the charts, but Bill wants to have people bring their 
businesses with them. There are several towns primed and poised for a 
movement like this and are welcoming those people. There could be a 
possibility of too many people trying to come up, but the County has a ton 
to offer and will certainly attract tons of people. LEGO Land is set to open 
likely next spring, obviously, with the pandemic going on. Montgomery 
wants to continue to rise and has hired a compny to figure out what they 
can do with all the space they have more than just warehouses. 

61 08/27/20 (Thursday) 8:57-9:03am 0:06:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He starts by talking about the Air 
Show he has organized. Flexibility is needed because the weather for 
Saturday is sketchy. The schedule being moved up is a strategy that is 
gaining steam if they even can have the event. The Air Show website will 
be updated and will keep the county up to date. He is trying to keep the 
county safe and sound. 

62 08/28/20 (Friday) 9:07-9:10am 0:03:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve drops in late to provide a quick update on the upcoming Air Show 
this weekend which Steve is running and that is why he can only stay for a 
couple minutes. The MTA is moving out of Port Jervis and it seems, to 
Steve, this could be a result of serious financial concerns. 

63 09/01/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:15am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Colin Schmidt 
(Assemblyman of 99th 

District of NY)

Colin hops on the show and discusses the beginning of school and the 
chnage to fall as we transition out of summer slowly. 5 days of free 
antibody testing is coming to the 99th district for any essential worker like 
nurses or doctors or any front line workers. 4 days have come and gone. 
New sanitizer has just been unloaded, mostly large quantities, not many 
small ones. However, a few are available and businesses can certainly ask 
for some and Colin will distribute it to them if they need it. Students have 
voiced concerns and there are a million different plans for school 
reopenings. Mental health is certainly at the top of the list of importance. 
He highlights some veteran work that members of the community have 
done.



64 09/01/20 (Tuesday) 8:18-8:37am 0:19:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent 
Przybylinski 

Vince hops on the show for his monthly update on Pompton Lakes High 
School. PLHS is starting freshman orientation today. They are sticking with 
their hybrid model of cohorts of studetns coming in every day except 
Wednesday so a deep clean can occur. Right now, the plan is for 6 weeks, 
the goal is to last until the holidays. One week from today is the first day. 
The freshman get their schedule and have activities. This year, there will 
be 2 cohorts, even within those groups, they are broken down into groups. 
Sports have been working out since July, they are working out in pods and 
following the phases. Contact sports will be allowed this year. We have 
seen baseball do a massive tournament. The school's one-to-one 
technology initiative has worked and been a great program for everyone. 
Clubs will be virutal to start and phase their way in. To prepare for the 
school year, they have not paid for some so they can pay for the new 
equipment all of the school. They are ready to rock and roll.

65 09/01/20 (Tuesday) 9:13-9:26am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his daily update. He discusses the clean 
up needed prior to Sunday's Air Show since a tornado hit Montgomery on 
Saturday. It took a ton of team work to make it all work. The utility 
companies were on the case and figured it out and fixed everything quickly 
especially since it was an isolated area. The 9/11 ceremony with the 2 
beams of lights will be here in Orange County. The lights be at the 9-1-1 
center. There was an officer-involved shooting and he is recovering. The 
fear was a potential loss of his arm, but it turns out he will keep his arm 
and he is recovering. This must be dealt with to keep tensions at bay to 
avoid a Wisconsin situation or anything crazy. Firefighters are graduating 
tonight and Steve, paired with Dr. Gellman and a couple more people to do 
a Q&A about school reopenings. There is a debate on where college 
students will be counted whether its where they go to school or their home 
town. 

66 09/02/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:26am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Leonard DeBuck Leonard hops on the show for his monthly update. He discusses the 
weekly Thursday night car show that Pine Island puts on and the success 
of the event. They have about 40-50 cars at the show and a BBQ man. He 
mentions the cancellation of the Blackdirt feast. That is a massive event 
and loss for the community. Schools are opening up including the Pine 
Island schools for overflow from the elementary schools in other towns. 
The Sod Farm is operating at a high level although the drivers need to 
adjust for the openings of schools. The Sod will run until November until 
"the gorund is completely forzen and we can't pull anything from the 
ground." The discussion shifts to the difference between GMO products 
and non-GMO products.  

67 09/02/20 (Wednesday) 9:03-9:31am 0:28:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He discusses the graduation 
ceremony of the 21 new firefighters from last night. The training is diffuclt 
and hands-on, not just sit at a desk and take notes. They are prepared for 
each scenario, this is a voluntee position, but there is a potential to start a 
career later on. The budget crisis continues and tomorrow is the big day 
with the Q&A about school reopenings because parents, students, and 
schools are worried. Answers will follow soon. West Point will have football 
this fall and they will receive some help from Steve and his crew. The 30th 
will be the budget address. Multiple plans are being made as we speak like 
parks open and other land that can be used as hiking trails, even some 
bridges have been worked on. Steve flashes back to Action Park and 
mentions the new documentary surrounding the Park. Steve talks about 
LEGOLand 

68 09/04/20 (Friday) 8:06-8:38am 0:32:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik Bob joins the show to talk about ownership rights. He mentions the market 
is going crazy to buy housing. He discusses the difference between 
married and non-married couples and how buying a house is different for 
each one. Property rights would be 50-50 unless specified in the deed for 
tenants in common. Language in these contracts can allow a survivor to 
have 0% of property or 100% depending on the la nguage. Tenants in 
common is the key terminology to use because that states they share the 
property. The party that contributes more is protected much more. If you 
contribute 100% proceeds to buy in the beginning, you get 100% in the 
end.  

69 09/04/20 (Friday) 9:15-9:27am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for a quick update before the long weekend. He 
discusses some issues with the current budget that he is spending his time 
on. The conversation transitions to talks about the recent police shooting in 
the area. Steve is happy that the officer is healing well and hwo well he 
handled the situation. He, then, goes into how proud he is of the 
community that this is has not turned into a huge riot as it has in other 
areas of the country. 

70 09/07/20 (Monday) 8:05-8:21am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Michael Sweeton Michael joins the show for his monthly update. He discusssed the beautiful 
weekend that was Labor Day werekend 2020. Economically, the town took 
it a hit with the variation to some events but it was better than nothing. 
Later, he talks about Camp Jutz and how there will be an open house in a 
couple weeks to show the community what the land and area has to offer. 
People need to conitnue to fight COVID-19 like they have been because it 
is not over. Mike finished by mentioning the beautiful area that Orange 
County is and while you cannot do everything you normally do, there are 
still some opportunities to get out there. 

71 09/08/20 (Tuesday) 8:07-8:32am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois The Sheriff calls in for his monthly update. Middletown had to cancel their 
Car Show this year. The airports and Warwick Drive-in could be options to 
host more events. Carl discusses the upcoming 9/11 memorials and 
ceremonies that will be taking place. He speaks on the divisiveness of the 
country and how we need people to come together and continue to fight 
together, not against each other. People need to do more research before 
they generalize. The suspect in the police officer shooting has been caught 
and is sitting in a cell, on 24-hour surveillance. The difficulty of being a cop 
right now has reached new levels. 

72 09/08/20 (Tuesday) 9:10-9:32am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Mr. Neuhaus joins the show to provide his daily update. He went to the 
Seafood festival this weekend and it was packed, but Steve and the health 
inspector were both there and everything was in line. Parks were mobbed 
this weekend. The state parks had to close due to capacity limits being 
reached. Things are great in the community. He announces a jelly bean 
contest happening in the County. The reporting hotline is getting out of 
control with people snitching that the complaints are being found as false. 
Steve's job is ramping up and his schedule is expanding and fill up quicker 
than ever. He has secured the Raptors again for the 2021 Air Show. If 
there continues to be no outbreak, this year's show can help save other 
businesses. 

73 09/09/20 (Wednesday) 8:07-8:35am 0:28:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul joins the show for his monthly spot. He opens with a discussion 
around the Flags for Heroes event. The Rotary has sold more flags this 
year than ever before. Paul offers to give a $100 to charity if a listener 
answers a plumbing question. He then transitions to help Frank clean out 
his kitchen sink that is rusted,  but its a problem more people see. Frank's 
drain is shot because it is not stainless steel. Cleaning products should not 
be left near their pipes until the sink. Cast iron sinks should use non-
abrasive products. Be careful with scratches around the toilet when you try 
to clean/snake it yourself. Farmer's sinks are coming back into style 
especially in Warwick. People need higher filters in their air conditioners to 
filter out more dangerous particals. Also, they need to filter and run air 
through the house and keep it moving. Fresh air is crucial especially trying 
to fight COVID.  



74 09/09/20 (Wednesday) 8:58-9:25am 0:27:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily update. Steve has a press conference early this 
morning about the federal stimulus discussions. This would allow the state 
to recoupe money spent on all the COVID disaster. Cuomo and Trump will 
be battling it out. The final budget is almost complete but will not be 
released for a few weeks. This package could change everything. Pension 
payments have thrown the budget in a loop and more cuts need to be 
made. The 9/11 ceremonies will happen on Friday. The ligths ceremony is 
still being worked on. 90% of the county will be able to see it as long as it 
is mostly clear. The lights will be left on all night Friday. 12% are 
unemployed in Orange County. Camp LaGuardia has tons of people 
wanting to view it and bid on it. Steve continues to be impressed by the 
work of the community to have events and keep cases under control. He 
wants village elections to be in November with the rest of the elections. 
Every police department in NY has to do evaluations about descalation 
and other things. 

75 09/10/20 (Thursday) 8:07-8:29am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger Jen joins the show for her monthly update. She starts by announcing a 
free mask andf PPE pickup location today. Then, talk about the census 
rises and the importance behind it in terms of how much money the area 
will receive. Issues with cable services are a problem and their service 
must be better and broadband as a whole. Jen has proposed 2 bills about 
this. One is about the transparency of costs, options in an area, and 
speed. The second bill would create service quality reports. Early voting 
has been a blessing and even more so now. She discusses her upcoming 
election and the importance of people voting and she encourages people 
to get out and vote. She is in the middle of a difficult election that will 
culminate in November with the votes. 

76 09/10/20 (Thursday) 8:56-9:13am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the discussion on the soggy Thursday. The schools are doing 
well. He has met with a teacher's union representative. Last week, there 
were several complaints about being ready and the PPE they needed or 
broadband for kids at home to operate. It is all being worked out. There is 
trouble with dining and restaurants as we approach the cold months. 
People have turned around and refuse to wear masks and are disrupting 
dining in Rochester. They are not listening to authority. This County has 
been exceptional and the behavior has been top notch. It begins with 
leadership. The 9/11 memorial will take place tomorrow. NJ and PA are 
capturing the races that usually happen up here and Steve fears they 
could be lost for good. A food truck festival is headed to Orange County 
Speedway. He is racing to find areas big enough to hold these events. We 
are moving in a great direction and in a better shape than others. 

77 09/11/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:22am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Stev joins the show for his daily spot where he provides an update the 
County. He mentions the 9/11 ceremonies that will take place tonight. Most 
of his time is spent discussing the horrific events that happened 19 years 
ago to the day. Steve talks about what that means and how important it is 
in our country's history and how tragic it truly was and that is why it is of 
upmost importance to honor those who lost their lives and sacrificed theirs 
to save others. 

78 09/14/20 (Monday) 8:06-8:25am 0:19:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Amanda Dana Amanda calls into the show to provide an update on Orange County 
Tourism. She discusses how crucial a vaccine for COVID will be for people 
to get back out, but people still prefer Orange County to places like NYC. 
She mentions the leadership from Steve Neuhaus to get the Air Show off 
and the incredible effort it took. The discussion shifts to requests of 
outdoor activities that have been flooding her emails. She talks about the 
stress of having to answer hundreds of questions about what is open and 
there are several now about pumpkin picking and the fall activities that 
usually take place. Lastly, she discusses that some businesses will be 
opening soon and she cannot wait and 2021 might be most to.... brides 
and their weddings. 

79 09/14/20 (Tuesday) 8:06-8:26am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney 
(Assemblyman in Bergen 

County)

Kevin hops on the show for a monthly update. He discusses the re-
drawing of district lines. Then, the discussion moves to changing laws 
surrounding police officers. One main bill was about body cameras, but 
Kevin explains based on financials, it just is not possible. Ballots will arrive 
in mail and there will be no polling locations. People do not trust the 
mailing system. The cost of ballot boxes is through the roof. The borrowing 
in NJ has been atrocious and out of control. The Homstead rebate was 
going to be cut, but might see an increase. The state sees higher tolls and 
a gas tax. Flu shots are certainly at the top of Kevin's priority list.

80 09/14/20 (Tuesday) 9:13-9:20am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily spot. He continues to work on the budget. It is 
almost complete and Steve is almost ready for his presentation. The state 
might move the date for the budget until federal stimulus money 
distribution is decided and announced. He mentiond the cancellation of the 
Macy's Day Parade. He continues to rave about the county and their role 
of putting Orange County in the great position its currently in.

81 09/16/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board 
Member Warwick Valley 

CSD)

Keith hops on the show to discuss the latest news surrounding the 
schools. He mentions his part-time gig with the NFL as a statistician and 
how surreal the games are. He transitions to discussion about the schools. 
With options available to families, the pressure is on everyone in the 
district to make sure all are accomodated. This would include the safety of 
students in school and expand to Chrome Book usage and bandwidth for 
those staying at home. Using Pine Island has been a blessing because it 
opens up space for kindergarteners. This allows for other grades to go full 
time like 1st and 2nd graders. Grades 3-12 are in the hybrid model. How 
the schools are getting cars in and out of the road or lack thereof can use 
some work, but don't let that blind the public because they are doing stuff 
no one else is doing. The health protocols in place are strict and enforced 
to the fullest extent so far. Today is day 7 and Keith is very proud. There is 
no cash food purchases, the food comes to them. Everything is prepaid 
and pre-ordered. He discusses the postponement of fall sports until the 
spring and winter will start November 30th. Keith closes by hoping 
everyone continues to do their part and keep the ball rolling.

82 09/16/20 (Wednesday) 9:30-9:48am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the crew to provide a daily update. He mentions an outdoor 
meeting about police and their current situation. The town of Palm has an 
outbreak of COVID right now. The numbers are low, but the infection rate 
is higher in the Hudson Valley. This could be skewed based on population 
a little bit. The numbers continue to fluctuate. COVID is a 36 month road in 
terms of recovery, not just when a vaccine comes, but the business and 
economic recoveries. We have to be in it for the long haul, there is no 
quick fix and recovery. People have to reimagine how they do every 
aspect of business. Albany is beating up Steve every day and there is a 
fight every single day. 

83 09/17/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:21am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle (Administrator 
of the town of Pompton 

Lakes)

Kevin hops on for his monthly spot and provides an update on the town of 
Pompton Lakes. He mentions the recent COVID cases at PLHS and how 
the school is shut down for the next two weeks. Otherwise, numbers are 
down and in a very good spot. Businesses are doing well including a 
brand-new ice cream shop in town. Overall, things are looking up. 
Pompton recently had a fireworks show and will have the town-wide 
garage sale. Other events are being worked on, but most still won't take 
place. Expect the status quo over the next few weeks. Kevin urges the 
community to wear their masks and socially distance. No decision has 
been made on Halloween. That will be a state decision. The normal 
holiday stroll has been put off this year. 

84 09/17/20 (Thursday) 9:28-9:38am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the discussion to provide his daily update. We start with the 
increased numbers in COVID cases where half come from Palm Tree and 
others coming from Rockland County and Warwick is seeing an uptick. A 
few have been college students while others are coming back from 
vacation. The schools are better and seeing improvement as they learn 
and fight through their challeneges. Budget mode is officially activated for 
Steve. Politics will impact the budget and any big decisions will likely be 
made after the election. Steve remins the listeners that the Empanada 
festivals, among others, will be taking place. 



85 09/18/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his daily update. He discusseshis 
concerns around the holidays approaching because people will huddle and 
gather. He mentions the recent rise in cases that are spread out through 
the county, it is not just in one location. Unfortunately, we talk about the 
passing of a corrections officer who tragically passed away. He 
encourages the community to enjoy the gorgeous weekend but they need 
to stay smart and alert because nice weather does not mean COVID 
diappears. He finsihes by alerting people they need to be careful becauser 
this is the time of yeasr where deer turn up dead on the roads. Watch out 
for the deer and drive safe. 

86 09/22/20 (Tuesday) 8:54-9:17am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in and joins the conversation. He willing be atttending a 
correction officer's burial today. It will be packed and there will be a 
beautiful ceremony. There are fights in the schools about vaccinations 
because schools are forcing it. The conversation shifts to discussion 
surrounding the food truck festival that will take place at Orange County 
Speedway. Dr. Gellman is pulling out all the stops to make it happen. It will 
be a drive-in and will be unique but thats been the word of 2020. He 
mentions his time in Iraq and the constant change and adaptability he 
needed to survive. He is excited for the the holiday season including 
Halloween which will happen in some fashion with some guidance. 
Another packed day is on tap for Steve.

87 09/23/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-10:00 1:55:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony Cardone (Monroe 
Town Supervisor)

Tony joins the crew and starts with a massive party near the edge of 
Monroe. Mass gatherings like that are extremely dangerous for all involved 
including those who end up in the hospital. Food Truck Friday has become 
and thing in Monroe and started last week. The truck is near town hall. 
Most did takeout but you can eat there. The Piranha Grille was the first 
one and sold out of 90% of their products. Some trucks are taking orders 
and texting them when its ready. Some are allowing preorders. The 
conversation shifts to the honoring of a boy scout troop. They had the 
highest percentage of Eagle Scouts in the troop. Businesses are hanging 
in there and doing there best. Budget season has ramped up for Tony. His 
current budget is he is over the cap by $800,000. Halloween will happen in 
Monroe. He has new businesses entering like a burrito place and other 
food places and breweries. Monroe did assist in the clean up of 
Montgomery after their tornado late last night. Tony mentions there will be 
a Back the Blue event in Monroe. 

88 09/23/20 (Wednesday) 9:09-9:30am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show the provide an update on the County. He mentions 
his busy night yesterday where he was flying around. He received a 
plaque last night as a thank you for all he has done for the county. The 
conversation moves to the funeral for the fallen officer Dave Snell and the 
beautiful ceremony that was. Steve discusses upcoming events that he will 
be attending. There is a military drill he must attend. He continues budget 
talks with several towns and trying to help them. He has businesses lined 
up and calling to leave NYC. People are coming from all over. He explains 
that people do not have the confidence yet to go out and do the little things 
like golf. Some businesses are getting frustrated because they are 
following protocols but still can't open. 

89 09/24/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:29am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bill Fiorvanti (Dir. of 
Economic Development)

Bill joins the show and begins with a discussion around land around the 
County that they are looking to use and promote the new use of them. He 
segways into the "Escape NY" campaign which centers around the idea of 
leaving the city and their high prices to move up to Orange County. He 
explains that people looking to move around can have their choice of the 
towns in the County. This would allow a better work-life balance which is a 
massive appeal to so many during the current time. LEGO Land will be 
ready for the Spring and Bill is closely monitoring that building. He then 
discusses Amy's Kitchen and the hard work everyone is enduring as a 
business right now. Walkill will be getting a Dinosaur Park. It will be terrific 
for the kids and a ton of fun. He says to expect a massive bounce back 
when this pandemic is over. He commends Steve Neuhaus for the work 
his has done in fighting for businesses and running a perfect Air Show. 

90 09/24/20 (Thursday) 8:48-8:53am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for a quick update. He has a loaded plate today including an 
economic development meeting. He is excited for the Dinosaur Kingdom 
that might be coming to Orange County. There a ton of things going on 
around the County. It is an exciting time.

91 09/25/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:27am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Raluca Gold-Fuchs and 
Christian Fuchs (Hudson 

Sports Complex)

The couple joins the show to discuss their sports complex that allows kids 
to socialize and enjoy life right now. This time has been stressful for them. 
They prepare for some scary stories as they prepare for Halloween and 
there are rumors of ghosts near the facility. Chrisitian plays in the Premier 
League over in England and discusses his partnership with Fox soccer to 
help put his experiences into a cirriculum to show them what his training 
has been like. They both go on to talk about their separate but similar 
operatiosn that center around helping kids, not just making money. What 
they do is more about the community than themselves or money. 

92 09/25/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:12am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the crew for a brief daily update. He talks about social 
programs potentially being removed. Steve has to speak this weekend 
about it and encourages people to remove politics when thinking about 
these social programs. Orange County Fair was having a drive-thru event 
where you can get carnival food. Enjoy the outdoor dining while it is still 
available. People should get out and enjoy the events around the County 
all weekend and be smart and stay safe.

93 09/28/20 (Monday) 7:10-8:10am 1:00:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Irina Gellman 
(Commissioner of 

Department of Health of 
Warwick)

Dr. Gellman joins the discussion to talk about anything and everything 
related to COVID. She relays and reminds people that there is a significant 
difference between this and the flu based on hospitalization rate and 
mortality rate. She is unaware of where some stats are coming from that 
say it is near 1-2%. Poeple need to mask up, stay cautious, and help out 
their community when it comes to COVID. It is not over and will not be 
over for awhile. This is an ongoing process that will require a vaccine to 
make things go back to normal. She discusses the multiple testing 
procedures surrounding this vaccine, but also the flu vaccine. You can get 
a more potent flu vaccine this year. In terms of the virus, many potential 
vaccines are in the final stage, but she stresses that Phase will not be 
rushed because it is the side effects stage and that might be the most 
crucial one. People need to do their part and be patient. A vaccine, on a 
relaistic timeline, should not be expected until at least January according 
to Dr. Gellman. 

94 09/28/20 (Monday) 8:05-8:21am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Ann Marie Maglione 
(Orange County Office of 

Aging)

Ann Marie joins the show to discuss how COVID has affected aging and 
how it may have sped up the process. People should look into 
supplements to help out. However, during these challenging financial 
times, that might be hard. So, people might have to do it naturally and find 
the right support groups and people similar to them to make it work.

95 09/29/20 (Tuesday) 7:09-7:18am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Mike Martucci Mike joins in the early morning of the show to discuss his upcoming 
campaign and how the countdown has shifted from months to days. It is 
rapidly approaching and he will be in studio for a debate in roughly 10 days 
or so. He discusses his golf tournament for Wednesday which is expected 
to see rain but will still be a great event. He continues to raise money in 
Orange County and in particular, the Historical Society. They are 
struggling mightily and barely surviving.



96 09/29/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul joins the crew to discuss plumbing and heating issues. He starts by 
mentioning some horrifying toilet stories including a tennis ball and 
perfume. Paul continues to stress people to help out the community in this 
difficult time. The talk transitions to how to find the right plumber/workers in 
general. Word of mouth is the best and most effective way to find the best. 
Avoid paying a massive down payment because some plumbers will skip 
town if they get a good chunk. Paul mentions that plumbers need to have 
licenses despite the lack of requirement for it right now. They should need 
insurance as well and you have to ask for documentation and make them 
prove it so you don't get sued. People need to cover their liabilities and 
need to make sure employees are background checked. Customers 
should not pay in cash or at least be on the lookout for and show find a 
solidified start and completion date. No more than 20% payment. Think 
locally. 

97 09/29/20 (Tuesday) 8:49-9:15am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls for his dialy spot and discusses the new uptick in cases in 
Palm Tree. The state is deploying rapid testing to zip codes with the most 
cases. There is a reluctancy and demand and understadning that we will 
not go back to Phase 1. People are not listening and being disrespectful to 
others. The big question is how many hospital beds are needed. Expect 
another 2 weeks of high numbers. People are filling up the PAUSE line 
where complaints are filed. He talks about the challenges around even his 
own family. He would not be opposed to requiring licensing for plumbers 
and contractors in Orange County as long as the process is simple. 
Tonight is Steve's budget address to the County Supervisors. He walked 
through the new LEGO Land and it is gorgeous and kids will forever love 
the facility. 

98 09/30/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:29am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Chris Molinelli, Liz Schmidt, 
and Martyn Lucas (Honor)

This crew joins our crew to discuss their new event happening tomorrow 
which will be a massive fundraiser. Lucas is someone who will entertain 
and has been ranked as high as 17th in the world. There will be special 
guests who will zoom in. Martyn is known the "Worldwide Piano Man." 
Martyn is excited to help those in need in NY after they have been 
devastated by the pandemic. He makes fundraising entertaining. People 
can call in for requests. Martyn is multi-talented and has 14 different voices 
he can do. He encourages sponsors and donations as 100% of the 
donated money goes to Honor. People can get a TV commerical if they 
donate enough. There will be different packages based on the amoung 
donated. Everyone can find it tomorrow night. 

99 09/30/20 (Wednesday) 9:09-9:31am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily spot as he congratulates Frank on his 
recent award. He will be at Honor's fundraiser tomorrow night. He 
mentions Tuesday's debate and how chaotic the leadership is at the top of 
this country. Leadership is of the upmost importance and right now, we are 
being failed starting at the top. His budget presentation to the town 
supervisors was last night. Yesterday was a difficult day on the phone with 
the Govenor's office. Steve still thinks Orange County will be fine because 
we are more experienced and need to limit the upticks. People are 
violating the rules and deliberately so and causing issues in the 
community. Do the right thing and support your local businesses. 

Total: 34:26:00



Number Date Time - Start/End Duration Programming Show Host Guest Topic(s)
1 10/01/20 (Thursday) 8:05-9:36am 1:31:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Neil Dwyer (Mayor of the 

Village of Monroe)
Neil joins the show for his monthly spot after a long hiatus. He brings positive news first. The help he 
has received from the likes of Mike Sweeton, Steve Neuhaus, and other officials helped clear the air 
about how to reopen and reopen safely. Their leadership allowed him to succeed in these challenging 
times. The transition to Zoom has been difficult for Neil and others. Monroe was able to bring 
businesses outside on Main Street. It will continue through October and likely until the weasther 
dictates otherwise. Heaters will be brought in to keep the outdoor dining going. They will have a 
Pumpkin Blaze event where people and kids can come and design their own pumpkin and they will be 
lit up during the night. There are plans to revitalize the downtown, something Neil promised when he 
ran. The partnership with the Chamber of Commerce has been incredible and brought 8 new people 
in. Palm Tree has been an issue not just with basic contraction of the virus but workers bringing it 
home to kids who go to school. Mask wearing is an issue right now and people need to do it to better 
the community and not assist others die. This is a respect thing and people need to be better. This is 
not just about individual safety, its public health safety. However, Monroe is on the up and up. 

2 10/01/20 (Thursday) 8:51- 9:19am 0:28:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show to join the conversation. He praises Neil for the work he and the other 
leaders have done to help handle the pandemic. He discusses the problems he's having with Palm 
Tree and that they were quoted as saying "we only listen to God and Andrew Cuomo." Steve has done 
his budget presentation and it has to be approved by some time in November or December. Changes 
will likely to be made and they'll be able to adjust on the fly because he has such a great relationships 
with the legislature. Some areas are in deep trouble including places like the casinos. Taxes are likely 
to increase, but they cannot clobber the community because it will make the problems even worse. He 
credits women on his staff for the crucial work they have done to help. Steve has a ton of COVID 
meetings ahead and hearing concers, but he was more focused on the budget.

3 10/02/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik Bob joins the discussion to answer your best alwyer questions. He addresses the mail-in ballot voting 
process and PPP loans. The board of Elections will receive the mail-ins and store them away until 
election day. Anyone can ask for one. Suspicious ballots can be objected to and potentially thrown out. 
Signatures can be contested and the voter could be required to come in and state whether their 
signature is the one on the ballot. The PPP loan requires you to spend 60% of the loan on payroll. 
Companies can apply for loan forgiveness, but without it, you have to pay back the loan. These loans 
have raised the national debt.

4 10/02/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the discussion with some budget talk. His budget has been submitted. he advises all to 
learn to save as much money as they can and build a rainy day fund because you will never know 
when you might need it especially now. He, then, transitions into talk about the uprising in cases 
around the County and the leadership that is needed in times like this. Holidays play a massive role in 
this as well because the recent events and outbreaks. he men tions the massive number of deaths in 
the state and compares it to others. He discusses how he will not be doing massive layoffs like some 
others might be and that is a major aspect of his budget.

5 10/02/20 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Christie Malitz The Doctor hops on for her show. She is joined by her guest Clinician to discuss eating disorders. 
Some disorders can be cause by unhealthy and emotional eating. If you feel you have any of these 
conditions, please seek help as quickly as possible to get help for you and your loved ones to make 
everyone physically healthier, but also mentally and psychologically better.  

6 10/06/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:15am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Colin Schmidt (Assemblyman 
of 99th District of NY)

Colin calls into the show for his monthly update. His goal is to continue to help local businesses by 
opening the ones that can do so safely. This would benefit the economy tremendously. If anyone in 
NY, especially older individuals, they can reach out to Colin and he will help in any way he can. 
Whether that is meeting food needs or helping with medical care or mental health care. This would all 
be confidential because everyone has been affected in some way or form. Halloween will not be 
cancelled and communities will get creative to pull it off and modifications will be made where needed. 
Mask mandates will be put in place if you trick-or-treat to individual houses. 

7 10/06/20 (Tuesday) 8:16-8:32am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent Przybylinski Vince joins the show to provide his monthly update. He starts out by discussing the positive tests 
Pompton Lakes High School which shut down the school for a couple weeks. Sports have started 
competition including a full-contact sport like football. The seasons are shorter but the best part is 
they're playing and they kids and coaches enjoy every day because it could be the last one with the 
unpredictability of the virus. The hybrid mdoel has shifted slightly to use 2 cohorts, but now they 
alternate each week instead of each day. Roughly 40% of the school's population is in person each 
day. This is the most valuable. They have creative ways to have gym classes and activiites like 
cheerleaders and marching band. The challenge now is the changing of the senior events towards the 
back half of the year. 

8 10/06/20 (Tuesday) 9:20-9:24am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide his update. The County is tracking cases coming from everywhere 
including Palm Tree where a majority of the new cases are coming from. Steve expresses his grief for 
the non-profit, Zylofone that is being forced to close down because of the pandemic. He is meeting 
with other County Executives and has a ton on his plate. People need to do their job with the masks 
and do their job.

9 10/07/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Leonard DeBuck The President of the Pine Island Chamber of Commerce joins the crew for his monthly update. He 
discusses the upcoming winter and how it effects the sod. Sod is still in great shape for now, but the 
first frosting will signal the end. Weeds should be gone becuase the frost is on the way. He mentuions 
the scholarships that the Chamber gives out every year. They will provide gifts and have some kind of 
concert-type event where there will be some kind of food truck and ice cream truck which will be 
exciting.The new school opening in Pine Island has been grand for the town and the Chamber. It has 
made it better for the entire community. There will be some events here as the weather changes 
despite them might be closing up shop. There might be some car shows to happen and people will 
have to stay tuned for more information on that.

10 10/07/20 (Wednesday) 8:42-8:47am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Leanne Fusco (Special 
Olympics New York)

Leanne joins the crew to discuss how creative she and her team are getting this year especially with 
the pandemic. The goal is to provide as many training sessions and videos while some cannot do their 
sports right now. Socialization has played a major role in the decision to move more virtual. She is 
trying top keep them connected and together because, for some, it is the only socialization they get. 

11 10/08/20 (Thursday) 8:06-8:24am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger Senator Metzger joins the show to provide an update. October is Domestic Violence Awareness month 
and Jen wants to bring that to the forefront. Anyone can be a victim. She has received funding to help 
and provide resources to survivors. 3 of her bills got signed into law. The first one is COVID-related. 
Farm sales have been decimated by the pandemic. The bill allows their sales to be cut almost in half 
and still hold on to their property and tax rate. The second bill is to help the "buy local" campaign 
which will make the state promote the small businesses during the holiday season. CPV is still 
between permits and are struggling to get their clearance. This has been a disaster between shutting 
the plant down and reopening. She is excited for the debate today to share her thoughts. Jen secured 
a $400,000 grant for Water and Soil last week. 

12 10/08/20 (Thursday) 9:09-9:37am 0:28:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide an update on the County. He voices his disappointment on the 
cancellation of events. Orange County is not in a second wave yet, but Palm Tree and high-spread 
communities are continuing to cause issues. For example, individuals from Palm Tree are busing into 
different parks as a revolt against the lockdown the Govenor put in place. They are publicly burning 
masks in the streets and have a major meeting this week. These communities believe in herd 
immunity which, based on what we know, is an awful plan to follow. Leadership needs to stand up and 
do their job. This has caused chaos and panic amongst the communties. They have doubled down 
against the County Executive, the Sheriff, and the Govenor. This is now a stand-off. They are moving 
the goal post on the end of COVID. 

13 10/09/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:27am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the discussion for an update. He mentions that some communities are suing the Govenor 
for putting legislation and restrictions on them for their recent uptick in COVID tests. It is frustrating for 
Steve because there is only so much he can do and has to risk his officers and crew to help contain 
the community. He mentions a recent hospital issue where someone walked in and infected tens of 
people and has led to an outbreak in the hospital. The Christians are jumping in on the lawsuit so they 
can hold gatherings and church. The numbers from yesterday were the worst since April. He asks the 
communities to do their job and wear the mask and distance. Help out the others who are more fearful 
of thew virus.

14 10/09/20 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Felicia Cotton Dr. Pierre-Louis is joined by a special guest to discuss substance abuse and the issues surrounding it. 
15 10/12/20 (Monday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Amanda Dana Amanda joins the show to provide an update on Tourism. She discusses the challenges behind 50% 

indoor capacity. However, outdoor dining is seeing heaters be put in place for the cold weather. 
Newburgh has undergone a huge restoration and Amanda loves the new additions and the progress it 
has made. There will be surge this past weekend with all the events happening and the sales tax was 
certainly helped which was down 13% on the year. She wraps up with a discussion about the "Escape 
NY" campaign and how well that is working and how they will continue to push it.

16 10/12/20 (Monday) 9:05-9:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show to provide an update. He is still seeing an uptick in cases and places like 
Palm Tree are causing trouble and seeing the most cases. They and people around the County need 
to be responsible and respectful to others and wear the mask and distance themselves. He mentions 
Apple Days and the Empanada Festival which both took place this past weekend and were smashing 
success. People need to enjoy the businesses now before thre cold weather comes. Expect many 
events when the weather is nice because otherwise, you'll have to wait until the spring. Steve 
discusses the meetings he has been in the past few days and the long hours he's had to put in. He still 
believes Orange County is in a great spot and this is just a bump in the road. He closes by talking 
about everything the County has to offer even though there wasn't enough time to list them all. 

17 10/13/20 (Tuesday) 8:07-8:42am 0:35:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois The Sheriff joins the show for his monthly update. He cautions drivers as the leaves fall off the trees 
onto the ground around the house and the roads. It can be slippery and extremely dangerous. It acts 
almost like ice. The deer blend in with the leaves and make them even more hazardous than they are. 
They are becoming fearless. Carl explains cyclists need to communicate with drivers where they are 
headed whether on the right or on the left. This is for their safety and will avoid scaring drivers. They 
are supposed to stay to the right and the driver must give them 3 feet of distance. Safety should be at 
the top of the list for everyone. That goes for drivers and cyclists. The parks near Carl have been 
relatively safe. Some roads need construction and need to be fixed. He gears up for elections season 
as it rapidly approaches. 

18 10/13/20 (Tuesday) 9:29-9:37am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide an update. It has been a wild weekend with plenty of events that could 
have caused an uptick. Hospitals are starting to fill up and could run out of space soon if it is not under 
control. His main business is economic development today. Steve will focus on the data today and see 
who needs help and where. Each day, everything is changing and the County will still be fine. 



19 10/14/20 (Wednesday) 8:08-8:32am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor (Taylor 
Financial Group)

Deb calls into the show to provide a financial update. She discusses the G plan with Medicare. The F 
plan is officially gone. People in that plan will be grandfather'd into the G plan, but prices could rise. 
People need advisors because much of the financial world and medical plans are complicated and 
need advising. She would tell younger people is to view the time horizon. Some portion of the savings 
needs to be liquid and put away for when needed, but she suggests to be aggressive. A restructuring 
of the tax code is likely to happen again this year. Huge investment banks who can work from home 
are excelling right now. Others are in trouble. Small businesses, the worst is yet to come. Be prepared 
for higher taxes, they are coming. Refinance now while the rates are low. It all depends on math. 

20 10/14/20 (Wednesday) 8:38-10:00am 1:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger Jen joins the show to discuss the recent uptick in COVID numbers and how it can be handled. People 
are still fearful and waiting by not going to the hospital. She talks through many of the issues going on 
throughout the County. She shares a heart-warming story around a bill she passed last year raising 
the statue of limitations on potential rape lawsuits. The extension is now to age 55 which is huge. She 
explains why she got into state-level government. Her first bill was to ban corporate donations for 
campaigns which helped level the playing field. It is not fully into place, but is crucial. Jen enjoys the 
door-to-door experience and can be the most powerful, except during a pandemic. Positive 
campaigning needs to rule. Doing away with the 2 party system is on the docket and could see that go 
into place. 

21 1014/20 (Wednesday) 9:02-9:16am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in to provide an update. Some areas that are red zones are going to be fined from the 
state. Everyone is having issues containing it. This issue has only escalated and leadership needs to 
find a way to keep these sick people away from healthy towns. It starts with the town leadership and 
then can branch out to Steve and others, but they are throwing their hands up. People need to do their 
job and it will be a bump, not a wave. Steve has more economic development meetings and continue 
the long days. He urges people to continue to shop local because they need it.

22 10/15/20 (Thursday) 8:06-8:20am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle (Administrator of 
the town of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin joins the show for an update. Pompton Lakes will host a mail-in ballot dropbox. COVID numbers 
are starting to rise again in the town. No one is in full panic but concern is there. The town will host a 
COVID testing center for saliva tests at the High School. Colfax Ave will be paved finally and that 
should begin around Halloween. Lakeside Park will be renovated and should have its new equipment 
for the winter. The new ice cream shop in town has been a success so far and Kevin urges residents 
to support the local businesses in town. He also urges everyone to get their flu shots especially this 
season. 

23 10/15/20 (Thursday) 9:10-9:27am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in to discuss what is happening around the County and provide an update. We start by 
mentioning the job fair that has been going around the County. It is a terrific chance for many to get 
the opportunity they need. It may not be right at the moment, but people will need them eventually. 
There are many interview happening and many qualified people with degrees that are jobless and 
need events like job fairs to survive or get a job. He mentions how difficult it is to control kids running 
around without masks especially with bail reform and not being able to put away more severe 
criminals. There are difficulties with closing schools because of a lack of technology. The virus 
continues to strike hard in these communities and more has to be done. 

24 10/16/20 (Friday) 8:20-8:32am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Darcie Miller (Commissioner 
of Mental Health)

Darcie joins the show for her monthly spot. She discusses the role of leadership during the pandemic 
and how crucial it is and it has brought the cream to the crop. She speaks on the role on Steve 
Neuhaus and how he's controlled the panic during the crazy times. The County needs more poeple to 
volunteer to deliver food to those how need it because they are running low right now. She offers 
assistance if you want to volunteer or if you want food delivered. She mentions all the programs she is 
involved in. Darcie closes by mentioning mental health and how it has been tested so much more now 
than in March. She wants listeners to use the services available if they need it. There is no shame in 
asking for it and you pay for it either way. 

25 10/16/20 (Friday) 9:10-9:21am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show to provide an update and wrap up the week. He discusses how he is sending 
crew of officers to Palm tree and other hot spots to get them to cooperate. They are refusing any 
guidance at all. The numbers are rising and the viru is spreading all over because of their lack of 
following the rules. It could have been gone if they followed the rules for 14 days. He mentions the 
community's role of wearing a mask and social distancing. These areas need to be under control for 
everyone else's safety, not just theirs. Their leadership needs to step up and rise to the challenege 
because while it is not easy to control any aspect of the vrisu in the area, it isn't impossible. They justy 
need to take action.

26 10/16/20 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis No guest on the show today, but the Dr. discusses the role politics play in the mental capacity and 
impact of having differing opinions. This can effect so many people in different ways including frequent 
arguements, increased stress, and further destruction of families.

27 10/20/20 (Tuesday) 8:06-8:28am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman 
in Bergen County)

Kevin joins the show for his monthly update. COVID numbers in his counties are not great, but still 
manageable. The conversation shifts to voting in NJ. He suggests the use of ballot boxes if you're not 
voting in person. There could be and likely will be a delay of 3 weeks for certain elections. 
Unemployment has crept back up or even remained the same, but that is disastorous as we head into 
the winter. Businesses will not be able to be outside and the Govenor of NJ may shut down indoor 
dining. The budget did pass for the year at roughly $41 billion which is up from roughly $34 billion just 
a few short years ago. The Homestead Rebate will not come until next year and has basically 
cancelled in 2020. Taxes will rise and force people out of the state. People must do their part and 
continue to fight this virus with the same effort before. He discusses the 3 ballot questions for NJ. 

28 10/20/20 (Tuesday) 8:53-9:07am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. Patients in Palm Tree are refusing to get tested which 
will lower the numbers but obviously skewing them. They are not reporting deaths too. They are 
manipulating the numbers to make themselves look better. He continues to fight for movie theatres to 
open because Orange County cannot open because there is a red zone. Tomorrow will announce a 
relaxtion on the red zones which should open somethings in Orange County. He is looking to help 
border counties and states withe potential restrictions coming down about between state travel. He 
needs to continue to find ways to open busineeses because they've been hit real hard. 

29 10/21/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:55am 0:50:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board 
Member Warwick Valley 

CSD)

Keith joins the show for a monthly update on the schools. They are going on 30 days in person. They 
have a couple cases with 2 being from distance learners who haven't even been in the school. The 
protocols seem to be working well nd effectively. Taffic around the schools has been a problem and 
there are more buses traveling in and out of the buildings. There is no easy solution to this problem. 
They are dismissing students in a phased way. Kids are handling this the best. The temperature check 
enterances has been a major success. There are directions and arrows that kids follow. Everyone has 
done their part and their assigned role. He looks for continued succes and efforts from the community 
who have stepped up and become employees to help the schools out. They hired 50 people in about a 
month that made life just a bit easier. 

30 10/21/20 (Wednesday) 9:21-9:44am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily update. He starts with some facts about British and German ships being 
allowed to have alcohol aboard. He discusses the confusion around travel between NY, NJ, Conn, and 
Pennsylvania. If Palm Tree continues to under report, the numbers will look great because they refuse 
to get tested. The 39% ICU beds is nothing to panic about just yet. The numbers today was the lowest 
sionce mid-september and the uptick could be under control as the community gets smarter. Steve 
believes in the area and communtiy to get through this and come out the otherside a little bit different 
but definitely going through different fields. Young people will work in many different fields to gain 
experience everywhere. People and companies must reinvent themselves like Netflix and continue to 
develop new skills. Restaurants around the County have had to adjust by maybe adding a website or 
using QR codes for menus. People continue to want out of NY City and there have been roughly 
10,000 new people.

31 10/22/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:22am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bill Fiorvanti (Dir. of 
Economic Development)

Bill joins the show for his monthly economic update. He starts by discussing Camp LaGuardia which is 
a part of the "Escape NY" campaign. It allows the County to offere new things that the City cannot. 
Bidders want to activate the site and allow locals to enjoy the nature of it and play to tourists. People 
are somehow still discovering what the area has to offer and the different events and services that 
happen. The current bidders want a farm center. He shifts to biking safety that people need to follow 
when riding in or on the road. There will also be a hotel on the Camp site along with some other 
features including a Sports Dome. Bill doesn't want just huge companies moving here, but smaller 
businesses that are a part of the future and then they will move here, raise a family, and even create a 
few jobs. Bill insists people reach out if they have questions or ideas and he will continue to help them 
out.

32 10/22/20 (Thursday) 9:13-9:28am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in to provide a daily update. He mentions the horrific bus crash that took place yesterday 
morning. Today will be a recoup kind of day. COVID is still an issue with Palm Tree and will continue 
to be one. He is pushing the state to open businesses and industries like movie theatres and let them 
operate under safe conditions and if they need to shut down, he'll shut them down. However, they 
need to open. Cattering busiensses and those especially attached to weddings will be moving outside 
for the next 2 years at least because of the reluctancy of people to go back in there. He spoke with a 
huge group last night about the sturggles they are facing and the help they need. 

33 10/23/20 (Friday) 7:10-10:00am 2:50:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Mike Martucci Mike joins the show to discuss anything and everything about the election. He has run a great 
campaign and is making a strong push. he mentions the struggles with Bail Reform and Agricultural 
bills that have been passed recently that are negatively impacting the community. He sends his best to 
his opponent and pleads with people to go out and vote whichever way they can. He mentions the 
long, long lines at the polling station and the high turnout that is expected and coming out. Mike hangs 
around and talks all local news with the crew and local issues.

34 10/23/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:33am 0:28:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his update. He discusses local politics. he mentions Mike Martucci and the 
race he is running and how well Steve thinks he is doing. Then, there is other races with others who 
held in-person debates. We also discuss the presidential debate and how well the moderator 
performed. Neither presented themselves presidentially, yet the need for them to do so is there. The 
debate was not the electric show that people expected, it was rather boring. This is the wildest election 
year Steve can remember. Everything will have an impact on each race like presidential effecting the 
senate races. He tlaks abou the violence and rioting around the country that has taken off this year 
much more than other years. He finishes by applauding people and businesses that have come up 
with creative ways to get through these brutal times as they continue to fight through the pandemic. 

35 10/26/20 (Monday) 9:28-10:00am 0:32:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for an update. He discusses the Orange County Speedway event and hwo safe it was. 
Everyone was distanced despite no one in the stands. They had a drive-in aspect to it. The race track 
has had so many events and great memories there and it was spectacular to host the event. Steve 
discusses the weather changing and how that will effect events coming up. he mentions the 
presidential debate that was funny but rather lame in totality. He talks about privacy and how letting 
people go on vacation, it could leave them vulnerable to theft and break-ins. He then goes into the 
Mariano Rivera meeting he had and how his son will open a business in Chester. The event needed 
security. Steve raves about his character and the person he really is. 



36 10/27/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:22am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Ryan Gosiker Ryan joins the crew for an update on Pompton Lakes. He recently attended the Pompton Lakes High 
School football game against Saddle Brook. He discusses his journey through the world of football 
from his high school and college days. He set the scene for what was a beautiful fall afternoon on 
Saturday and hopes the Cardinals continued success as they try to win a divisional titel this Friday. He 
caught up with the head coach of team and one of their captains postgame to provide some insight 
and analysis of what they saw out on the field.

37 10/27/20 (Tuesday) 9:13-9:27am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to provide a daily update. Winter is coming and the weather is sure showing it. 
People need their businesses to open and open soon because they have bills to pay. Steve hopes this 
happens after the election. Palm Tree continues to be a probelm, but the area is more prepared 
nowadays. People need to conitnue to do their job and fight through the adversity ahead. Voters seem 
excited to get out and vote so they can say they're done and move forward as they can not come back 
and change their vote. Steve has anothr busy busy day ahead.

38 10/28/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony Cardone (Monroe Town 
Supervisor)

Tony joins the show for his monthly update on Monroe. He talks about voting polls and how busy they 
are. The line wait times are roughly 3 hours at some places. The free-for-all type voting has led to 
these lines. The polls are fully funded by Tony and his team. He mentions Steve Brescia and how he 
has helped in these trying times with Palm Tree. He tries to make people feel like a part of his process, 
not just a number. His budget is coming along slowly but surely. He will put the finishing touches on it 
likely soon. He discusses Food Truck Friday and the success it has had. There will be a food truck at 
the voting polls at Town Hall today. Next week is the lobster food truck and Chompers will be in town 
this week. Monroe borders Palm tree and they have their schools still open while a couple schools in 
Monroe are still closed. Frustration conitnues to build and Tony wants them to folllow the guidelines. 
The COVID numbers are higher than they were before but Tony is not panicking. 

39 10/28/20 (Wednesday) 9:01-9:22am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the crew for his dailly update. He talks about how Warwick residents are testing postive, 
while Palm Tree is an easy target, they are not the reason. He remains optimistic, but the cases in 
nursing homes are alarming. He looks forward to Halloween, a Mac and Cheese event, and the Back 
The Blue event in Monroe. The Palm Tree private schools are remaining open as they have been 
declared a Daycare facility. They are causing problems even to the town. NY is in big trouble 
financially and will create issues that cannot be cashed. Everyone is concerned about the business 
and Steve claims he would not support or enforce another shutdown. He mentions how Democrats 
have been hiding and they have been quiet. Employees of nursing homes have contracted the virus. 

40 10/29/20 (Thursday) 8:07-8:46am 0:39:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul joins the team for his monthly update. He focuses on Halloween as it just around the corner. He 
starts with a contest and giveaway given to a caller. He plays a Halloween sound guessing game with 
various sound bytes to compare plumbing and ghost type noises. He highlights the difference between 
the two. and mentions some of the plumbing issues people have. For example, he talks about a 
clogged vent that will not let the air flow properly to flush. He teaches the listeners when, how, and 
why they need to keep an eye on their water heaters. Overall, he teaches the listeners plent of 
plumbing lessons and reminds them to always call and they can instruct from there.

41 10/29/20 (Thursday) 9:06-9:27am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily update. He mentions the support needed for local businesses and the 
continue need for the givernment to open more businesses. He also expresses a need for help from 
Albany as they are crucial to what he can do. He praises candidate Steve Brescia and the work he has 
done in the community and the strong campaign he has run to this point. he wishes him all the best. 
Steve continues to believe in the County and the bright days ahead rather than the doom and gloom 
people are thinking about.He addresses the danger of the nursing homes. 

42 10/30/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Christine Adams (State Farm 
Insurance)

Christine joins the show to show people how to save on their insurance and how they can reach out. 
Insurance is geared much now to making money and she can get you the best deal to make sure 
you're getting more bang for your buck. She disccuses the importance of your coverage. People 
should check what their coverage is too. Does it include life and disability insurance? People need to 
know these things and she will help in every way to get everyone the information they need on what 
coverage they have.

43 10/30/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He gets people ready for voting next week and preps them 
for the weekend ahead with the tough and rainy weather with some snow and maybe ice later on. He 
preps everyone for Halloween and reminds them to be safe and follow the guidelines placed by him 
and the County. He will be attendiung the Mac and Cheese feast which will be delicious and he plans 
to attend. He will also be at a Back-the-Blue rally on Sunday and he is eager to show his support. He 
wnats people to take it easy because it has been a stressful year and campaign season. Once you 
vote, it is done and people should relax and move forward because we control the future for the most 
part. 

44 10/30/20 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Heidi Faith October is infant and pregnancy loss awareness month, so the show centers around what that means 
and how it effects others. The topic of how to deal with loss is brought up and discussed in depth. It is 
provided of where to find treatment and how to seek it from the beginning if needed.

45 11/02/20 (Monday) 8:05-8:21am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Mike Sweeton (Supervisor of 
Warwick)

Mike joins the show for his monthly update on Warwick. He discusses the success that Halloween was 
over the weekend and thta it brought people a sense of normalcy. Early voting is done because 
Sunday was the last day so there are no lines anymore in the area. They will not conduct a report on 
how it went and may need more supplies next time like places to vote. Every vote is counted, but 
absentee ballots may not affect the winner at the time they are counting depending on the lead and 
number of ballots. People will need to wait for results. Mike transitions to discussion about the 
businesses in the area and the great job they have done throughout the entire pandemic and how he 
hopes they continue to fight and prosper or hold on moving forward.

46 11/03/20 (Tuesday) 8:08-8:15am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Colin Schmidt (Assemblyman 
of 99th District of NY)

Colin joins the show for his monthly update. He is running this year and election day is amassive for 
him as he attempts to get re-elected. He mentions the struggles the past year or so has been 
obviously including COVID. He tells the listerners that there is hope despite the days that seem like 
there is none. He urges people to reach out if and when they need help. Colin and his team are doing 
all they can right now to help and save businesses to make sure they come out still kicking. 

47 11/03/20 (Tuesday) 8:16-8:30am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent Przybylinski Vince joins the show for his monthly update. He discusses the early hiccup that the school had at the 
end of September and the closure of the school, they have remained strong. The school is looking to 
add Wednesday into their in-person week. The teachers and staff continue to be warriors and fantastic 
adjusting to this. The roles and rules they have to follow is wild and they have done a terrific job. 
Today is an off day for them and they have a chance to regroup and breathe. Fans at home have been 
great and followed all the guidelines in front of them. It brought some sense of noramlcy. The football 
team has had some great success including a division title this past Friday. Clubs and activities that 
relaistically can happen, have been happening. They have followed the guidelines.

48 11/03/20 (Tuesday) 9:19-9:34am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

The County Executive joins the show for his daily update. He starts with a story on 2nd chances in this 
country. He has yet to go to the polls because the lines are absurdly long and will be packed. There is 
a slight fear that people will stay home, but they need to get out and vote. It is critical to gte out there 
and it is only once a year, itis not an every day occurence. Buckle and bundle up and go from there. 
There are a couple of planned protests depending on the results of the election. He advises people to 
be smart, take some stress off and relax tonight. 

49 11/04/20 (Wednesday) 8:07-8:27am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Leonard DeBuck Leonard joins the show to update the crew. His has stepped down as President of the Pine Island 
Chamber of Commerce. He announces the new president and the great work she has done around 
the community. He discusses the wonderful weather that has been around and how it has allowed for 
some great apple and pumpkin picking that has taken place. He praises the memebers of the board 
and the community because they have been actively involved and giving back. Kindness never fails 
and Leonard wants people to be kind and be humble. 

50 11/05/20 (Thursday) 9:12-9:35am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He praises local banks and their involvement in the 
community. He recaps the election and each local result he was asked to be a part of, won. He gave 
Mike Martucci's acceptance speech and was happy for his local victory. Incumbent races have been 
much closer than in the past. People have gone out an vote and made their voices heard. Some locals 
officials could be there way to the White House depending on who wins the Presidential election as a 
part of the president's team when they get selected. It was a great election in the eyes of Steve. All are 
crucial memebers of the community and are heavily involved. COVID cases are through the roof and 
he continues to fight for businesses to stay open. There has been a mini baby boom so far as a result 
of COVID. He discusses the voting process and how he has taught his kids about voting. He is back to 
work and is aggrevated about a homeless woman who passed away this past weekend. 

51 11/06/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:52am 0:47:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik Bob joins the crew for his monthly spot and to answer some legal questions. He discusses election 
fraud. He has seen none of it yet personally, but understands that Philadelphia has an issue right. He 
tries to make people understand the process that all the votes go through like have a balanced team to 
count and make sure everyone is in line. Philly has been excluding people from candidate teams 
which can be an issue. They can challenge the voter's signature and call them in. Bob is curious why 
this would not take place right on the spot if spotted by the opposing group. There are so many legal 
factors in this matter. He transitions to an issue at a NY State college where a student was suspended 
from school for expressing his views on an obscure video assigned by a professor that seemed 
completely staged and unrealistic. The student filed lawsuit under first ammendment grounds and Bob 
awaits the results as it will be a fascinating case.

52 11/06/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:25am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show and chimes in about the voting issue in this country. He says the truth will travel 
around the world before the full truth is revealed. Steve relives his experience with the 2000 election 
and the Bush compaign. He says there is nothing anyone in the area can truly do. He says it is time to 
get back to the gym. People are ready and they need a healthy lifestyle, the excuse of the pandemic is 
over for now. People continue to try and challenge the rules and Steve wants them to know they are 
not his rules. There is still plenty to look forwards to in the County.

53 11/06/20 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis No guest in the studio but she discusses psychology and how it finds its own way into our lives in 
every which way and every facet of life.

54 11/09/20 (Monday) 8:05-8:29am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Amanda Dana Amanda joins the show for her monthly update on Tourism. She is happy to see lines and the County 
has seen a surge especially in terms of sales tax. People are "getting out of dodge" and coming to 
Orange County for a mini vacation. The success has been amazing. She wants even more businesses 
open and free to take their shot at opening during COVID. Another bright spot is she is busy and 
called to work on the weekend. The County Tourism page went under construction and seems to have 
some wrinkles, but looks great. The film industry continues to want to come to Orange County, they 
need certified sound stages and they would be set. Actors and crews are getting sanitized and set to 
go closer to January. Showtime has joined in once they heard HBO was in. Showtime had 3 locations 
in mind and 2 were in Orange County. They did end up leaving the County because of the lack of 
equipment. She discusses the success Walkill has right now with their new indoor track and field 
facility along with a basketball court. No school events have occured there, but they have been great.



55 11/10/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:21am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois Carl calls into the show for his monthly spot. The election for him and his crew was silent. There were 
no issues, but they were prepared just in case. He discusses some local elections including the Judge 
races and how qualified the winners are and the importance of someone with a background. All 
winning candidates did a great job and keep up-to-date with what is happening and that is the key to 
success to work well with Carl. He wants people to relax and get to the truth because that is the most 
important. The County needs to continue to be nice to each other and more improtantly, respect each 
other and Carl has seen improvements in that area as of late.

56 11/10/20 (Tuesday) 9:05-9:27am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily spot. He is upset because people are blantantly disregarding the rules when 
coming back from vacation and just going about their lives like nothing happened. So many people 
have sacrificed so much throughout the pandemic and they are tired of it, but they need to stay 
disciplined. He talks about the vaccine and how he will not be the first in line. The country is likely to 
pay for it all and it is in everyone's best interest to do so. He says schools will be in trouble as kids get 
sick and the cases rise. He finishes by talking through his Veteran's Day plans and highlights just a 
few events around the County. He will be out often and do his best. We thank Steve for his service 
and everything he has done. 

57 11/11/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:45am 0:40:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul joins the show for his monthly spot. He starts by thanking any and all veterans on Veteran's Day. 
He is proud of the service and that he has hired veterans in the past. He starts by doing a contest and 
donating to the Humane Society. Paul expects many more calls on Black Friday as people will be 
using their toilets or could flush something stupid down it. A sound clip was played of a customer 
flushing a turkey down the toilet. People need to check their air quality and make sure they have the 
best because it could help with the flow due to COVID. It is crucial to have great air flow right and UV 
lights are being pushed as they kill viruses. It is unclear the exact effect on coronavirus, but it will not 
hurt. Paul has finally got his shipment of them into the facility and he can start appointments. He 
strives to continue to donate in the community and be a leader. He will continue to give back as we 
head into the holiday season and it will only continue. 

58 11/11/20 (Weednesday) 9:24-9:48am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in the show for a daily update. He recalls when he started in the Navy and the process it 
took to get there along with his mindset going in. The Warwick Valley Central School district put out a 
heartwarming message to the public about Veteran's Day and the importance of it. It has a terrific 
tribute to all Veterans and salute those who served this country. Steve is headed to an opening of 
building for Purple Heart recipients because they did not have their own section yet, but now they are 
getting their own wing. Stories will be displayed and the accomplishments of everyone there. He will 
be anywhere and everywhere today, bouncing around from Veteran's Day event to the next. He 
stresses the improtance of appreciating your veterans.

59 11/12/20 (Thursday) 8:06-8:27am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger Jen joins the show for her monthly spot. She starts with an election update and discusses the 
quietness around it. Many races in NY state saw absentee ballots and over a million have been 
collected this year. There is still over 30,000 ballots left to count and the outcome will remain unkown 
for some time. They are likely to start sometime next week. The goal is on having every ballot counted 
and to get the final result right. She mentions the events she went to for Veteran's Day and how she 
was active throughout the community. She is working on a project for housing for Veterans that would 
be such a benefit to everyone in. the area. She discusses collaborative projects like the one she did 
with farming equipment. She hopes everyone enjoys the holiday in a very safe and secure manner, 
urging others to get creative if they decide to gather. 

60 11/12/20 (Thursday) 9:09-9:31am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily spot. His Thanksgiving plans are simple and will require a small 
gathering, not a bigger one like normal. Usually, he goes hunting on the morning of and will likely 
conitnue it. He discusses the opening of the Purple Heart Wall of Honor and how well everyone 
worked to get this opening in time for Veteran'sd Day. This was very rushed and they are continuing to 
do work to fully finish. Restaurants are going to pay the price now for the work of those throwing house 
parties. The reckless abandon of some people have led to the restrictions coming down from the state 
and Governor Cuomo. Everyone has been their own worst enemy. There is no explanation why people 
continue to host huge parties and place the businesses at risk. The DMV has closed for 2 weeks due 
to employees testing positive. However, companies and industries will have to change towards digital. 
Challenging times are ahead. 

61 11/13/20 (Friday) 9:12-9:34am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily update on the County. The numebrs are still rising and thta is obviously a 
concern. The Governor has left some grey area about his new rules regarding restaurants and other 
affected by recent restrictions. People need to more responsible in all aspects of life. He is sick of the 
parties and discusses the irresponsibility behind them and why they might keep the schools home for 
the rest of the school year because going back and forth is an issue and will not happen. People not 
knowing they have to wear masks is utterly ridiculous and they know better. This is where the 
frustration builds for Steve.

62 11/13/20 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Jessica The topic of the show is sexual assault in response to an email received from a listener. She brings on 
a survivor, Jessica, who shares her story and the psychological toll and frustration surrounding it.

63 11/17/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman 
in Bergen County)

Kevin joins the show for his monthly update on Bergen County. The Governor gave municipalities the 
ability to close non-essential businesse when needed. No one can sit at the bars and put a 10 pm 
curfew in place much like Cuomo's rules. He discusses the effectiveness of the vaccines by the 
different companies. There is still a long way to go. The travel advisory continues to expand and it only 
gets more difficult in the last few weeks. He knows we need resolutions to the election system as it is 
the elephant in the room,  but people need to reach out and guide and assist these businesses that 
are in trouble. Unity is needed, not a dark winter or everything is peachy. He mentions the 
decriminalization of marijuana and magic mushrooms in Oregon. He wants negative advertising gone 
if it is fals, there is a grey area if the information presented is true and negative.

64 11/17/20 (Tuesday) 9:15-9:25am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for a short update. He mentions the emergency drill he and his team will have to go 
through. Anything that can possibly go wrong, will play out so they can be assured that they are 
prepared. He and the team are graded every time. He has had a perfect score since he became the 
County Executive. He explains the importance of Emergency Management and why it is crucial for him 
and his team. The election continues and the debate about it will further continue because of the 
counting of election ballots. Maybe one day, votes will move to electronic and there will not be such a 
delay. 

65 11/18/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board 
Member Warwick Valley 

CSD)

Keith joins the show for his monthly update on the schools. He applauds his staff and everyone 
involved for keeping the kids safe. Elementary school and middle schools students have remained in 
school due to the lack of movement through different classes and are less social outside of school. 
The issue is at the high school level with what those kids are doing outside of school. All cases have 
been traced to events or gatherings outside of schools. Parties are another problem and contact 
tracuing has not been as strict and complete as it needs. There will likely be closings until the holidays 
are all over and that could include Christmas and maybe even the New Year because people are not 
listening and they will need to control the numbers. It is getting more stressful for everyone involved 
with the schools. He discusses the roll-out of the vaccine with the confusion from Cuomo and how it 
will go to those who need it first. 

66 11/18/20 (Wednesday) 9:30-9:43am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily update. He mentions the uptick in cases and numbers are highest since May 
1st. Emergency management has run their drills that they have to do. Schools are in a brutal spot and 
there is even a woman of 2 kids who is on the edge with COVID. People are starting to take the 2nd 
wave much more seriously. While some will go out, some realize the necessity for a mask as we 
continue to try and live our life. There are rumors of a state of emergency to get people to work 
together. A major concern is how crews for snow remove or something like that react and if they whole 
crew gets sick, how that effects other situations. People will continue to fight and this 2nd wave was 
expected and people need to make it through and be smart how they go through things. 

67 11/19/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:23am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle (Administrator of 
the town of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin joins the show for his monthly update. He discusses the recent uptick in cases and that number 
has beeen alarming. Younger people are being infected more often. Family gatherings and 
complacency has been a major issue and a main cause for the rise in cases. The number has gone up 
to 20-25 new cases per week. Exponentially higher than before. People need to continue to watch and 
do the right thing. The town has been rather quiet with very few, minor public events. Town Hall is still 
open. The playground at Lakeside Park is now being redone and the equipment is finally in. The 
annual tree lighting will have presence of crowds. Santa will be coming around in a firetruck and 
hopefully spread some joy. There is a need for normalcy. We can still celebrate the holidays but be 
smarter. Lincoln Ave will be improved thanks to a grant from Trenton. The subsidies they have 
received from the County and the government has been amazing and now most doors are automatic-
opening. Most importantly, this did not break the budget. Tax Revenue will come in relatively close to 
the same as 2019 and this helps next year's budget. The restaurants are staying afloat and doing their 
best to hang on. 

68 11/19/20 (Thursday) 9:07-9:18am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update on the County. He mentions the issues going around the 
community and that people need to get rid of their complacency and wake up. The pandemic is not 
over and it will continue to be a long fight. He has run into some people who do not know the 
pandemic has continued. Overall, he is happy with the County and how people are taking precautions, 
He is working on several projects within the County that people will love. He continues to cut the 
ribbon on many different things including the Heritage Trail today. Numbers are rising but vaccines are 
in the works and seeing great signs. He will be out this weekend as hunting season begins and the 
weather is great. 

69 11/20/20 (Friday) 8:07-8:19 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Darcie Miller (Commissioner 
of Mental Health)

Darcie calls in for the show for her monthly update. She discusses HEAP, a program that helps pay for 
gas and heat for the cold weather. Don't be afraid to reach out because we are getting to a time where 
it is crucial to help. The County is offering assistance for those who are not employed and are trying to 
find jobs for those who need it. People need all the help they can receive now as we head into a 
potentially dark winter. She urges people to continue to fight and do their role so we can eventually get 
back to what we are used to.

70 11/20/20 (Friday) 8:56-9:26am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the crew for his daily update. He discusses the latest restrictions from the Governor and 
the negative effect it has on the businesses. This will lead to people throwing more house parties and 
will cause more cases because they do not follow protocol, but the restaurants do require masks and 
can be safer. The Middletown Fire was devastating, but luckily there was reportedly no one inside the 
building. There are plenty of rumors of how the fire started, but the community will be fine. Every day 
feels like Groundhog Day for Steve at this point. He wants you to buy food from your local restaurants 
and businesses and help keep them afloat. Small businesses give back and always will, that's why you 
need to buy local and shop local. 

71 11/20/20 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Lisa and Oliver Today's topic is adoption and it is explored in its fullest extent. 



72 11/23/20 (Monday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Ann Marie Maglione Ann Marie calls in for her monthly spot for an update. She discusses how her and her office have had 
adjust to the year of COVID and that has meant much more virtual meetings as opposed to in person 
all the time. People should wary of fake phone calls because those hackers are going after people 
who are vulnerasble and they are getting smarter, but more desperate. People are lonely and can be 
more vulnerable to fall into the trap. They have tendencies like saying a loved one is in prision and no 
one can know about bail money. People are only getting more lonely with the winter and darkness. 
There is a program to speak to someone once a week to have someone. Ann Marie reiterates that 
they should not be scared to call, that is what they are there for and will keep them close and take care 
of them. 

73 11/24/20 (Tuesday) 9:07-9:23am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his county update. He discusses the late reporting of numbers and the 
scrammble he's been doing. Also, areas in the County have started to stop reporting and testing which 
will destroy business. The house parties are the problems because of the control that the owners 
havce in enforcing the rules. House parties are wild and a giant free-for-all. Everyone is on watch to try 
and save the business and stay in business. If your business is surviving, you are likely getting 
creative according to Steve because any status quo businesses can and will be shut down. Hospitals 
are getting hit much harder now and they are trying to stay upright. Steve continues to fight for 
businesses throughout the County.

74 11/25/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony Cardone (Monroe Town 
Supervisor)

Tony calls into the show for his monthly update. He begins with an explanation of the connection 
between him and guest, Mike Martucci. He speaks on the excellent work he has done with him and for 
the community in the past. Then, he discusses the importance of small businesses especially in 
Monroe where it is crucial. They are more important than ever. Shop local and save the local 
businesses. More and more businesses are coming in. He is in good health and very thankful this year 
as most are, but realizes how lucky and grateful he is especially in 2020. 

75 11/25/20 (Wednesday) 9:22-9:45am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He revisits the doom and gloom days he had when he 
first took office. It never turned out to be true. He is trying to instill hope into the public as hope is 
arguably the most powerful 4-letter word in the dictionary. He explains some of the work done by 
police officer and the grueling grind those shifts and jobs can be. Further, he walks through some of 
the adversity the County has faced over his times and even some of the recent events. He wants 
people to roll up their sleeves and hunker down and fight in these trying times. We have to fight and 
continue to do our part. 

76 11/26/20 (Thursday) 7:13-7:31am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois Carl joins the show for a brief update. He wants everyone to remain safe and enjoy this beautiful 
Thanksgiving today. He will be gladly sitting in his house and enjoying some great food. However, he 
discusses how technically he will be on-duty for the whole day especially as the Sheriff, it comes with 
the territory. He is one call away 24/7 and it stinks, but if people need his protection, he is there. On a 
serious note, he wants people to be intelligent and not drink and drive. Mixing nay alcohol drink or 
illegal drug/substance has been and continues to be a major problem. Carl urges everyone to be 
better and avoid situations like that and help keep the community safe and people alive.

77 11/26/20 (Thursday) 9:20-9:25am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for a short update. He tries to avoid COVID for the day and encourages 
people to enjoy the holiday and time with the family especially this year. He will be out in the woods, 
hunting on this day and will enjoy the weather that is coming. He wants everyone to remain safe and 
be smart about how they choose to celebrate Thanksgiving this year, but we have so much to be 
thankful for.

78 11/27/20 (Friday) 9:06-9:33am 0:27:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the crew for his daily update after Thanskgiving. He was so happy with the weather 
yesterday that allowed everyone to get outside. More people are out shopping this Black Friday than 
many people think because they have been inside for so long. he hopes all the workers who worked 
yesterday get a break and enjoy some times with their families. He hopes the vaccine is on the way 
and will help protect the people. He transitions into politics of the country and how we need more 
people who know what they're doing and they have experience. Cuomo has run himself into a wall and 
he's trying to take too much control. He will be joining Taylor and Mike Martucci for their awesome 
event for the toy drive. 

79 12/01/20 (Tuesday) 8:15-8:36am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent Przybylinski Vince calls into the show for his monthly update on Pompton Lakes High School. The school is barely 
hanging on with all the outbreaks and cases surrounding the area. He continues to appluad his 
students and staff as they sacrifice so much to try and stay in person. They continue to do their part as 
much as they can. Teachers have been warriors throughout the entire process. He is please with the 
senior leadership who seem to be getting everyone in place and making sure they can stay in school 
as much as possible and not go back to the virtual world. Athletics have continued and seen 
tremendous succes with football winning the division. Soccer won the state sectional championship 
and cross country runner Nathan Amstromng won a stater title too. Vince loves that he can hear and 
watch the sports because he understands how crucial it is to young men and women. 

80 12/01/20 (Tuesday) 9:15-9:22am 0:07:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joisn the show for a daily update. There were over 500 COVID cases from over the weekend 
after they took a break for a couple days. People are waiting in lines for hours for disinfectant. He has 
tried to get out and support the small, local businesses to keep them alive and afloat in this dire time. 
The state will start tracking ICU beds as a whole despite Steve and his team already doing so. He 
pleads people to do their part and battle through the dark days.

81 12/03/20 (Thursday) 9:07-9:30am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. Orange County is in the thick of the COVID 2nd wave. The 
whole County is likely an orange zone. People are tired of doing the right things and being told what to 
do, therfore, they are doing their own thing and not listening. This is freedom-based country that will 
not follow rules when advised, even in a pandemic-type situation. Everyone is at risk. Any travel in and 
out of the state is mostly employees going to their job. Those employees can be considered frontline 
workers. The vaccine will arrive in a couple weeks. A side effect is sickness which means whoever 
gets it should stay away for roughly 2 weeks. Restaurants are voluntarily closing and people need to 
be careful or more and more will be closed. Steve continues to be busy with meetings and speeches. 
He shares some early Christmas stories. 

82 12/04/20 (Friday) 8:13-8:31am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik The Lawyer Guy here at WTBQ calls in for his monthly spot. He will not be Santa this year for Florida's 
tree lighting. He wants to discuss taxes as the year ends. He mentions a 529 plan which is a tax-free 
savings plan and stay that way as long you use the increased amount on approved educational 
expenses. This is a 8-9% tax deduction. This process is rather tricky, but is basically free money 
because even though there is a cap on the deduction, the excess would still be tax-free. For those 
who received PPP loans, make sure you file for forgiveness, you must do this. This process is also 
difficult. There is an income-based advantage to waiting to apply for it. Courts began their reopening 
and now are shut down again. Tenants still have protection against eviction, but they need to pay their 
bills from March. It is only being used for essential cases that need to be heard in person.

83 12/04/20 (Friday) 9:17-9:44am 0:33:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update on Orange County. He has a virtual drill for the miltary that 
needs to be done this weekend. Hackers are being identified around the vaccine distribution which is a 
major issue and everyone needs to be on high alert. There has been no direct link to restaurant cases, 
but they are much closer to house parties where people are acting irresponsibly and unfair to the rest 
of the public. Certain areas are not reporting and not testing which is crucial. Evrryone in the Chester 
fire is alive and safe from what Steve knows. He mentions the letter campaign he is putting together 
and it will be a great plan. People need to be deligent and the worse will be roughly mid next week. 

84 12/04/20 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis The topic of mental illness arises and this show was focused on how people have shifted mentally due 
to the pandemic that has hit everyone hard in some way or another. Understanding that without a 
vaccine for the virus, mental illness is rising with the growing uncertainty. 

85 12/08/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:26am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois Carl calls into the show for an update. He talks about the unpredictability of the world and how things 
change on a dime, much like this year. he specifically references crime, but it can apply anywhere. 
Carl voices his frustration with bail reform. It is understood that people will have economic issues 
paying their bail during the pandemic, but the judge is there for all of that and to take that into account 
before setting bail. The decision-making is being stripped from the judges which is a true shame while 
criminals leave free. He wishes everyone continued great health and understand how lucky he is with 
his health when it comes to the vaccine. Tricky days are ahead. 

86 12/09/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:33am 0:28:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul calls in for his monthly spot to discuss all your plumbing, heating, and cooling needs. Tile can be 
tricky to deal with and homeowners need to check it and the grout. Check everything before calling 
Paul. Check for leaks near the shower door or curtain and help rule that out first. He provides tips on 
process of elimination to find the true issue. Customers need to clean the hair out of the drains 
otherwise they will be terrified when they pull the chunk out after a clog. Paul leaves some tips for 
everyone on what to replace and where to check to turn things off or check if they still work. Paul loves 
business, but double check before you call him.

87 12/09/20 (Wednesday) 9:17-9:41am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily update on Orange County. He prepares everyone for the "air show" that 
people will see fly over the Army-Navy game this weekend. They have buses of people to travel to the 
game. This can be a depressing time of year as restaurants close and thos businesses will be lost, but 
also because people want to stay inside while it is still cold and snowing. Cases continue to grow and 
Steve is not surprised, but concerned nonetheless. He mentions everything everyone will lose this 
year in terms of weddings, vacations, adventures and much more. This year has been difficult on 
everyone in some form or another. Steve still sees a light at some point once the County battles 
through these tough times and the second wave. 

88 12/10/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:22am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Senator Jen Metzger Jen calls into the show for her monthly update. She begins with discussion around the food supply in 
NY and why it has been an issue especially in the middle of a pandemic. She mentions the hemp 
business and the cautions consumers must take when approaching it. She reflects on her time in the 
Senate the past 2 years. Her last mark is trying to push through a new broadband bill to close the gap 
between areas. She is proud of what she has done. She has tried to do her best for the community 
and put them first each and every day. 

89 12/10/20 (Thursday) 9:15-9:26am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins for his daily update on Orange County. His major concern right now is with the nursing 
homes and it is where he is seeing the deaths in the county. People need to do their job and wear the 
mask and continue to fight as we await the vaccine which may or may not be approved in the next 
couple days.

90 12/11/20 (Friday) 9:05-9:16 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls for his daily update. There is expected to be a huge announcement from the Governor that 
could have significant implications on many business. Many are in limbo, but many speculate this is 
Cuomo bringing the hammer down on small businesses. He wants to help more veterans and gain 
traction on more help. Mike Martucci will come in and attempt to make significant and major change 
right away. He wants everyone to remember the good times and the joy it brings to so many. There 
are still many events to be happy about and people should keep their heads up. 

91 12/11/20 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis She provides you 50 ways to cope with grief during the odd, pandemic-filled 2020 year because 
everyone has their owns ways of grieving.



92 12/14/20 (Monday) 8:05-8:32am 0:27:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Amanda Dana Amanda joins the show for an update on all things Orange County Tourism. She mentions the new 
website they have created and how much different it looks now. She is proud of how it looks plus the 
amount of toys that in the news room. The biggest thing she has seen is people want to help.There is 
more work to do along the trails and connecting it to the train station. The new website is much more 
user friendly. She discusses the success with the productions that the companies have had in Orange 
County as there is filming going on. The County must balance the safety of all these crews coming in, 
but a challenge is finding the right hotel. 

93 12/15/20 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman 
in Bergen County)

Kevin calls in to update the crew on the issues surrounding New Jersey. He discusses the upcoming 
votes about marijuana, body cams, and magical mushrooms. There is now a 33 cent tax that will be 
added to the sales tax, basically making it 7%. There will be a limit on marijuana. There needs to be 
serious regulations and rules on cannabis. People need to be patient so it can be done correctly. The 
body cam program is viewed favorably by many throughout the state. The cost is roughly $50-$60 
million dollars. This will underfund many. The camera usage length is not worth it, municipalities need 
much more help than that. There is big talk around license plates and the changing of them or the 
usage of them on the front and back. People need to be vigilant in what they do to avoid situations like 
the shutdown in NY and keep their businesses alive. 

94 12/15/20 (Tuesday) 9:22-9:42am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his update on the County. There are options to add some land around Orange 
County. The film industry up here is thriving, but Steve has to go through each offer and decide what is 
best. There is a lot to be thankful and grateful this year. Steve is happy about the success of the Toys 
for Military Tots and the amount of help going around. Many businesses are in deep trouble, but have 
a good case about where the cases are coming from. The restaurants and everywhere else can 
control mask-wearing and other factors more than house parties. This will be a stain on the top-level 
politicians if and when millions of people end up bankrupt due to these shutdowns and inconsistent 
rules. 

95 12/16/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:32am 0:27:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Keith Parsons (Board 
Member Warwick Valley 

CSD)

Keith and his energetic self joins the show for an update on the school districts in Warwick. His school 
district is still open and operating,. They have been since September and continue to fight each day. It 
went even better than Keith could have imagined. He didn't know how long they would last 
Septemeber. Underlying genetic conditions are causing some weird cases in younger people with 
COVID. Vaccination will be tricky with the schools. Keith is impressed with the effectiveness of the 
current vaccine. However, there will always be push back from anti-vaccination individuals. He thanks 
everyone who helped out because they have been terrific. The main issue right now is what kids are 
doing when they're home, not what happens inside the school and the stats back that up. It will always 
be a challenge, but Keith and his team are dedicated to providing the education for the kids in the 
community.

96 12/16/20 (Wednesday) 9:02-9:28am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for an update. He mentions the security needed for the vaccine as the fear of 
people trying to steal it or destroy it. Many anti-vaccine people will try and take the operation down 
which adds more work for Steve. He thanks all of the role model workers that are out there right now 
and working their tales off to provide for memebers in the community. There is a light at the end of the 
tunnel for Steve and the County. People should remain optimistic and hopeful as more and more 
vaccines are released. He prepares people for the upcoming snowstorm and how it can strike fast and 
furious with the high amounts that are predicted. This is nothing new if you live in the Northeast, but 
Steve gives people a reminder on what they need to do as it is the first real storm this year.

97 12/17/20 (Thursday) 8:05-8:20am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle (Administrator of 
the town of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin joins the show for his monthly update on the town of Pompton Lakes. The snow is a factor as 
the town got hit hard by the storm. The crews have done a great job working all night to keep the 
roads clear and people safe. The town did a tree lighting, obviously without spectators, but the tree 
and lights look amazing. He reminds everyone to get their cars off the rosad to ensure proper plowing 
and removal. It is unclear how much of the vaccine will be given to Pompton Lakes. There are no real 
events coming up, but Kevin remains positive that better times will be ahead. 

98 12/17/20 (Thursday) 9:10-9:19am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in the show for an update. He tries to get everyone in the Christmas spirit with talk around 
some of the greatest movies of all-time around Christmas. Then, he shifts to serious talk about the 
snow and people should be careful shoveling as the body is not used to physical exertion this time of 
year. He wants everyone to be prepared. People should get out and help their neighbors as much as 
they can during this heavy snowfall. 

99 12/18/20 (Friday) 8:05-8:27am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Darcie Miller (Commissioner 
of Mental Health)

Darcie joins the show for her monthly spot to discuss all things Orange County. People need to be 
reminded that they are not alone. Please continue to reach out including right now as it is freezing and 
the warming stations become crucial. She speaks on the role of Steve Neuhaus in the community and 
his accessibility that brings comfort to everyone in the area. He helps everyone feel there is someone 
there. She stresses people to get help and continue to fight, but you never have to fight alone. Her 
organizations have been great as usual in assisting people throughout the county. There is hope and 
she comments on the Toys for Military Tots drive and how it can provide hope for so many. 

100 12/18/20 (Friday) 9:12-9:37am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the crew for his daily update. There was an issue yesterday with a healthcare providers' 
network fail so people were notified about their results, but they were never recorded. Areas like Palm 
Tree have stopped testing because they are assuming positives if someone in the family has it. 
Nursing homes are not being protected right now. He wants them to get the vaccine first becuase they 
are dealing with the virus the most. The older population, whether in Pompton Lakes or Warwick or 
anywhere else, should be getting the vaccine because they need it the most before elected officials 
get it. 75% of those getting sick right now let their guard down during the holidays. He is proud of how 
much people are giving back.

101 12/18/20 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis She mentions holiday traditions that she follows but that many people follow too and how we have all 
lost some traditions this year, but gained some new ones that are here to stay.

102 12/23/20 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:43am 0:38:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Tony Cardone (Monroe Town 
Supervisor)

Tony joins the crew for his monthly update on Monroe. He discusses some disappointing issues with 
some businesses thaat will be done. He mentions business expansion and the good it is doing for the 
community. Also, they just raised $20,000 for a church which is amazing. Tony turns to a year in 
review for 2020 and the events they were able to have and the ones they could not. The year was 
clearly not perfect for Monroe, but everyone chipped in to do their part and make the best of what was 
a terrible year financially and for those who lost close ones. 

103 12/23/20 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Pastor John Holliday The two sit down and discuss the present-day holiday season. Also, how to find peace during the 
holidays amongst what they do during and around the holidays as a tradition.

104 12/28/20 (Monday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Ann Marie Maglione Ann Marie joins the show for a look back on 2020 for the Office of the Aging. People are looking to 
clear 2020 from their memroy and move forward to hopefully bigger and better things. A focus for most 
should be on the positives as opposed to the negatives despite how hard that might be. People are not 
alone and can always get help so they do not feel alone. Isolation can bring back bad habits or even 
abuse. There is a weekly zoom to bring people together and to talk other than feeling alone. Scams 
are still an issue. Despite how hard this year was, nutrition can help a person's attitude moving 
forward. There are warming stations for people who need them especially as it gets much colder.

105 12/29/20 (Tuesday) 9:11-9:34am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show. He mentions a delay in COVID numbers and how there will be an increase of 
people vaccinated as the week continues, but the elderly need it more than the politicians. The 
hospitals are getting them and spreading to the staff. However, nursing homes are just starting to get 
them slowly but surely. The whole vaccine distribution has been a mess and the plans moving forward 
need more work. People should not be cutting the line as certain people need it right now. Money 
needs to stop running everyone's life especially those in power to make critical and sometimes, life-
threatening decisions.

106 12/30/20 (Wednesday) 9:04-9:41am 0:37:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily spot. He mentions messages from business owners that have been helped 
in the controlling and calming of customers. There is the upmost importance to rollout more vaccines 
despite the growing concern so far. There is a major need for more distribution centers. He provides 
some business that have had the guts to stand up to customers despite the lure to keep the business 
open and let people freely drink and eat and be out. The restaurants have a much better chance of 
controlling this virus much more than any house party. There is a concern for New Year's Eve and how 
many house parties and drunk drivers that there will be. There is a light at the end of the tunnel. Steve 
uses the example of what people have learned ffrom the use of ventilators that first started back in 
March. He is in favor of sending the vaccines to every Healthcare facility as long as they distribute it to 
whom it is supposed to, there should be 0 issues.

107 12/31/20 (Thursday) 9:13-9:29am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his final update of 2020. Restaurants are struggling and finding ways around 
the obscure 10 pm curfew. Some employees are not getting a tip which is not the fault of the server. 
He wants people to cherish all the time they have with the people they love especially headed into an 
uncertain year where there is cautious optimism. There are challenges that will come about with the 
vaccine and struggling companies. Some issues that have been swept underneath the rug will be 
addressed soon. The pipeline for the vaccine will continue to grow and people will have to get in line. 
Nursing homes need it the most. 

Total: 46:42:00



Number Date Time - Start/End Duration Programming Show Host Guest Topic(s)
1 01/05/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:20am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent Przybylinski Vince calls in for his monthly spot to update about Pompton Lakes High School. The school has restarted, but only virtually and are 

scheduled to resume in-person on January 13th like previously agreed upon. Until the end of the school year, people should expect a 
hybrid model because it just won't be good enough to have everyone together like normal. This will effect seniors and students as they 
miss out on the traditions that make the school so great. Any clubs that can happen virtually will continue to happen because they are 
crucial to child development and involvement. Sports will begin soon and hopefully those old sounds in the hallway will come back and 
bring life back to the building. He provides backgrounds on how school plays are developed and come to be with the money. Vince is 
working hard to make it happen again this year. 

2 01/05/21 (Tuesday) 9:15-9:26am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls in for update. He mentions the wasting of vaccines and how it just cannot continue to happen if we want to reach the 
numbers we want of total people vaccinated. He mentions the gray area of the specific people who get the people first like "people in 
contact...." well dentists and others technically fall into that, but is that who it is intended for. The vaccines are not getting to the nursing 
homes fast enough. Other tricky questions and concerns are floating around like who can administer the vaccine and how long it takes 
despite the demand for. They are begging for others to be approved to be allowed to give the vaccine and that fight will continue to 
hopefully meet the demand that people are wanting. 

3 01/06/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Jeff Berkman Joe leads the discussion with Jeff down the road of politics and the Senate runoffs that happened on Tuesday night. Common ground is 
needed by so many in different areas and fields. Emotions often play a significant role. Politics leaks into creativity and technology as 
some push harder for different advances. 

4 01/07/21 (Thursday) 9:14-9:31am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. Yesterday, the County got 800 doses and every one of them was given out. It was an all day 
affair that took roughly 8 hours to give everything out and people were estatic and elated. Valley View will be fully vaccinated today and 
not January 18th. The number of people who would refuse the shot in the nursing home will be roughly low. Steve is embarassed by the 
events in Washington D.C. Trump is sinking his own reputation. Leaders have provoked this riot and destruction that took place at the 
Capitol Building. The actions of those are ones that Steve cannot stand and certainly would not endorse. The spreading of the vaccine 
has increased and the efforts around the County have been excellent. Moderna has been used more in the County because Pfizer's 
vaccine needs major freezers which are really owned by the major hospitals. 

5 01/07/21 (Thursday) 10:05-10:59am 0:54:00 Health Matters Peter Fella Ann Fella Peter is joined by his wife to discuss the process of having a knee or hip replacement. The process is a long one and requires much 
patience and determination. Peter dives into all the aspects surrounding it from a medical perspective. 

6 01/08/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis No guest The Doctor has her first show since the New Year. She discusses resolutions the psychological impact of setting realistic goals because 
unrealistic ones can do more harm than good. The main topic is emotional depravation which takes many forms and brought to light in 
the middle of the pandemic and the holiday season. Everyone handles it differently, but she provides ways and steps to become 
undeprived. 

7 01/12/21 (Tuesday) 9:16-9:32am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls in for a daily update on vaccines and other issues right now. He wants everyone to relax and calm down. He calls out the 
president for his actions and how embarrassing it is for everyone around the country including a leader like Steve. People should realize 
that putting up a Trump flag will inevitably lose them business whether they agree or not. There is so much controversy around the 
election and all these politicians but Steve urges everyone to continue to stay strong as he and his team attempt to get more and more 
vaccines.

8 01/13/21 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:55am 0:50:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul stops by for his monthly update to answer any plumbing, heating, and cooling questions you might have. He explains the process 
of how he replaces a hot water heater all the way down to the exact temperature it has to be set and how quickly it could get too hot 
and burn someone. Much of the calls he takes this time of year is heating and heating pumps in particular. Paul describes that process 
and how to do that. He goes in depth on certain measurements and areas that could trigger restrictions to certain equipment either 
being required or added. 

9 01/13/21 (Wednesday) 9:10-9:21am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his update. He discusses the struggles to reguster to get the vaccine and government website crashing in the 
County. This is a major barrier that will turn people to just walk into stores because they either do not have technology or heard about 
the crash and just went in. The effects of the riots from last Wednesday still rain true to this day as people plan more events and other 
riots. There are so many unknowns in this situation with the emotion behind the events. He wraps up the day with talk surrounding the 
Buffalo Bills and having fans at their game this past weekend.

10 01/14/21 (Thursday) 9:09-9:28am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the crew for his daily update on the county. He feels lucky to be in the county where they have a great crew together that 
can and will accomplish so much. The budget passed unanimously this year because of the leadership at the top. On a serious note, 
the state and counties will be armed and prepared for organized riots and noise that is to be expected this coming weekend. He wants 
rioters to do more for their community instead of walking around with rifles like driving food around to help sick families. People need to 
stop jumping on these riots and destroying police officers. More vaccines are needed and health needs to be the top priority. The wrong 
people are getting the vaccine with the correct flow. People are now being treated better and providers are better informed now than 
they were in the Spring which helps when getting people off ventilators.

11 01/14/21 (Thursday) 10:05-10:59am 0:54:00 Health Matters Peter Fella Bernice and Maria (A&T 
Healthcare)

Peter and his lineup of guests joins to discuss the experiences of those who work at A&T Healthcare and how to get there. They go 
through the ups, the downs, the good, the bad, and everything in-between. It is never an easy process to work in the healthcare field, 
but Bernice and Maria have battled their way to work in the business and succeed in their roles. Peter even shares some of his 
personal experiences. 

12 01/15/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:19am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Darcie Miller (Commissioner of 
Mental Health)

Darcie calls into the show to discuss the mental stress and toll the pandemic and division in the country is taking on all ciitzens across 
the country. Her and her team have helped so many people who are reaching out. The numbers have been staggering. So many 
people are struggling and need help to pay for expenses. The warming stations continue to be crucial and everyone should look on the 
website to have their questions answers and help on the way. She must battle through and help everyone as well. 

13 01/19/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:27am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman in 
Bergen County)

Kevin calls into the show for his update on his county. He mentions the opening of mega sites for the vaccines but there is trouble with 
the amount of vaccines available. The flow and amount of doses is not up to par yet. He mentions the new President, Joe Biden and 
what could happen in the first 100 days in terms of COVID. The economy needs to be clicking and back to normal but not out spending 
their means. Not using the vaccine in time is a horrific excuse and massive problem. Everyone needs to heal. kevin wants everyone to 
stick to the plan and continue to battle as all governments are trying to figure that out. 

14 01/19/21 (Tuesday) 9:13-9:26am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls in to discuss the vaccine and what is happening around the county. He will continue the vaccine distribution on Thursday. 
He is frustrated with the amount or lack of that he is receiving especially with how quickly he can get it out. He cannot get answers on 
emergencies right now. There needs to be more leadership. The COVID vaccine is complicated because of the 2 shot process as 
opposed to the 1 shot normal. He hopes for a peaceful and beautiful inauguration tomorrow as it is crucial for the entire country, not just 
individuals. A new distribution site is being prepared to be used to get out of the 9-1-1 center to clear that up. Spring preparation is 
already started. 

15 01/20/21 (Wednesday) 9:26-9:47am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into speak on the County and provide an update. He discusses all the great things about the area of Warwick from the food 
to other wonderful places to stay and eat and do everything. He mentions the transition of power by the President and how rare it is that 
Trump will not be there to welcome Biden to the White House. The day is full of prep to see what the inauguration will look like and 
Steve's experience at them throughout the course of his life. He explains the sights and scenes as we are on the verge of another 
ceremony this morning to welcome President Biden and his team. 

16 01/20/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Chris Habnacki Joe and Chris sit down to discuss the topic of social engineering, what that means and how it is applied. This can include protection 
purchases that are meant to help you and your digital systems, but the companies sell the information and that is how they can get 
hacked. Younger people are targeting the older population and the pandemic helped people be more vulnerable as they trusted things 
they never have before. The engineers use trends to pick people apart. 

17 01/21/21 (Thursday) 8:05-8:21am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle (Administrator of 
the town of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin joins the show for his monthly update. The budget is a major piece of his work right now. Vaccinations are being spread 
throughout the town to the first responders and Phase 1A. More shots are becoming available by the day and more people can get it. 
The Colfax Ave project will finally be completed this year along with the improvement of the Park and the Pond Hole parking lot which 
will be a huge project. Lincoln Ave will be paved as well. The library will see some minor improvements. There is a lot of excitement 
growing around Pompton Lakes. Taxes will be a tricky game played in the next few months but Kevin is hoping taxes aren't raised at all. 
No business closures and even some small ones are opening up. People are limping through this and are excited for the spring to get 
back outdoors. Members of the community should understand the vaccine and how critical herd immunity is for the vaccine to actually 
work. 

18 01/22/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Dr. Pierre-Louis discusses the topic of abandonment. She explains what it means and how it can psychologically impact not only the 
individual, but those around the person too. There are different types of abandonment and some is phycial while others could be more 
mental. The area is a tricky slope and can come through no reasonss, but the Doctor walks us how to handle things psychologically as 
well. 

19 01/25/21 (Monday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Ann Marie Maglione Ann Marie calls in for her monthly update on the elderly. Her line of work is to make sure they are helped and taken care of. She wants 
the community to remain patient and continue to ask for help when necessary. She is working on accomadations for those trying to get 
the vaccine. Everyone needs the human interaction, but she wants the elderly to know that brighter days are ahead while her and the 
area are trying to find a solution. Ann Marie addresses the scam calls that people are receiving especially the older population who are 
most vulnerable. People need to reach out to her and her team to get the exact help they need especially now. 

20 01/26/21 (Tuesday) 8:40-8:44am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls in for a quick update as he is on the road to get the vaccine distribution under and the new building he and his team will be 
using. He wants people to help it like painters and people who want their own designs on the building which would be perfect to mke it 
look great while donating the proceeds from the paint. There is more work to be done but he and his crew are prepared for the 
challenge.

21 01/27/21 (Wednesday) 9:26-9:46am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the Morning Show for his daily update. The main concern is getting people to help with vaccine distribution including usher 
work and moving boxes, not just sticking needles into arms. He has received calls about cutting the vaccine line and he has no time for 
it and will not allow an 85-year-old to be cut in line. Distribution is a major concern and how they do it will be a tricky avenue to travel 
down. Everyone is in the game to make money and Moderna and Pfizer are no exception. 

22 01/27/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Wendy Shuman Joe and Wendy discuss clearing the house out for your parents. Wendy has personal experience with this and has a detailed story and 
background. There are programs and businesses that can shred mass amounts of papers and allow you to watch things happen. You 
may need help valuing items and even moving them. All are key compenents to clearing the house out. 

23 01/28/21 (Thursday) 9:12-9:17am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update on the County and other issues. There are more vaccinations scheduled and expected today. 
Sadly, the remains of a Warwick Officer from a horrific plane crash last week. Everyone is asked to stand on the side of the road as 
they pay respect to their fallen soldier and a major component of the community. American flags will be on display and will be in 
massive amounts as they honor him. The goal for the vaccine today is to break the record for most they have ever done. 

24 01/29/21 (Friday) 8:07-8:46am 0:39:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor (Taylor Financial 
Group)

Deb joins the show for her monthly update. She discusses the experiences she's been missing due to the pandemic and the shutdown 
across the entire country. She mentions the current market situations surrounding bonds and equity and fixed-incomes. Portfolios right 
now are extremely complicated. She addresses the current stock market and GameStop stock and the bubble it can create. This was 
market manipulation and a way to collude to squeeze the short. It is distorting the market. Politics does not run the stock market, but in 
certain sectors it could. In the broad scope, politics is often null and void. Deb reminds people of something she once heard, "if you lose 
sleep over an investment, you likely shouldn't buy it." The housing market has allowed people to buy more of house because the 
mortages are lower due to lower interest rates. The vaccine rolllout has been a disaster and needs major reconstruction. 

25 01/29/21 (Friday) 9:04-9:13am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. The county ran out of vaccines yesterday as they distributed as much as they could. The 
process continues to be poorly run. The latest report from the Attorney General about Nursing Home deaths will damage the politicians 
from the top and now faces serious issues and problems coming soon. He will continue to fight for locals who need the vaccine. He 
wants more because he is the best at getting them in and out the door. 

26 02/02/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent Przybylinski Vince joins the show for his monthly update on Pompton Lakes High School and the recent events surrounding the school. He mentions 
just as the school was prepared to celebrate having kids and sports back, they were hit with a major curveball. A teacher in the school 
died via suicide and was found inside the school late thast night. Many of the students and staff have mixed emotions around the 
circumstances. One thing Vince knows is it's extremely difficult for kids to understand as this is a mental health concern not only with 
the deceased, but the students who built relationships with him. Students will need the support of their counselors, friends, family, and 
community to help get over this tragedy. 

27 02/02/21 (Tuesday) 9:07-9:20am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show after the wild blizzard hit the Northeast. 911 calls were minimal because people knew they needed to close and 
stay shut as the weather would worsen throughout the rest of the day. Plenty of people need to be dug out and helped with the severe 
amount of snow that came. He is back to normal today because the work is behind him. He highlights people in the community that are 
terrific and continue to help no matter what. He explains the experience of the fallen officer in Warwick and how beautiful it was. 

28 02/03/21 (Wednesday) 9:22-9:38am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his community update. He wants more vaccines now and he continues to demand more from the Governor 
and the State. He wants to dent the list as quickly as possible. Steve was promised an increase in doses and rather there was a 
reduction in amount of doses. They are hurting the people in the community who needs the vaccine the most. The government is not 
getting the doses to those who are most successful in rolling it out. Even healthcare professionals have not received their vaccines 
which is also a major issue right now. There is only so much he can do, but when he gets the vaccine, they go out the door like candy 
because Steve gets vaccines in arms.

29 02/03/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Tom Kayne The topic of discussion is the Citizen Slutes that help solve investigation and mystery cases. Tom mentions everything him and his 
team do and how they go about trying to solve some of these cases. None of these are easy and often cold cases, but their team would 
day in and day out to collect and view evidence for various cases.

30 02/04/21 (Thursday) 9:13-9:33am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He explains because of the delay due to snow, there will be roughly 2,000 vaccines handed 
out and Yesterday's will cater food. Steve is scheduled for his shot while cops are done with vaccines based on who have received it 
and those who have rejected it. Some of those receiving the doses today are for second shots, but any leftovers will be added to the 
new vaccinated people today. There are varying policies across states and counties. There are several complications to fight through as 
a county and with the rollout. 



31 02/05/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik Bob joins the Morning Show for his monthly update on the law. He starts with the status on the courts. No one is going to court yet and 
they are actually back logged by almost 2 years which is going to be a disaster. There is no way to have a trial with a jury virtually which 
helps any defendent because they have the right to a trial before a jury. There isn't enough equipment yet for most courts to open and 
keep people safe. Real estate is on fire right now as people want to remove themselves from the city life. Prices are skyrocketing and 
people will overpay to get out of the city or an escape. First-time homeowners are struggling right now because they need to finance 
and getting a mortage while the ones leaving the city are paying full cash which is more attractive to the seller. 

32 02/05/21 (Friday) 9:12-9:33am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He is absolutely drained from the vaccine distribution yesterday as he had to wear the 
mask for a little over 12 hours straight yesterday. He applauds his staff and everyone that helped out yesterdya to make it as civil and 
easy as possible. The help and assistance has been remarkable including people who come to put shots in arms and help keep track of 
the data. He explains stories of families with people on ventilators and the help nurses provided in order to make this happen. Some of 
the stories of the families has Steve in a state of hopelessness as he hears these heartbreaking stories. Steve plans to hound the state 
for more vaccines especially with the success rate they have had. 

33 02/05/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis The Doctor focuses on the topic of emotional eating. This is a phrase many have heard, but they may not know the different forms it 
may look like and how to help someone. They likely do not even know the pyschological aspect or component behind why people 
emotionally eat. It is a long process and a difficult habit to break, but Dr. Pierre-Louis tries to offer some explanantions. 

34 02/09/21 (Tuesday) 9:02-9:17am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update on what is happening around the areas. People need to keep the faith as we are headed out of 
this wave. The vaccine rollout is crazy and when do people roughly 20-50-years-old get the vaccine? There is no question, but the 
system is poor and this is bringing out the worst in people while they try to jump the line and use their friend-card to jump the line before 
someone who actually needs the vaccine. However, the supply line will see a massive increase and that is music to Steve's ears, so 
those younger people should wait it out rather than jump the line. The NY Air Show this year was a massive success and will be again 
this coming year. Steve is planning events at different parks with some music and food as he highlights first responders or frontline 
workers or even have businesses sponsor and donate food. He is having problems with what the timeline would look like for those 
events. None of these events come from taxpayer money, rather it comes from money that Steve already has or raises or what is 
donated. 

35 02/10/21 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Jim LaPlante Jim calls into the show for an update on Speed Week, keeping aall the NASCAR listeners and locals up to date on the latest as 
NASCAR heads into its Super Bowl this coming Sunday. Jim discusses all the little details that make these cars go and even Sean 
Corr, a local driver who will compete this weekend in Daytona in the ARCA race.

36 02/10/21 (Wednesday 9:35-9:44am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls in for a short update. He will have his physical for the military, virtually which is something new to everyone. Albany is 
having many issues and Steve is trying to figure out how to help up there and do right by the people. Talks with the state of NY are 
getting heated as he believes the state needs to provide more doses. He has the list and is going down it as quickly as he can and how 
much supply there is despite an expected increase in doses overall. The companies are making money which could lower their 
motivation to increase supply right now.

37 02/10/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Tepa Snow Joe is joined by Tepa Snow who is a dementia expert and they chat about all things dementia like how it comes on, when it does, and 
what could happen to people who suffer from dementia. It is very difficult for all parties involved including those who care for their loved 
ones or friends that have dementia. It can be a slippery slope.

38 02/11/21 (Thursday) 8:05-8:43am 0:38:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul joins the show on a Thursday instead of Wednesday for his monthly spot. He begins with a giveaway and a charitable donation. 
He mentions how people should or will go about getting a new sink or faucet for their bathroom. The best method is to stick with name 
brands not only because they are known and it is easier to buy parts for the major brands. With cheaper brands, it is extremely difficult 
to buy parts for these items. Home Depot and Lowes are two companies that sell mostly the major brands only. Paul discusses heat 
pumps and the upgrades to it over the course of the years and how to replace it. The talk shifts to hot water heaters and how they 
operate compared to back in the day. Then, heated garage floors becomes a discussion to look out for people and their cars. 

39 02/11/21 (Thursday) 9:15-9:25am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update on what is happening. Numbers are starting to turn the corner and brighter days are ahead, 
however, there are some areas that need clean-up. It is a busy, busy day in terms of vaccine distribution and the VA is doing walk-ins 
for vaccine. He has done his physical virtually and it went well. He has about 900 new vaccines to give out and 200 getting their 2nd 
shot and people are clawing for it. He is working down the priority list that the state is mandating and any extra doses, he can give them 
out to the next crew. 

40 02/12/21 (Friday) 9:14-9:31am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for a daily update. He discusses the recent revelations coming about the Governor and the hot water he finds 
himself in after the recent story surrounding the nursing home. The goal is to have the state just deliver the doses to the County directly 
instead of sprinkling them around and spreading everyone thin. The doses for veterans are extremely limited and people should call 
before going in. Everyone needs to register online, you will not be able to walk right in. Everyone is anxious to get the vaccine, but the 
process still needs to be followed the proper way to get done. 

41 02/12/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis No guest The Doctor hops on the mic to discuss the upcoming Valentine's Day that is on Sunday. The holiday is one of joy for those with 
significant others to surprise and spoil. She mentions what people can do to surprise their loved ones and what people psychologically 
love to do on the holiday and how you can enjoy the day.

42 02/16/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:29am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman in 
Bergen County)

Kevin calls in for his update on the Northern New jersey region that he oversees. The converstaion begins with talk about Optimum and 
the headache and pain they continue to be to communities. The process has improved in terms of the vaccine when people could travel 
almost anywhere to get the vaccine, but now are more county central. Overscheduling has happened in NJ and left people empty as 
places run out of doses. Too many people are changing their information, there is a massive problem and has overflooded the market 
for the vaccine in NJ. Everyone should be voicing their concerns. The marijuana bill that has yet to pass is a huge topic of conversation 
amongst everyone. Punishments are an issue and the road block to passing the bill. Kevin's concern lies in that states that have already 
legalized it and how they do not have the proper protocols for traffic stops. Children are suffering from mental health issues right now 
due to the pandemic and they are isolated. This is an area that many should be paying more attention to.

43 02/16/21 (Tuesday) 9:13-9:26am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily spot. He mentions the lack of communication about whether he will receive vaccines this week or not. Even to 
the point, he does not have a tracking number for the doses which usually means they are not coming. The community needs to fight to 
vaccinate the correct people in the age bracket that are dying the most. The shipment is much like any UPS package. People above 
him that have the voice need to step up to help resolve these vaccine issues. He mentions the impending storm that will hit later in the 
week and how people can prepare for it. 

44 02/17/21 (Wednesday) 9:25-9:42am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls in for his daily update on everything going on. Cancellations have been a headache for Steve as he has 0 vaccines due to 
the weather which now creates a mess for him and his team, but they plan to make up for it next week. The first day will be the 2nd 
dose as that comes first and then 1st doses will be handed out. The County only gets the Moderna vaccine as of right now. He is 
scheduled to get less vaccines this week which continues to be an issue and major problem that continues to handicap Steve and his 
team. Someone up in Albany needs to step up and fix it so that more vaccines end up in arms, not less.

45 02/17/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Brian Hope Brian is with Project Liberty Ship and joins Joe for the show to discuss his project. Brian is involved in several projects as the Liberty 
Ship acts as a floating museum and Brian goes in-depth on what that means and how much time he commits to it daily. All his workers 
are volunteers which adds a completely different wrinkle to the project.

46 02/18/21 (Thursday) 9:01-9:22am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He discusses the adjustments and rescheduling that people had to do as their shots were 
postponed due to the snow. The 2nd dose people will have first priority which will be next week in the morning. People will be 
scheduled by the County, they will receive a call or text. The snow has thrown a wrench in the side of the vaccine distribution because 
Steve has 0 doses due to travel issues. First responders and law enforcement have been through so much right now and that could 
lead to mental concerns. The distribution has been a disaster and the pharmacies have 0 clue what to do which is why Steve wants the 
control for it to distribute ccorrectly. He urges everyone to stay safe and keep the faith as he and his team work tirelessly to get the 
vaccine out.

47 02/19/21 (Friday) 8:06-8:20am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Darcie Miller (Commissioner of 
Mental Health and Social 

Services)

Darcie calls into the show for her monthly update. Everyone needs to check on their loved ones especially as it freezes and snows and 
provides eevn more obstacles during this pandemic time. There are plenty of resources to help those who need warmth or housing or 
both. If the temperature is below freezing (32 degrees), a code blue will be activated which means no matter the circumstances, you will 
be housed. Darcie and her team just received additional funding from Social Services. There is a ton of grief going around with death 
and substance abuse and suicides. The State is working on a Hope line that continues to provide assistance to individuals in their time 
of need. Everyone's goal is to meet people and help them in whatever way possible. 37% of adults in NY reported poor mental health 
and 49% of young adults ages 18-35 reported poor mental health. It is crucial to reach out to your kids and open up the conversation to 
learn and listen. Even when someone says they are fine, it is important to pick up on any signs possible. 

48 02/19/21 (Friday) 9:22-9:32am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the crew for his daily update on what is happening. He mentions the craziness surrounding the vaccine and if any of them 
were to to be distrubuted. Nothing went to waste because no one has any vaccine. Many people are stepping up the challenge and he 
will be ready next week when the new doses arrive and it is all hands on deck. He discusses a domestic violence case where a guy 
beat a woman and now, due to bail reform, he is released and protection is required for this woman and the one he beat before. Bail 
reform has been a disaster because it puts everyone at risk. He urges everyone to get out and enjoy the weekend as a big week looms 
for him and his team.

49 02/19/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis No guest Dr. Pierre-Louis discusses the topic of humanity and runs through names of people who we should thank for certain invention. It is also 
black history week and month. So, she discusses those behind the scene who made major inventions and things for humanity that are 
often not recognized like an ironing board and much, much more!

50 02/24/21 (Wednesday) 9:25-9:47am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his update on what is going on. He is exhausted by the work he did with getting vaccines in arms and 
wearing the mask on for 12+ hours was difficult and Steve has no voice now. If anyone watches how Steve and his team do this 
distribution, they should take notes. He is getting an influx of people now with co-morbities in addition to the elderly folks. People will lie 
about their conditions but there is nothing Steve can do as they sign that they are eligible. Steve discusses schools and the need for 
teachers to be vaccinated as pressure to open schools 5 days-a-week continues to arise. Life would be easier if everything was a 
single-dose, but he will vaccinate everyone that is eligible. People will get calls from anywhere and need to be ready to travel if 
anywhere around them does not have the vaccine. Different company vaccines are difficult to manage as well. He remains optimistic 
and wants everyone to remain positive. 

51 02/25/21 (Thursday) 8:08-8:31am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bill Fiorvanti (Dir. of Economic 
Development)

Bill calls in for his monthly update. People want to open businesses up in Orange County whether small or big. Technology companies 
are a huge area that he wants to explore and get more business to NY State. Prior to the pandemic, he had a massive event with tech 
savy individuals and with the help of Amanda Dana, they continue to push people to leave the city and get out. The vaccine process 
continues to be a barrier for things to open up more. Bill reminds people to get read up on the vaccine before being anit-vaccine. A 
major issue will be parents getting their kids into school without the vaccine when one is developed for children. The public health crisis 
is the number 1 barrier for businesses to get over the hump and return to any type of normal. 

52 02/25/21 (Thursday) 9:23-9:35am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update as he handles a COVID vaccine pod distribution for the next 2 days that will include first time 
shots and there are multiple loacations that he is getting in the arms of people. Roughly, 5,000 will be done at week's end which is great 
and they might get an extra 100 or so from last week's batch. He and his team will be done for the weekend. Steve relives getting his 
first vaccine this past week at the VA. A problem that may arise is people lying about co-morbidities, but this isn't the Seal team, people 
will sign saying they are eligible. 

53 02/26/21 (Friday) 9:14-9:25am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He mentions the process of the vaccine distribution and how Mike Martucci helped him out. 
The process is long and entensive to make sure they have all the information that they need. They even have to ask males if they are or 
will become pregnant. Yesterday was crazy and they were giving shots until after 9 pm. It was a long process and he is still calling 
people for the pod today which can lead people to believe they are scammed. He and his team are working day and night to make the 
process fun and keep everyone loose. 1,300 or so vaccines were given out yesterday and by weekend's end it will be close to 5,000 for 
sure. The new Johnson and Johnson vaccine is sure to add a wrinkle in the system, but no clear plan has been developed when it 
comes out. It should be a relaxing weekend for Steve and his family.

54 02/26/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis No guest The Doctor is here to discuss maturity, dependence, independence, and inter-dependence which all varying in meaning but are crucial 
to people mentally in their lives. She explores the difference between the 3 dependences that are discussed and she mentions that 
none of them is "wrong" rather it is based on people's situation to find the situation of dependence that best fits them and their lives. 

55 03/02/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent Przybylinski Vince joins the morning show for an update on Pompton Lakes High School. He explains the joy he gets from having an Open lucnh at 
the school when kids can go anywhere for lunch and even he goes with students to some lunch spots throughout the town. Relationship 
building has been a vital part of Vince's succes not only in Pompton, but everywhere he has went. Schooling has been hard with 4-day 
weeks with each day being a half day. In-person classes will be extended by an hour to start on March 15th due to the necessity for in-
person contact in the town. 5 days-a-week has been discussed. The discussion switches to sports and the spring athletic season 
coming to NY State, but Vince is pumped up for an sports whether that be in NY or right there in Pompton. Events like prom and other 
traditional senior activities are being planned as the vaccine continues to be distributed. He appreciates the ability to highlight local folks 
during the Goose and Doc Show every Saturday at 12:15. Everything is now more challenging including getting to know the freshmen. 

56 03/02/21 (Tuesday) 9:07-9:31am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for an update. There is plenty of scandals surrounding the the NY area and seems to always have been. The 
whole Cuomo situation is a distraction and an embarassment. He mentions the attempted cancellation of the Dr. Suess books and how 
that captivates the world we live in today and the thoughts of people around the country. The success of the vaccine has been 
polarizing and amazing to Steve because it can now keep people from dying and going to the hospital which will alleviate everyone. He 
mentions the pods he is doing this week and how busy the week should be. He finishes by mentioning the different locations a vaccine 
can be found around the area even if it isn't at one of his pods. 

57 03/03/21 (Wednesday) 9:26-9:57am 0:31:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update on anything and everything that is happening right now. He discusses some military stories 
and where he travels to assist the Navy when his name is called. He is scheduled for his annual training. He explains the complaints 
filed to the state and how he finally got a call about how many vaccines he needs. He requested 4,400 and is likely to get those 
vaccines, but the weekend when they'll be distributed needs to be over age 65 which is smart and a guideline by the state of NY, so no 
distribution comes without strings attached. Steve mentions the issues with the Governor and his struggles to just be transparent with 
how he got to the conclusion of sending people back to the nursing homes. Honesty is something everyone needs, especially those in 
power. 



58 03/03/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Patricia Daelet Patricia is heavily involve in the USS Albacore Museum which is located in beuatiful New Hampshire. She joins Joe to discuss 
everything that goes into the museum and how it operates. She discusses how the pandemic has changed the viewing experience and 
what might be next when people are allowed back inside the museum and ship!

59 03/04/21 (Thursday) 8:49-9:01am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve pops in for a daily update as his day will heat up with a vaccine pod. He mentions the unfortunate death of a Walkill resident and 
how tragic it is. 8,400 vaccinations are expected to be done by the end of the week. He has received an influx of vaccines after months 
of complaints about unfair distribution. Also, 118 people from the public have come forward to volunteer to assist this massive 
distribution. Everyone must be registered to get the vaccine, you cannot just show up and expect to get it. Different divisions throughout 
the county are pulling double duty to call people and get them ready for their vaccine. Businesses near the pod has been curcial as they 
have donated food and accomodated Steve and his team. 

60 03/05/21 (Friday) 8:18-8:38am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik The Lawyer Guy joins the show for his monthly update on all legal things happening everywhere. He begins with discussion on banned 
collectibles. Jury trials will open on March 22nd which NY tried in the fall, but they shut down as soon as the COVID spike came. 1-2 
court rooms are ready for this kind of opening because only a couple have the PPE and space to do. The courts are a year behind as 
the one-year mark of COVID is coming around the corner. Civil cases are the ones most at risk while criminal cases are not supposed 
to drag their feat. Parties were being pressed to settle before COVID and now its important because a jury trial could take up to 2 years 
from now. Injury attorneys have not been able to have their cases heard in court, but again, they are incentivized to settle because it will 
be a couple years before you are heard in the courts. Because the courts are virtual, Bob is more likely to take on a case and person 
from far away now because travel is not a factor. Cases do not move faster and are slower now because it is every 15 minutes instead 
of free flowing like the traditional court session. 

61 03/05/21 (Friday) 8:45-9:03am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the crew for his daily update. He has a long, long weekend ahead with 3 vaccine pods giving out over 6,000. Plenty of 
people want the shot and are ready. Him and his team are buckling up for quite the battle and work that has to happen to execute this 
plan. Prioritization will go to those 65 and older despite people registering even if they fall below that age threshold. Everyone on his 
staff are working hard and he will have up to 200 volunteers to help him out. He has military drill as well as these massive pods. The 
Johnson and Johnson vaccine is definitely a game-changer that will allow a one-shot and done approach so in 2 weeks, they are safe. 
The pods for this weekend have filled up rapidly which means people are ready. 

62 03/05/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis No guest Following up on last week's show, Dr. Pierre-Louis discusses interdependence which can be a complicated topic and ego can certainly 
play a factor in that dependence. She offers ways to help people that want to not be interdependent to live independently or vice versa. 
Some tips including praying and some exercises. She leaves with an idea that people are allowed to grow into whatever form they want. 

63 03/09/21 (Tuesday) 9:13-9:30am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

The Orange County Executive joins the show for his daily update. He mentions the warm weather coming and loves the process of the 
county. People should still be diligent in their efforts, but enjoy the weather and more vaccines are on their way! It could be another 
major dose week again depending on what they are provided by the state. So much about getting together with families is mitigating 
risk and making it as small as possible which the vaccine is doing. He discusses the expanding list of eligible people to get the vaccine. 
Everyone has to do their part so people can get back to the race tracks and everywhere else that people missed while the virus 
absorbed people. Everyone should get vaccinated. 

64 03/10/21 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:45am 0:40:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul calls into the show for his monthly update on all things plumbing, heating, and cooling. The crew discusses the caveats to Paul's 
insane house and how nice it is. He talks about what people need to do every Spring. Get the AC tuned and have it checked now 
before it is too late. Find out if you need new filters including ones that maybe get rid of COVID. UV lights are a great idea as well. He 
gets specific on the measurements that people need. He leaves with some tips. Clean your dryer vents now before your house 
explodes. It is clogged when it takes longer to dry than normal. Check your gutters so they are not clogged. Check the hose faucet 
becaause it could have been destroyed this winter. It could flood thhe basement if not checked. It breaks on the inside. Always useful 
knowledge from Paul as he thanks everyone and hopes people are proactive, not reactive when it comes to the items listed above.

65 03/10/21 (Wednesday) 9:28-9:48am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He has a vaccine distribution pod to do in Port Jervis today. He is left in the cold on how 
many vaccines he will be getting. So much is in the air by the state, so quick and effective efforts are needed with the late notices. He is 
gifting the Citizen of the Month out today while he is in Port Jervis. he thanks everyone around the County who continue to go above 
and beyond. The economy should see a boost when everyone is vaccinated and major events return or when they can go back to some 
kind of normal. Some people are seeing residual effects and feelings from the vaccine but nothing has been major yet and Steve hopes 
to keep it that way. 

66 03/10/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Bob Eckstein and Mike Martucci Joe is first joined by Bob who is a cartoonist. Bob describes his work and what he is most proud of and how he got to where he is today. 
He mentions the types of cartoons he did and they just are not around today like they were. Then, Mike Martucci joins the show to 
discuss all the issues up in Albany including the actions of the Governor. 

67 03/11/21 (Thursday) 8:11-8:32am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Brandt (Computer Guy) Kevin joins the show for an update on updates. He explains the forever changing world of Windows updates and how complicated they 
are. He has read up on the new Windows update and what makes Apple different. microsoft does their own thing while Apple seems to 
listen to their customers and consumers. The latest update is a complicated one on a complicated system. 

68 03/11/21 (Thursday) 9:19-9:31am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He has another vaccine distribution pod again today. Yesterday he was scheduled to 
vaccinate 950, but instead got about 1,050 vaccinated. Some teachers were on site to get it and others were reached. He has more 
today than expected. It should be a wild and exciting day. There have been some reactions to the shots, but nothing has been super 
severe. There have been several businesses helping out and making the process that much easier.

69 03/12/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sean Patrick Maloney (US 
Respresentative)

Sean calls into the show to discuss the vaccine. Brighter days are ahead in terms of getting vaccines in arms. There is the sweeping bill 
that will see many people receive plenty of cash and supplement or stimulate the economy. Small businesses will benefit as well as 
another round of PPP loans are expected and they will act as grants. Orange County will get $57 million over the next year. The 
production will increase drastically and eventually there will be a demand issue when people will be begged to take the vaccine. The 
impeachment of the Governor is an ongoing process and his actions are serious and should never happen in the workplace or 
anywhere. The process of impeachment is continuing and will take similar steps to when the President had to go through his trials 
twice. Inflation does not seem to be an issue, nor is spending too much. 

70 03/15/21 (Monday) 8:05-8:41am 0:36:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Irina Gelman 
(Commissioner of OC 
Department of Health)

Dr. Gelman stops by to provide great information for everyone. She discusses the distribution of the virus on a national scale and 
applauds those in her county like Steve Neuhaus who have succeeded so far in their efforts. She answers questions around when the 
vaccine will be open for those between 12-18 and when things will open and people can have their events. There has been some 
discomfort when people have received the vaccine, but nothing over-the-top major issues yet. There is no massive difference in 
vaccines right now, so people should not be choosers but take the shot. The variants add a different variaable to the equation. Optimal 
time interval continues to be studied, but sometimes there has be a shift based on supply or other factors. She leaves with plenty to 
discuss, but happier days are ahead. 

71 03/16/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney (Assemblyman in 
Bergen County)

Kevin joins the show from lovely NJ where he is an Assemblyman. Vaccines have been an issue in NJ especially with the elderly 
getting their spots reserved, but now programs are out to help those who caannot sign up themselves. Rowan University has been a 
mega site with plenty of vaccines but it is a long way away from those in his area. Social interactions is an area Kevin is worried about 
because the mental issues and susbstance abuse are concerning. He wants to see the new money from the government to help those 
areas. NJ opened the vaccine to too many people and those who are lying about it. Now, homeless people can get the vaccine which is 
great news. There will be groups to study about what to do in a disaster like we saw just a sheer year ago. Something is wrong in NJ as 
the deaths per capita are the highest in the country. People need to gather again and he targets Memorial Day. If you are having 
trouble, reach out. 

72 03/16/21 (Tuesday) 9:10-9:31am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. Many people continue to panic and wonder what is open and closed. Steve knows 
schools are still open and he distributes the vaccine. The state runs the orders on if a school gets closed. It is a country problem with 
the vaccine, not just a Warwick or NJ problem. He describes how he will help those who cannot leave their houses with his little teams 
to give out shots. Similarly will be done at nursing homes to accomodate those who cannot get out and get vaccinated. He will absorb 
all the doses he can no matter what. He has been offered some from pharmacies. People are rushing to get online and everything is 
selling out rapidly right now. 

73 03/17/21 (Wednesday) 9:32-9:56am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his update. He discusses the vaccine options for people that cannot leave their homes and people will be 
crowding the online market. Many people will be open now like DMV workers, sanitation workers, and much more which will flood the 
market. He says it is time to open it up to everyone now. He discusses how he feels when he works in this country and how much pride 
and protection he feels. Every slot is being filled for the vaccine pod. He closes with talk about why there are still new cases and they 
are coming from stubborn people who refuse to close their business but have sveral employees sick or schools that have some minor 
spread. The number of cases seems to be more spread out now than it was during the last spike. 

74 03/17/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Brian Matamore Brian joins Joe to discuss creativity and technology and some digital marketing along the way. They discuss how to find creative 
breakthroughs and how to get there. They discuss how effective digital marketing has changed over the years and what people can do 
to be the best at marketing in this content-driven world. 

75 03/18/21 (Thursday) 8:11-8:24am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle (Administrator of 
the town of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin calls into the show for his monthly update on Pompton Lakes. Vaccines are on the rise and doses are being handed out. There 
are parades and other events being planned and he is awaiting word from the Governor on how many people and other rules that will 
likely be in place. He explains the redoing of the Pondhole parking lot and the new Lidl store that is headed into town. There are plenty 
of exciting projects coming up and the town looks forward to opening back up. There is a walk-on-water-type addition headed into this 
summer. New handicap equipment will be added to Lakeside Park and throughout the town. 

76 03/18/21 (Thursday) 8:55-9:09am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He is always busy with vaccine work and finding ways to get even more people 
vaccinated with squads to deliver vaccines to individuals who cannot leave their houses. The new SUNY Orange location is going to be 
crucial and great as it is run by the National Guard. It is firing on all cylinders right now. He was promised to still receive the same 
amount of doses while emphasizing not to be a vaccine shopper, get your shot. 27,000 shots have been done so far as of yesterday. 
He believes everyone should be eligible and that anyone who wants a shot, should get a shot.Supply has been relatively steady in total 
but he has received more Moderna this week than ever. 

77 03/19/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:20am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Darcie Miller (Commissioner of 
Mental Health and Social 

Services)

Darcie joins the show to discuss all thing mental health which applies to everyone. She applauds women everywhere during Women's 
Month and especially women in leadership. Mental illness continue to grow right now as people continue to struggle during the 
pandemic. Substance abuse is still a cause for concern for Darcie and her team as they have seen spikes lately about it. There are 
education courses to help people identify symptoms or signs that could lead some to suicide. The more educated people are, the more 
they can help and prevent these horrors and stories. She urges people to continue to get vaccinated and stay smart.

78 03/19/21 (Friday) 8:58-9:14am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. There was no home doses given out yesterday as he and his team were needed at the 
vaccine pod, but today and the weekend will see people at their houses get the vaccine. His grand surprise will be how many doses he 
gets when they finally release it. The pressure continues to surround the Governor and his office seat. Steve believes it is only a matter 
of time, more of when, not if. His administration is awful as well and it is time. Plenty of vaccines are coming in, but the FBI is now 
investigating him for the nursing home issue. 4 major vaccination center were open yesterday which provides people plenty of space 
and places to get their vaccine. Late April is already booked up. Numbers are high but the next few weeks should see a sharp decline. 
He believes everyone over 18 should be eligible because that is the group showing up as the new cases.

79 03/19/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Jennifer Wilsher Dr. Pierre-Louis is joined by Jennifer to discuss relationship errors and share some stories for that. They discuss common errors that 
people make because relationships can get complicated and take a psychological toll on every party involved so they explore how to 
recognize them and potentially fix them if possible. 

80 03/23/21 (Tuesday) 9:10-9:27am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his update. He questions where Taylor is as she has disappeared. The vaccine pod for tomorrow cannot 
be arranged without the delivery of the actual vaccines. He credits his volunteers because without them, the pod would not be able to 
have the success it currently does. Plus, they have to be on call 24/7 because sometimes Steve cannot plan a pod in advance due to 
delayed delivery. There was a massive fire that happened in the county. He discusses the recent shooting and hate crimes. The 
desparity in rules based on states are concerning where it would take him weeks or months to get a gun while Atlanta saw the shooter 
get the murder weapon the day before. He urges people to get the vaccine and not listen to anti-vaccinators. 

81 03/24/21 (Wednesday) 9:22-9:39am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the crew during their discussion for an update. He is gearing up for his 2nd vaccine shot and is hearing all the stories of 
feeling great or feeling a little like the flu or a cold. He is not concerned yet. The pods will run today and the rest of the week which will 
help. Steve will reach out if extra doses are available or people cancel their appointments for various reasons. As long as you are above 
the age of 18, you can get the shot because he cannot waste them so he is reaching out to everyone even gas workers or UPS delivery 
drivers. The age of 16 is up in the air, but if the doctor says you are good, they can get it. People are cancelling for reasons like vaccine 
shopping to find the one they want and the flooding of the market with plenty of vaccines. He thanks all of those who donate their time 
and food to keep the operation up and running smoothly.

82 03/24/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:54am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Richard Hull Dr. Hull joins the show to discuss history and the perspective around it. History is under quite the microscope nowadays and Dr. Hull is 
there to layout how it is changed and where it might be going. How we are creating history in front of our eyes that will be ana 
amazement years down the road. In summary, bring those notebooks and pens cause this show gave you quite the history lesson. 

83 03/25/21 (Thursday) 9:03-9:24am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He is fresh off the second dose of the vaccine and has been feeling realtively well outside 
of a sore arm. He was able to get 100 people from his radio announcement. People are not showing up at their appointments as they 
shop the market for the vaccine they want, plus the market is saturated with plenty of vaccines. He has 100 spots open today for a shot 
and for Steve, the age should not matter, but Steve and his team will work it to get people the vaccine. Anyone who is 50 and older can 
get it while 18 and over is with co-morbidities. People are doing the little things to help out like donate food for the meals or getting small 
things together to get to those who work the hardest. He addresses the NY politician who tested positiive after getting the vaccine and 
reiterates that you need 2 full weeks of protection. The full vaccination was crucial for him as he begins to travel for the military the next 
few days. 

84 03/26/21 (Friday) 9:15-9:30am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into to join the show and provide an update. Last night was another late night with vaccines as he and his team gave out 
every single dose and even turned a couple people away. People showed up and got their shots unlike the day before. Another 2,300 
will get out the door in Newburgh today partnered with St. Luke's as it is the ever-tricky Pfizer vaccine. He is expecting a weekend off 
from vaccine distribution and the waiting game begins. There are outbreaks right now in schools and it is an issue and part of the 
reason the numbers are high. It will continue to be an area of concern for Steve. A couple days after his second shot, he has not had 
any side effects. There will be ways to make people show proof of vaccination to open some major events. 



85 03/26/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Tina Betterton Tina and Dr. Pierre hop in the studio to discuss alternative medicine, what that means, what it looks like, and its psychological impact. 
They explain some alternatives like eating better to create energy because we are energy. They talk about inner vibrations and the 
length of time it could take for some things to work and despite the long time, it will be needed if you want to commit to your body.

86 03/29/21 (Monday) 8:05-8:29am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Leo R Kaytes (Leo Kaytes Ford) Leo calls into the show for any update on the latest in the industry. He discusses the new electric mustang and the unique design 
behind it and mnay won't call it a mustang because it drives like a regular car, but jumps to quick speeds. The issue is having to 
recharge it because it is not a quick 5-minute recharge. He and his team are working to get more raapid chargers that allow for a 2-hour 
charge instead of 6-8 on normal power. There are no real door handles either. The door opens via a push button that opens it. The idea 
is using much better energy instead of gas. Optimal gas mileage is 300 miles per charge. He explains the different offers like the roses 
he is selling which helps everyone in the community and any profits go right back into the community. The golf outing he does every 
year will go on as planned this year at Hickory Hill. There are plenty of changes and exciting things coming to Leo Kaytes Ford!

87 03/30/21 (Tuesday) 8:36-9:00am 0:24:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He continues discussion around the corruption from the Governor's office. He mentions 
the vaccine pod he is doing later in the week at Port Jervis and Goshen and Montegomery with another big one likely happening on 
Monday in Goshen. The Goshen might be the biggest pod yet with anticipation of 2,500 vaccines or more. People are still continuing to 
die and they need to be safe because the virus is still real and finds many. He urges everyone to get the vaccine shot and not shop 
around for the brand of their choice. It is time to just get the vaccine period. It is an exciting week with Trout fish opening on Thursday.

88 03/31/21 (Wednesday) 9:00-9:30am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange County 
Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He discusses the issues with broadband and the need for major improvement and 
progression. He has had conversations about expanding broadband especially with the assistance of money coming from the latest 
stimulus bill. It is an issue everywhere as kids are trying to get educated and teachers try to educate, it is a significant barrier. The 
vaccine pod is truly all-hands-on-deck as Steve tries to get volunteers and even had some people trained on how to give a vaccine 
because now more than ever, people are stepping up and helping their communities everywhere. There is an issue with bail reform like 
usual as he had one guy arrested 3 times in the same night. He wants everyone to stop picking and choosing the vaccine you want and 
help the people around you.

Total: 40:25:00



Number Date Time - Start/End Duration Programming Show Host Guest Topic(s)
1 04/01/21 (Thursday) 8:34-8:57am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 

County Exec)
Steve joins the show for his daily update. He has a massive vaccine distribution pod today which 
could be the biggest one yet of upwards of 2,700 vaccines will be given out today. He understands 
that he is not the decision maker or can take rule over the marijuana legislation. He has to figure out 
a way to deal with it and find out what is best for the County including things like traffic stops and 
how to figure out if someone is impaired. He is pushing to get more people eligible for the vaccine 
because too many people are dying still at a constant rate. People need to take precautions and still 
fight this virus because it is not going away. Too many are becoming lazy or picking dangerous 
activities before getting the vaccine. Issues still arise with Asian-American hate and racism going 
around. He appredciates the letters he is getting from people around the entire county and their 
support keeps him going every day. 

2 04/02/21 (Friday) 7:50-8:28am 0:38:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik Bob joins the show for his monthly update on all things surrounding the law. The major discussion is 
the Derek Chauvin case, the officer involved in George Floyd's death in Minnesota. Bob has no 
doubt he will be convicted of something in this trial. The difference being the 2nd degree murder 
charge or 3rd degree manslaughter. 2nd degree would see a maximum of 25 years in prison. 3rd 
degree manslaughter would carry a maximum of 10 years. It is a very fine line between the two 
charges. This will be a long process and trail that will carry tons and tons of emotion. The question 
then becomes: what will the people of Minnesota do and how do they react depending on the 
verdict. Tax season is coming up and Bob reminds people to be aware of those deadlines. The case 
Bob has his eyes on is the NCAA Supreme Court case in link to Name, Image, and Likeliness. It is a 
very tricky case and whether the flood gates completely open.

3 04/02/21 (Friday) 8:56-9:00am 0:04:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for quick daily update. He got 2,680 shots into the arms of people in the 
community and even gave his last shot at a bar last night as they traveled to get rid of every shot. 
Yesterday was a long day with the vaccines and he had a great group of young high schoolers who 
performed classical music for people in the waiting room which provided great entertainment for 
those waiting. He wants everyone to enjoy their Easter weekend.

4 04/02/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis None The Doctor hops into the studio to discuss the upcoming Easter Holiday that is coming up this 
weekend. She discusses all the traditions surrounding the holiday and what everyone attempts to 
do. Every family has their own way of celebrating and own twist on traditional things people do. She 
explores all the areas that people try to do things in.

5 04/06/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent 
Przybylinski 

Vince joins the show to discuss Pompton Lakes High School and where they are headed in terms of 
opening and in-person class. Plans are being made to have prom and graduation. The plan is to 
return graduation to the front of the school like the traditional graduation. There will be as much 
done live as possible and obviously safety regulations will be followed. There are plenty of corona-
bonuses like outdoor wrestling which is one of the many ways people have become creative during 
this wild time. He speaks about how the school has addressed mental health and the issues 
students faced especially sine the school lost two teachers this year. The Spring Musical is being 
worked on right now and will have people see the show live. 

6 04/06/21 (Tuesday) 9:11-9:29am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the for his daily update. He discusses the vaccine and how many vaccines he got 
out Monday just from announcing it on the radio. There will be open spots everywhere and Steve 
does not want to waste any vaccines, but he could ask for less if he cannot continue to get the 
vaccine out the door. The County percentage vaccinated is only 48% and the curiousity is why that 
is happening. He continues to try and convince people to get their shots. he thanks all the volunteers 
and everyone who donates food to make the pods happen every week. 2,200 vaccines are going to 
arms today, it will be huge for Steve and his team. He will begin travel soon for the military. His team 
continues to operate at a high level to make sure people get their vaccines and the help they need.

7 04/07/21 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:35am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Debra Taylor (Taylor 
Financial Group)

Deb joins the show to discuss all things financial especially in this unprecedented time and how 
people will look to spend, save, and invest their money. She mentions when to move into markets 
and how people can strategize their money. Much of how people spend their money can depend on 
how much they have to determine where they can take risks. She explains the complications around 
the tax season this year because not everything is due in May, some things are still due in April. The 
national debt is complicated along with how to separate principal and interest payments. There are 
better days ahead andf the market is trending in the right direction including getting to herd immunity 
which will be extremely important to opening up everything.

8 04/07/21 (Wednesday) 8:57-9:28am 0:31:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. His operation at the vaccine pod is that of the military, 
obviously in a good way, but people know what is expected of them and how they will be treated. 
Discussion shifts to the military and the Purple Heart in particular, but more importantly, the fight 
everyone goes through to fight for others and their country. Steve relives and tells some stories from 
his military days and explains some of the processes about how to get involved and the need for 
more people to sign up. He finishes with talks about the vaccine pod from the day before and the 
need for people to sign up as he and his team scrammble every day to get the vaccines out the 
door. He hopes people do not go "vaccine shopping" and just get the shot and get everyone closer 
to herd immunity so we can all enjoy the summer. 

9 04/07/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Kerry Barrett Kerry and Joe hop into the booth to discuss the creativity behind the Peanuts cartoons and the 
evolution of them since everyone was young a long time ago. She mentions what drew her to the 
cartoons and how effective it is on marketing which draws so many ton the cartoon. this has helped 
Peanuts last as long as it has.

10 04/08/21 (Thursday) 8:58-9:15am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update on all things vaccine and much more. Today is an off day 
for Steve after 2,000 Johnson and Johnson vaccines yesterday which made for a busy day. St. 
Luke's is taking the bulk of the shots for tomorrow and some of his staff will be there, but it will be 
fully run by their people. He discusses the latest events with the IDA and he will help introduce a 
massive overhaul to the system. There is plenty for Steve to fix coming up and people should expect 
change coming from the Senator's seat as Steve partners with them. The Goshen Secure Center is 
staying and he is grateful they were able to get it to stay. 

11 04/12/21 (Monday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Amanda Dana (Director 
of OC Tourism)

Amanda joins the show for an update on everything tourism in Orange County. Apparently there has 
been a spike of people coming from the South that admire Orange County. She discusses some of 
the places in the county that people should enjoy and have fun. Businesses are coming back to life 
and hotels are certainly coming back. Amanda is planning several events, but again, vaccinations 
will be the key because it is still in the air if businesses will require it to come in or not. Pier 9 has 
fought to not lay anyone off and kept them employed.

12 04/13/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Undersheriff Ken Jones Ken joins the show as Sheriff Carl Dubois is out of town for the monthly update. The crew discusses 
many issues with Ken including the recent events in Minnesota including the death of aa civilian. 
The discussion shifts to the recent events in the last year and what should and should not have 
happened. Training could be a major tool to continue to educate officers and keep people safe. 
Cops have been disrespected of the year and Ken speaks on that and how that affects his staff and 
the entire staff. He mentions an Outreach program that he advocates for and is pushing for that will 
help the most vulnerable especially the elderly who have no one and no friends. However, there is 
always someone for everyone. His work with the school district will stay strong and get great 
security without a high cost. 

13 04/13/21 (Tuesday) 8:15-8:20am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve hops into the show for a super quick update and just reminding folks that he has vaccines and 
urges people to reach out and get the shot. He has plenty available and he needs to get rid of them. 

14 04/14/21 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:42am 0:37:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul joins the show for his monthly spot to discuss plumbing. He mentions clogs and septic tanks 
issues which needs to be cleaned out every 3 years or so. Paul wants people to not panic when they 
hear all the sounds in their house. He reminds you that if you smell gas... run away and call the 
authorities to come handle it. As the warm weather approaches, it is almost time for those air 
conditioning units to come out and be cleaned. He talks about when to replace the AC or when it just 
needs a spring clean-up.

15 04/14/21 (Wednesday) 9:28-9:48am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He discuses the recent slowdown in terms of the vaccine 
and the distribution pods will liekly be coming to an ends sooner rather than later. People have 
stopped showing up at times and it is slowing down. The recent issues with Johnson and Johnson 
could be scaring people away from all of them. He mentions programs throughout the area for 
people with substance abuse issues. There are support groups out there for people to help any 
issues like getting back to a certain normal. He discusses the hardships around regrets like bucket 
list items or telling your friends/loved ones that you love and care for them. He urges people to sign 
up for the vaccine and protect others. 

16 04/14/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Sherry Shaver Sherry joins Joe in the booth for another edition of Creativity and Technology. They discus trout 
fishing, how it is done, when it is done, and some places that may be great for people to go find. 
They take everyone through the ins and outs of trout fishing including some fun stories and 
techniques for people to try when they get out. Finding the right spot is just as important though.

17 04/15/21 (Thursday) 8:05-8:21am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle 
(Administrator of the town 

of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin joins the show for his monthly update on the town of Pompton Lakes. The budget has been 
approved and the town will see the effects coming soon. People have been able to get out and do 
more things. The budget did not cut any personel which is somewhat of a surprise to many. BID's 
budget has been approved too. It was cut in half compared to last year, but should see some 
normalcy this coming year. The American Recovery Act will provide money to the town and 
business in particular. The recreation department is returning in the forms of camps and a little 
league baseball season. A Memorial Day parade is in question due to protocols and rules from the 
governor's office. 50% of the adults in Pompton Lakes are fully vaccinated. They have partnered 
with Wayne to have a pod to get their residents a vaccine. Colfax Ave will be done and paved this 
spring. The Pond Hole will be a completely different and long project. 

18 04/15/21 (Thursday) 8:32-8:45am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. There is a possibility the vaccine pods will be ending 
soon as he does not have the numbers nor people to give out the shots. The big bulky/mass pods 
will end and the county will move out of the vaccine business. He still urges everyone, everywhere 
to get the shot as quickly as they can. He discusses the continued spotlight on politics especially as 
he and other move into election years. He has been working hard to make sure everything gets 
done for everyone. 

19 04/16/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:20am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Darcie Miller 
(Commissioner of Mental 

Health and Social 
Services)

Darcie calls into the show for a monthly update on all things mental health. There are ways for 
everyone to get help especially during the pandemic when isolation and depression is through the 
roof. Everything is complicated including grief as people lose loved ones rapidly and at a much 
bigger surprise. She discusses principals and practices to help people who are struggling including 
positive reinforcement. Positivity is crucial and as much as it is used for animals. It can be used for 
kids and positive rewards are crucial. 



20 04/16/21 (Friday) 8:33-8:58am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his update. The lack of people coming to get vaccines is concerning and 
will lead him and his team to stop the vaccination and will return to work soon. The aftermath of 
Johnson and Johnson vaccine will be intriguing for everyone to watch and crucial for the rollout of 
the vaccine. He will finish out the week giving out vaccines this week. He urges people to show up 
and as long as you are older than 18, go get that shot. He comments on the recent military action 
and the potential of pulling troops out of certain areas. Allies are pulling out which could lead the US 
to be vulnerable. It has been hectic and chaotic for everyone. Steve reminds people to unite rather 
than divide and to respect those around you despite your beliefs. 

21 04/16/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Andrea McAfee Andrea and Dr. Pierre-Louis hop in the studio to discusss surrogacy, what it is, and how difficult it is. 
They answer questions like why people would choose it or the process if they are forced to do. It is a 
complicated and sensitive subject that deserves much care, so they dive deep into the topic.

22 04/19/21 (Monday) 8:05-8:24am 0:19:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Irina Gelman 
(Commissioner of OC 
Department of Health)

Dr. Gelman calls in for her monthly update on what is happening in the health world. COVID remains 
the topic of conversation and much so with respect to schools and how they operate, how they can 
operate, and potential events that they may or may not be able to put on for their kids. The 
availability for the vaccine is at an all time high, but demand seems to be decreasing by the day and 
the latest on Johnson and Johnson is not something Dr. Gelman is concerned about because it is 
such a tiny fraction of those who received the vaccine. It is still safe to get the different vaccines and 
the community needs to get everyone to herd immunity because it will open everything up.

23 04/20/21 (Tuesday) 8:10-8:23am 0:13:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sean Patrick Maloney 
(US Respresentative)

Sean calls into the show as he discusses the infrastructure of the district. A new bill is coming soon 
and will be a historic one with close to $2 trillion and roughly $28 million to the local areas so roads, 
bridges, and the basics, but water infrastructure too. This will be amazing for all those involved. The 
airports will be invested into so include areas like rail roads, water, land, and so much more. Sean 
and his team describe that help is on the way and is here aalready. People love the basics and this 
will get the small projects done without any excuses. We are not out of the waters with COVID, but 
the numbers are trending down and Sean urges everyone to get the shot and deal with the minor, 
minor side effects to help those who are most vulnerable. Places will have the right to hold people to 
have a vaccine especially private business owners. He believes everyone has a responsibility to act 
responsibly to protect others. He and his team are always available to help those who have 
questions. 

24 04/21/21 (Wednesday) 9:25-947am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls in for his update and is exhausted from the grind of the military and the vaccine pod. The 
pods will be ending soon because the demand will continue to lower and will leave Steve and his 
team too many vaccines left over. Most of the pods will be 2nd dose instead of the mega 1st dose 
pods. He announces the Thunderbirds will return for the 2021 Air Show and will make sure it is a 
wonderful event like it was last year and the Raptors will return as well. It is sure to be quite the 
show. He discusses other events coming up around the area. 

25 04/23/21 (Friday) 8:58-9:13am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. Orange County is getting out of the vaccine business 
because poeple have stopped showing up and signing up. Yesterday was supposed to be 2,000 
doses and turned out to around 300. Over 50% of the population in Orange County either have at 
least one shot or the antibodies. There is desperation on the part of everyone to get doses, 
especially the Pfizer vaccine, out the door and into the arms of citizens. NJ is at the top of the list as 
a hotspot for COVID currently and that concerns everyone especially being right around the corner 
from Orange County. This should be a relaxed weekend for Steve and his team. Unemployment 
benefits are tricky and making businesses pay for continues benefits for employees who would 
rather sit on unemployment. It needs reform and resolve to get people back to work. 

26 04/23/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Dr. Jennifer Weeks Two doctors head into the studio to discuss sex addiction. It, much like other addictions, takes on 
many forms. However, it is often difficult for people to talk about with the stigmas around sex, but it 
does exist and needs to be addressed. They discuss the forms it could show up and ways to help 
those going through it like meetings or practices people could do to help themselves when they 
need it the most.

27 04/26/21 (Monday) 8:05-8:24am 0:19:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Ann Marie Maglione 
(Director of OC Office for 

the Aging)

Ann Marie calls into the show to discuss everything about the elderly. She continues to reiterate that 
elderly people are struggling because they do not have the human interaction and are 
technologically behind which makes it hard now. They want to socialize and get out to see their 
friends. Loneliness is prevelant now and people should reach out if they have concerns. The more 
vaccines, the more elderly can get out and socialize again. Her and her team strive to help those 
find out which calls and programs are scammed and directed at the elderly to take advantage. If 
people have any questions, they should reach out first.

28 04/27/21 (Tuesday) 8:58-9:24am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show and talks COVID as the numbers trend into the right direction. There are 
still some places offering the vaccine, but nothing mega like the pods Steve and his team were 
doing. Doctors will be able to give out the vaccines as the County distributes doses to them. He 
mentions the losing of congress people as the populaton has decreased which will lead to a re-
districting that will shake the landscape of NYS. He mentions some power plants and areas that 
have been taken out by the pandemic and that destroy business period. Steve wants to use the 
open space available to him and he wants the state to let him operate which will benefit those in 
surrounding states and around. 

29 04/28/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Ellen Moorehead Ellen joins the discussion with Joe to talk about child drug addiction and how people can see if a 
memeber of the family is using drugs or drinking alcohol. It can separate a family completely, but 
Joe and Ellen will help people recognize the signs and how to practively get the person help or 
prevent them from becoming addicted. This is a tricky slope for many.

30 04/29/21 (Thursday) 8:05-8:16am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show a little early for his daily update. The numbers in Orange County continue 
to trend downards and that is a great sign. There are signs of normalcy. Steve took time, last night, 
to recognize Superhereos on National Superhero Day. He said the traditional ones do not compare 
to the workers and helpers that have been the real helpers so far the last 13 months or so. He 
discusses all the latest going on in the country like unemployment benefits and the issues with 
continuing to just let people collect money. 

31 04/30/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:27am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney 
(Assemblyman in Bergen 

County)

Kevin calls into the show and describes the slow down process of the vaccines as goals will not be 
met as the process and demand slows. He mentions the issues with DMV and the sturggle they 
continue to go through. There are issues with the Governor and what should be open and what are 
open. The use of inspection centers will become less and less as the responsibility shifts to the 
driver to do their own inspection and the car can tell you what is wrong. There is plenty of room to 
improve within the DMV like online work. Openings are happening in NJ, not at the rate Kevin would 
like to see, but restrictions are loosening. Employment levels are not where they need to be and 
could force businesses to close. People need to get back to work and the unemployment benefits 
need to end sooner rather than later. Money is available for restaurants but no incentive for workers 
to come back. Restaurants in a town like Pompton Lakes are not even allowed to have sidewalk 
dining which is hurting the businesses especially since the town finds it safe. 

32 04/30/21 (Friday) 9:13-9:29am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. Vaccines will be available at much smaller locations 
as the number dwindle down to being a waste for some people and volunteers. 1st dose pods will 
certainly change, but people need the 2nd dose, but people have stopped showing up. There will be 
a couple pop-up locations. The numbers continue to trend in the right direction. There are plenty of 
people who won't get vaccinated due to fear or having the antibodies. Things need to open up and 
people need to get back to work as businesses continue to struggle. The unemployment benefits are 
hurting businesses and Steve plans to write a letter to the Department of Health. There are plenty of 
events going on this weekend and moving forward which is exciting. 

33 05/04/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:27am 0:22:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent 
Przybylinski 

Vince calls into the show for his monthly update on Pompton Lakes High School. The school is back 
in-person as the seniors are back in for the rest of the school year. He and the district are working 
tirelessly to provide those seniors with what last year's seniors missed like prom and a normal 
graduation and a senior trip or potential trips. They are on the verge of completing 4 full sports 
seasons in a year when much was questioned, schedules changed, and confusion arrived. He 
thanks his team and staff and everyone in the school who has done their part to get their students 
educated as much as possible. Fun is ahead at Pompton Lakes High School. 

34 05/05/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Dr. Jean Oursler Joe and Dr. Jean discuss her role as a life coach and speaker. She runs through some of the 
themes she often discusses when speaking or coaching. Not everything has to be about goal-setting 
which is the opposite of what many believe to be true. She runs through her methods and how she 
educates people as she works with business owners to increase productivity and eventually, profits.

35 05/06/21 (Thursday) 8:56-9:22am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. The COVID numbers are as low now as they have 
been in months. People should continue to get vaccinated and enjoy the great outdoors whereever 
they may live. It is time for an economic rebound and he sees plenty of opportunities for that to 
come and people should be excited. He still has some vaccine pods and had a strong showing in 
the latest 2nd dose pod to the likes of 2,000 people which is the biggest in a long, long time. 
Everyone still needs to fight to pursue the end of this pandemic, but he feels the public is tired 
regardless of whether herd immunity is reached or not.

36 05/07/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik Bob joins the show for an update on the law. Land lords will not be seeing the rent they missed 
during the pandemic. Most of the court houses are not suited with PPE to open as fully as they can 
and get cases back on the road. Much of discussion right now circulates around gun laws and how 
you can control it or control where people can carry. The issue right now is not being allowed to 
have the gun loaded which would make it useless in terms of self-defense and the Supreme Court 
ruled it violated the 2nd Ammendment. There is a huge case coming up which will have massive 
implications. A person needs a full permit to carry it outside the home right now. Word from the 
Supreme Court will wait until 2022 for the case. The decision certainly won't come until then. 
Protests could ensue. Biden's new tax laws really impact inherited property and if the kids sell the 
house, they could pay a income tax. This will change tax planning for most families and how they 
handle inheritence. 

37 05/07/21 (Friday) 8:44-9:07am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. Orange County is opening up and plenty of events will 
be coming in the next few months. He remembers back to the hard days when people were dying by 
the 10s and 100s and now Toby keith is coming to town and places are opening up and are packed. 
Many people who are out right now have the antibodies or have been vaccinated. Everyone is in a 
good spot right now. The little events matter too and both large and small events are in the works. 
The idea of a booster will skyrocket and require major pods once again. It will affect how things are 
done with certain facilities. It is an exciting time in America according to Steve especially in terms of 
technology. 

38 05/07/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis None Dr. Pierre-Louis heads into the studio with Bedtime Procrastination on her mind and she explores 
what that means and how it applies to those today. The likes of social media lead to bedtime 
procrastination and others play a role in it, but social media is the main one in the world todday and 
likely the most common, but there are other types certainly and she deep dives into what that looks 
like and how to avoid it.



39 05/11/21 (Tuesday) 9:22-9:40am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. His discusses the many opportunities there is to get a 
vaccine and get out now that numbers are continuing to decrease. There willl be many more events 
coming to the County and the area as there is an attempt to put COVID in the rearview mirror. He 
mentions a casino there will be coming a little more South. The Country will send vaccines overseas 
or to other countries to help them get it out as demand here is slowing. 

40 05/12/21 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:45am 0:40:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul joins the show for his monthly discussion. He runs through a list of questions regarding your 
plumbing, heating, and cooling. He gives away some prizes too for the great causes around the 
area. He wants people to rememeber to buy name-brand stuff especially like faucets that might not 
be as good as the others as getting replacement parts could be an issue. He talks about pipes and 
the trickiness behind them. People are moving from the City and are getting used to the different 
ways piping and other things around the home are done. People need to be careful with different 
items around the house or they could get burned like Paul did as he remembers an old appointment.

41 05/12/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Tiffany Howell Tiffany and Joe discusses how Tiffany and her team try to keep youths out of the criminal system 
and right now that can be more difficult than ever. It is crucial so these kids do not fall into a path 
that will lead them in and out of prison both as kids and later on as adults. Kids have had a rough 
patch with the pandemic so an emphasis needs to be placed on them more now than ever.

42 05/13/21 (Thursday) 8:15-8:33am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sean Patrick Maloney 
(US Respresentative)

Sean calls into the show for an update. He discusses unemployment and the issues surrounding 
benefits. There is no exact time of when that will end but they will end despite arguments about 
when. Restaurants and other businesses are receiving payment and funding to help with their 
losses. The way to get through this is beating the pandemic and when it heads to the rearview 
mirror, Sean expects the economy to explode in a huge way as people have saved money and time 
up over the last year. He mentions the issues surrounding the seniors and the difficult times they 
have been through. The conversation shifts to politics and the problems with the parties and how the 
divide is being driven by people who are not serious about what they do or who they represent. 

43 05/13/21 (Thursday) 9:04-9:31am 0:27:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He mentions some of the amazing events and 
concerts coming to NY this summer which is open to people from anywhere. Vaccinations have 
slowed from the likes of 9,000 at the peak to about 25 yesterday. It is crucial to continue to get 
vaccinated to open everything back up. There is a current issue with a restuarant in Orange Coutny 
and zoning that wastes money and resources for everyone involved. He is working on park 
initiatives and other outdoor activities or open space. Community members are having issues with 
how property is being sold and used. 

44 05/14/21 (Friday) 9:24-9:33am 0:09:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for a daily update. The vaccination pod was once again slow yesterday and 
mass pods are a thing of the past, but there will be some pop-up pods or mostly 2nd doses instead 
of the 1st. His focus is getting things open and finding ways to put on big events. The new mask 
rules are being challenged by the Governor and it seems like the East Coast and West Coast are 
putting a halt on the easing of restrictions in terms of masks. People have lost trust in their public 
health system. The CDC trust has fallen from 59% to 53% which is still not great. 

45 05/14/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis None Dr. Pierre-Louis discusses narcissim in this episode. Narcissism is multi-layered and difficult to 
recognize when looking at it by yourself. Others are instrumental to help those. She mentions the 
common signs of those who are narcissitic and how you may be able to help them or deal with them. 

46 05/18/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:32am 0:27:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney 
(Assemblyman in Bergen 

County)

Kevin calls into the show for his monthly update on his counties in NJ. COVID numbers have 
dropped and he feels the Governor is holding back on lifting the mask restriction for indoors. Him 
and people on both sides want to fully open the state, they feel it is time to do so. There seems to be 
a fear issues that have led to the indoor mask mandate staying. Unemployment is causing mass 
issues with businesses to get employees back to work. People should go back to work. It is too easy 
for people to stay home and the excuses have mounted. Restaurants are having employees ask to 
be paid under-the-table so they do not have to report their income to the government. The spending 
by all forms of government are a massive issue that continue to grow without regard for what exactly 
we are spending. The economy needs to be healthy again. Online shopping is destroying the mall 
stores and many other stores. Malls have their days numbered as a result of various reasons. State 
workers are not back to work and neither are DMVs. There will be a Homestead Rebate.

47 05/18/21 (Tuesday) 9:11-9:30am 0:19:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls to join the show for his daily update. Tomorrow is a huge day for many venues and 
events in the State of NY with restrictions being lifted and now things will begin to open up. The 
curfew will cease-to-exist come tomorrow for bars and restaurants. Steve discusses some of the 
biggest issues in the military right now which would be suicide prevention and sexual assault. He is 
excited where the area is. He wants everything fully open. He is ironing out details with neighboring 
states so there is not much confusion when crossing state lines. There has been an agreement for 
portions of a railroad for the area to use as a rail-trail. There is a timeline to end the excessive 
unemployment benefits. 

48 05/19/21 (Wednesday) 9:21-9:48am 0:27:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He is currently traveling for the military so he is constantly 
on the move and staying busy. He discusses a Memorial Day video that will be released near the 
holiday and it will be a touching tribute to those who derserve on the special day. He mentions his 
days in the military and what Memorial Day truly means. He talks about those in the video who will 
break down the different branches of the military and what their roles were and what life may have 
been like based on his expxerience. Numbers continue to decline and employment continues to be a 
concern. Steve sees it changing come the fall as work will be filled come that time. 

49 05/19/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Kathryn Zukof Kathryn joins the show to discuss her specialty, change management which has seen quite the 
transformation over the years. She mentions how to effective switch things up for businesses to 
change and become more efficient and effective. She gives them tools to do so and educate those 
businesses to create and impliment better leadership strategies.

50 05/20/21 (Thursday) 8:05-8:16am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle 
(Administrator of the town 

of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin calls into the show for his monthly update on the town of Pompton Lakes. Things are 
beginning to open up. The mask guidance is tricky and they will follow the rules set by the Governor. 
The Memorial Day Parade will take place this year and the community is excited to get some normal 
things back. Vaccination rates are high in Passaic County near 70% which is outstanding. In-person 
meetings have returned and they have kicked the virtual meetings to the curb. Colfax Ave work will 
continue as they pave roads and place handicap sidewalk ramps. 

51 05/20/21 (Thursday) 9:11-9:29am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. There are some vaccination pods going on this week, 
but they will not be as big as advertised. He will be in Goshen today for the pod, but Steve is going 
to speak in NYC tonight as well. There ae still question marks surrounding the belief in vaccines and 
masks. However, he is excited and pleased with where the communtiy and numbers are headed. 
They are down everywhere. He speaks on the office of the aging and how they stepped up in a 
crucial way to bring more people and organizations to the spotlight. 

52 05/21/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:22am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Darcie Miller 
(Commissioner of Mental 

Health and Social 
Services)

Darcie calls into the show for her monthly update on all things mental health. People are getting 
back to some kind of normal. Many will not remove the mask just yet, but some will and society will 
have to take time to get back to normal. She is committed to helping those who still need it. Benefits 
are rolling in for everyone that needs them and she has seen a decrease in demand for meals. 
Darcie discusses the process of fostering and how it all comes together on both sides. There is 
training that parents need to go through for fostering. Adolescents are having a difficult time finding 
homes as people are not seeking that age. Landlords are struggling significantly, but it seems help 
could be on the way sooner rather than later. 

53 05/21/21 (Friday) 9:14-9:31am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He discusses the Italian-American event he attended 
last night in NYC which included some rifle shooting. He talks about the downfall of the previous 
presidential term. It should be a terrific weekend ahead with plenty of events planned as the weather 
opens back up. He is trying to give some of the vaccines back as the numbers continue to dip and 
lower. 

54 05/24/21 (Monday) 8:05-8:26am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Ann Marie Maglione 
(Director of OC Office for 

the Aging)

Ann Marie joins the show for her monthly update. As usual, she reminds those in need to reach out 
to her and her team as the pandemic still continues and people struggle moving forward right now. 
There are people who were hesitant about the vaccine who have changed their minds including 
those who are homebound and cannot come get their vaccine. They have plenty of programs from 
the pandemic will stay in place as they have found it works very well and if lockdown is ever needed 
again, these programs and ideas are already in place. Do not hesitate to reach out for help no 
matter how small an issue you think it is especially as an elderly person. 

55 05/25/21 (Tuesday) 9:22-9:32am 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He discusses the new Republican candidate for NY 
who will run against Cuomo. He discusses what elected officials are there for and how the system 
operates and if you cannot perform the job, you are supposed to be voted out. However, that is not 
happening anymore and people are hanging around in office. There are several problems to face 
moving forward. 

56 05/26/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Cliff Smith Cliff joins the show to talk about mindfulness. He follows his passion through coaching. Joe and Cliff 
describe what mindfulness actually means and what it looks like in practice. He has written a new 
book and it is available to the public. They walk through practice surrounding mindfulness and how 
people can become more mindful through several avenues throughout life.

57 05/27/21 (Thursday) 8;05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bill Fiorvanti (Dir. of 
Economic Development)

Bill calls into the show for his monthly update. There are plenty of positive things coming around 
especially as restrictions begin to be lifted and businesses are allowed to have higher capacities. He 
discusses an amazing opportunity or "Shark Tank" like experience for businesses during an award 
ceremony for various projects. He mentions the job market and the frustration there, but more 
people are getting back and the unemployment benefits are finding their way out the door slowly. 
There will be a phase-in property tax. The major issue is creating jobs that are substainable and will 
last even in the awful case of a pandemic. 

58 05/28/21 (Friday) 8:50-9:08am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He talks in great depth about the upcoming Memorial 
Day and describes what it means for him and everyone in the military. It is an emotional day for 
those involved and anyone who was ever in the military. There should be plenty to do with or without 
good weather because of the new mask restrictions being lifted. People should enjoy a great 
weekend and remember those who passed away. Steve wants everyone to remember them and be 
respectful this weekend as things open up.

59 06/01/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Principal Vincent 
Przybylinski 

Vince calls into the show for his monthly spot on Pompton lakes High School. As the calender flips 
to June, his schedule becomes packed and busy as he and the school attempt to make it a 
memorable month for the seniors and those who are coming back to school full-time. Sports has 
been happening all year long and has been the one constant in their lives over this long year. It 
brings a sense of normalcy. He speaks on the challenges of the past year as kids miss some key 
moments in their lives and they have to enjoy it. Clubs and activities remain a priority for him and the 
school. The Prom and Senior Trip are going on as normal as are the many ceremonioes with some 
little twists to keep people safe, but those major events will and have happened. Graduation is 
expected to go back to the traditional ceremony. The show will go on.



60 06/01/21 (Tuesday) 9:09-9:39am 0:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show to reflect on the 2021 Memorial Day. He has been thanked by so many 
despite that not being the intent of the holiday. He discusses the comments on the VP of the United 
States and why there could be some outrage. He speaks on the signs of respect people give out 
and how to reciprocate it. He then talks about soem fo his military experience and moments that he 
remembers at this time of year. He explains, in-depth, different scenarios and styles and groupd of 
the military. Lastly, he touches on the recent drop in COVID numbers and while things are not fully 
normal, they are as close as they have been since Steve could remember. 

61 06/02/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans John Cork John is considered one of the very few people in the world that are experts on the literary and film 
aspects of the James Bond movies. They discuss how John became an expert and all the aspects 
of the James Bond films and books in-depth. The explore some theories and interesting unanswered 
question surrounding the franchise.

62 06/04/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Bob Krahulik Bob joins the show to provide an update on the law and soem particularly intriguing areas of 
concerns or current cases. Courts are slowly opening still. Very few trials are happening. Not much 
movement. The Supreme Court just made a huge decision on an officer who sold personal DMV 
information for people. 705 acres in Blooming Grove just netted a sale of $6 million. A hotel property 
was jst sold for $18 million which brings its own challeneges as it is next to certain areas. Monthly 
payments on houses are now afordable and people are jumping all over it. He redirects to the 
Supreme Court decision. The officer was set up and offered a deal to give out information. This 
would allow prosecution moving forward for hackers who steal information. The officer was 
convicted of a felony and given 18 months in jail. The conviction was overturned and he is now free, 
but now has no job, but will face 0 jail time. Laws continue to fall behind technology and much more 
is needed now more than ever. 

63 06/04/21 (Friday) 8:30-8:53am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update on the area. He discusses a UFO museum that has 
just finished and will be unveiled. Local towns have plenty of power to build buildings as high and as 
big as they please. That is a NY State regulationt hat gives the towns the power. He mentions some 
of the new restaurants in the area and how they are being built up. He discusses his role in politics 
and the current state of it. 

64 06/04/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis None Dr. Pierre-Louis discusses parenting styles and how vastly different they can be depending on 
looking at different households. No parenting styles are exactly the same because every kid is 
different. She walks through what different styles look like and practices that are put in place to 
execute those styles in the best way possible.

65 06/09/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Dr. Ginger Bennem The two discuss how dogs can help people as they return to work. Dr. Ginger discusses the benefits 
of dogs and why they are perfect and helpful to humnans no matter the mood, but esspecially as the 
world comes out of the pandemic or even during the pandemic when the mood surrounding many 
was not positive, but pets and dogs in particular can help sway that mood. Now, the focus shifts to 
how the pets are as the humans go back to work real soon.

66 06/11/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Dr. Pierre-Louis Dr. Pierre-Louis brings her husband onto the show to further discuss parenting styles part 2. 
Parenting styles are complicated. She focusses on positive parenting which can be extremely 
helpful and is crucial depending on your child, but overall, positivity will help anyone.

67 06/15/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:31am 0:26:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney 
(Assemblyman in Bergen 

County)

Kevin calls into the show to discusss his areas and state of New Jersey. Kevin believes a new 
budget moving forward must come to light before July otherwise the state could shut down which 
has not happened since 2017. He discusses taxes and the confusion surrounding seniors in the 
state and whether they need to file or not. The Governor will run unopposed on the Democratic side 
because the other candidates were deemed ineligible after their signatures were disqualified. The 
Governor is polling well in the state, but the excitement is on the Republican side were things are 
competitive. The state needs to be fixed and cannot continue to be the same as it has been. The 
budget needs a change. He mentions how the voting system could see some changes and make 
things better in the state. If citizens are not happy, it is an election year, so go out and vote.

68 06/17/21 (Thursday) 8:05-8:17am 0:12:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle 
(Administrator of the town 

of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin calls into the show for his monthly update on Pompton Lakes. Plenty of events are being 
planned this summer like the summer concert series which kicked off this past week outdoors. 
Memorial Day was not great because of the incoming weather. The summer camp is coming up in 
July and the fireworks show for Pompton Day will happen. Council meetings are open now as 
opposed to the virtual setting it had been the past year plus. Vaccination rates continue to be 
through the roof compared to the areas around. About 60% of Pompton Lakes is fully vaccinated. 
The Car Show has been approved, but the venue or time may change based on construction 
progress. 

69 06/18/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:16am 0:11:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Darcie Miller 
(Commissioner of Mental 

Health and Social 
Services)

Darcie calls into the show for her monthly update. The pandemic has led renters and landlords to 
major issues as funds have been limited if people were out of work and cannot pay their rate. NY 
State has opened applications to help both renters and landlords. This can pay the past 12 months 
and 3 months moving forward which is massive assistance to those who missed out. There are 
several avenues for people to explore and receive help with this new complicated program. She 
reminds everyone if they see something, say something and they can always help. 

70 06/18/21 (Friday) 11:05-1159am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis None Dr. Pierre-Louis hops in the booth to discuss mental strength and the best practices to strengthen 
your mind which could be the most dangerous or helpful tool that we have. The mind is complex and 
needs our help to strengthen it no matter what our physical state is and that will certainly help 
people battle through whatever is happening to them. 

71 06/22/21 (Tuesday) 8:58-9:23am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. There is a lot of pressure around the recent comments 
and incident with the IDA. There is a major scandal with the IDA and people who were taking money 
and now must pay it back, but will not face charges due to the current laws. Must of the discussion 
circulates around this issue not only with the IDA, but it happens around and people are doing 
sketchy things that are not caught yet. Steve has been joining new groups every trip he goes on his 
military trips, but he really is there to make decisions. He has to make great decisions while these 
people at home are making major mistakes. There is a reform in place for the IDA, but it is so small 
you won't notice a difference.

72 06/23/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Dr. Jean Oursler Jean is welcomed back to the show and the discussion this time is how to pitch or reach the "C-
Suite" which is anyone in the company with a C in their title like CEO, COO, CFO. Usually these are 
the people at the top of the company. Joe and Dr. Jean describe how the "C-Suite" has grown 
including now ones that focus on employee experience and other factors. It is crucial to reach them 
as they hold all the power.

73 06/23/21 (Wednesday) 9:31-9:52am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for another daily update. Steve joins the show after a scary scene the day 
before when there was a call about an active shooter at one of the malls nearby. Many people were 
nervous and scared and had loved ones on the inside. The stores locked and shut down. They did a 
great job executing their internal plan and having the correct plans in place to keep everyone safe. 
There was a misunderstanding. The "active shooter" was an individual who just bought rifles from 
Dick's Sporting Goods and was taking them home. Someone mistakened them as a shooter and 
called the olice. This tested their preparedness and everyone executed properly. The Air Show will 
be another gret show this summer as it quickly approaches. 4th of July will be great with plenty of 
fireworks. Restaurants are still ordered to wear masks even while working. 

74 06/24/21 (Thursday) 9:06-9:13am 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show to discuss the Rotary beefsteak that happened on Wednesday night for the 
introduction of the new Rotary President. He says it is amazing to get out and see the great people 
in the community and support a great group. He is proud of where the area is right now and 
everyone everywhere is fighting and doing what they need to do to survive and enjoy the beautiful 
area. 

75 06/25/21 (Friday) 9:26-9:34 0:08:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He is doing fundraisers for his campaign like his own 
golf outing today which helps support his election. Good things continue to happen throughout the 
county. He looks forward to spending some time with his family and some free fishing thoughout the 
state. 

76 06/25/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis None Dr. Pierre-Louis focuses this show on hoarders. Hoarders need our help and she discusses how to 
recognize them like early signs and ways to help them through it. Many will restrain to help or deny 
they have a problem but the Dr. teaches everyone how to help or how to seek help. She also 
describes what hoarding looks like because there are different kinds.

77 06/29/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:38am 0:33:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul comes into the studio for the latest advice on your plumbing, heating, and cooling especially 
headed into the summer time. Get those AC filters and make sure everything is set for the extreme 
heat as it is slowly approaching. There is air flow to look out for when running the AC during the 
summer months. He does his monthly giveaway to a local spot and answers listeners' questions as 
they come in throughout the segment. 

78 06/29/21 (Tuesday) 8:55-9:05 0:10:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for a short update. He outlines the many July 4th events including the big 
ones and the local ones. Some will take place after the 4th in order to avoid competition. Some will 
have food trucks and music which will be huge for everyone coming in up, but people need to be 
responsible. 

79 06/30/21 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:25am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Amanda Dana (Director 
of OC Tourism)

Amanda comes into the show for her update on Orange County Tourism and as the summer heats 
up, the more people will travel and enjoy themselves. People are looking for reasons to get out now 
because the pandemic seems to be in the rearview mirror and people are returning to normal. She 
expects huge tourism numbers as the summer continues and the Hudson Valley has so much to 
offer. They are welcome to everyone even coming the WGHT area down in Pompton Lakes and 
New Jersey as a whole. People want reasons to travel and Amanda and her team are committed to 
providing just that.

80 06/30/21 (Wednesday) 9:17-9:38am 0:21:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for his daily update. He discusses the IDA and the corruption that is happening 
within the organization that is now public to so many. He discusses the recent meetings he has had 
with the various town supervisors and leaders. The County and Country are in a great spot as we 
head out of the pandemic and into the post-pandemic recovery which should benefit everyone 
especially and hopefully, businesses that cannot operate due to low staffing.

81 06/30/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Dr. Stanley Gerk Dr. Stanley joins Joe to discuss coyotes, where to find them and what to do when you come face to 
face with one. Coyotes are not frequent in Orange County or Northern New Jersey, but they have 
been seen by plenty and the advice given by the expert Dr. is unique and special for the listeners to 
help people out when they see one whether aggressively or they are just wondering around.

Total: 37:25:00



Date Time - Start/End Duration Programming Show Host Guest Topic(s)
07/01/21 (Thursday) 9:18-9:23am 0:05:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 

County Exec)
Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He urges everyone to remain responsible while celebrating the holiday 
weekend. Things have never loooked better for a lot of people and the recovery is underway all across the country and 
people should continue to use caution to avoid contracting covid 19.

07/03/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird Freyday Carozza The topic is about the have and the have nots. The guest talked about racial inequality in the prison system. 
07/07/21 (Wednesday) 9:06-9:47am 0:41:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 

County Exec)
Steve calls into the show for his daily update. He continues his discussion from last week about the military and stories 
regarding some of the middle eastern countries and the conflict that has resided there for years and years. Steve is in the 
Navy reserves. He shares stories about his time in Iraq. He is pleased with how well everyone is doing and encourgaes 
people to get vaccinated and enjoy all the summer has to offer.

07/09/21 (Friday) 8:05-8:21am 0:16:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Jack Citarelli (Republican 
Nominee for Governor of 

NJ)

Jack joins the show to discuss his candidacy for Governor of NJ. He discusses all the issues surrounding the state and fixing 
the state which includes lowering taxes which is his top goal as NJ has the highest taxes in multiple significant areas. The 
current governor, according to Jack, has failed the state and the people deserve better. One of the major issues is the strict 
rules placed on the police and the defunding of police. There is a ton to fix and Jack wants to make the state more affordable. 
Spending needs to be reduced in the state's capital. 

07/09/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis None Dr. Pierre-Louis is live in the studio to discuss victim mentality which is a difficult topic for anyone and something that is 
difficult for an individual to see themselves. There are various practices and actions that could lead someone to have this 
mentality and there are ways to help them.

07/03/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird None The topic is about eliminating anxiety out of our daily lives. How to shed depression and anxiety. He also takes about his 
journey to inner peace.

07/13/21 (Tuesday) 8:20-8:35am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Sheriff Carl DuBois Carl calls into the show for his monthly update. He urges everyone to get out and enjoy the beautiful outdoor areas and trails. 
He also talked about being safe in travels throughout the summer.

07/13/21 (Tuesday) 9:03-9:23am 0:20:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for another daily update. He discusses some of his military time and some world issues like the price of 
insulin.  There could be some money back given for rising prices of some drugs but it does not seem likely. States are trying 
to stay out of it because of their ties with the big pharmacies. He mentions the opiod addiction that has plagued much of 
society for years. 

07/14/21 (Wednesday) 8:05-8:45am 0:40:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Paul Nebrasky Paul joins the show for his monthly update on plumbing, heating, and cooling. AC units are crucial in this time when the 
weather is usually at its hottest and even headed towards a hot August too. He discusses toilet malfunctions and some of the 
fun and exciting stories he has heard and been in throughout the years. He does a fun giveaway to benefit a local non-profit 
in the middle of these stories and it's fun for all those involved. 

07/14/21 (Wednesday) 9:22-9:39am 0:17:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve calls into the show for a quick daily update. He recognizes the Hudson Valley Sports Complex and the work they do. 
He speaks on the upcoming fireworks shows around the area and the exciting events that people should be excited about. 
He discusses some West Point and Navy stories and reasons why people should look at those places for school, and some 
events Steve will participate with West Point.

07/14/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Kerry Barrett Kerry joins Joe as she is a media consultant and describes what she does on a daily basis to further her career, but also 
those looking for careers in her field. She is always willing to help out and discusses the creative side to media and how it 
has changed over the years.

07/15/21 (Thursday) 8:05-8:20am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle 
(Administrator of the town 

of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin calls into the show for his monthly update on the town of Pompton Lakes. Plenty of exciting events are happening and 
the town is getting ready for Pompton Day and will continue to track the openings of new businesses and keeping an eye of 
COVID cases in the area. 78% of adults have at least one shot of the vaccine. Lidl is a new grocery store that is headed to 
town. The flooding situation is under control in the town compared to years prior which makes things run a little smoother. 

07/16/21 (Friday) 9:08-9:22am 0:14:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Steve Neuhaus (Orange 
County Exec)

Steve joins the show for a daily update. He speaks about one of his military friends who was deployed to Iraq with Steve and 
shares some stories surrounding his journey. 

07/16/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis None Dr. Pierre-Louis discusses perfectionism and being perfect is something that almost everyone believes is impossible to reach 
but certain people are chasing this invisible goal. It is what drives them. She explores what actions would show you someone 
might be in this state and what to do to help.

07/17/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird Merit Minimeyer The topic is about how to become an authentic leader. Merit is an expert on bringing out leadership tendencies in her 
students.

07/19/21 (Monday) 8:05-8:28am 0:23:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Irina Gelman 
(Commissioner of OC 
Department of Health)

Dr. Gelman, Health Department head joins the show for her monthly update on all things health. The main focus is the 
vaccine and where to get the most accurate information surrounding the usefulness and effectiveness of the vaccine. She 
speaks on the benchmarks that we must hit as a society to avoid falling back into lockdowns and other uncomfortable 
pandemic rules. She urges everyone to get vaccinated despite the false information around the internet and other places 
about the vaccine.

07/20/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:23am 0:18:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney 
(Assemblyman in Bergen 

County)

Kevin joins the show for his monthly update. He discusses the job market where people are begging for workers while some 
are staying home, but the labor department is working to back pay people for checks they missed. It is not just about higher, 
newer wages, it is that people can just sit home and do nothing. The 2022 NJ budget has been completed and it naturally 
followed party lines. The budget is over $11 million higher than when Governor Murphy first stated. The goal right now is a 
massive economic rebound.

07/21/21 (Wednesday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Creativity and Technology Joe Dans Seth Palmquest Seth is a Yellowstone National Park tour guide and Joe has him on to explain what that life is like and the complications 
around it along with the benefits that many could assume. Seth goes in-depth on his day-to-day operation and the ins and 
outs of being a guide at a national park. They share some fun stories about tourists that brings plenty of laughter to the show.

07/23/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis Charles Louis Dr. Pierre-Louis is joined in the studio by her husband to discuss sports psychology. People see athletes as Iron Man, but 
they have real issues too and the two deep dive into the topic and explore the different ways athletes show signs of needing 
help or why they refuse to seek help. This is part 1 on this topic and there is a ton of ground to cover.

07/24/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird Eddie Smiles Rodriquez The topic is about the ten million smiles happiness tour. It is something he has done before and he will be doing it again.
07/26/21 (Monday) 5 times per day 0:01:00 various various various Covid vaccination dates for St. Mary's Church in Pompton Lakes. Psa announced from July 26th through September 9th. 

They accept walk-ins and all three vaccines are available for those 12 and older.
08/07/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird Kaloah The topic is about how standing in your power can preserve your truth. She shares her story.

08/13/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis none She talked about coronaviris syndrome. How covid has affected us as we return back to work and school. She also gave 
various health tips.

08/14/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird Dr. Inga Yorman e held on September 8th at the Borough Hall. Psa ran from 8/16/21 to 9/8/21.
08/16/21 (Wednesday) 5 times per day 0:01:00 various various various The Borough of Pompton Lakes psa on a 9/11 rememberance to b

08/17/21 (Tuesday) 8:05-8:30am 0:25:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Rooney 
(Assemblyman in Bergen 

County)

Kevin joins the show for his monthly update. He gives an update on covid in New Jersey. Restaurants are struggling with 
hiring employees. Schools in New Jersey are preparing to open with mask mandates. 

08/19/21 (Thursday) 8:05-8:20am 0:15:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Kevin Boyle 
(Administrator of the town 

of Pompton Lakes)

Kevin calls into the show for his monthly update on the town of Pompton Lakes. He talked about the high rate of people who 
are vaccinated in the town, as compares to other towns in New Jersey. There's a new pickel ball court open for residents of 
Pompton Lakes. He warned to be aware of flooding possiblities this summer.

08/20/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis none She talked about how ADHD in adults affects a marriage, and treatment available for both partners in the relationship.
08/27/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis none She talked about ADHD, part 2. The affects of ADHD on the family. The divorce rate is high. Many are clinically disfunctional.
08/27/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis none She talked about the disease of being a people pleaser. Some think of it as a positive, however it can cause relationship 

problems.
08/28/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird Merit Minimeyer The topic is about how to become an authentic leader. Merit is an expert on bringing out leadership tendencies in her 

students.
08/30/21 (Monday) 5 times per day 0:01:00 various various various Psa for the Borough of Pompton Lakes garage sale for September 25th. Notice of increases traffic that day and no permits 

are needed. Psa ran from 8/30 through 9/24
09/04/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird Freddie Corasso The topic is about how anybody can live in a world of adundance. A law was made on April 1st regarding recreational 

marijuana and the requirements to get into the field as a business owner.
09/06/21 (Monday) 5 times per day 0:01:00 various various various Psa about the American Resue Plan for Small Business Relief Grant Program. It closes on 9/24. The program is available for 

Pompton Lakes bussinesses. Psa ran from 9/6 through 9/24.
09/11/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird none The topic is about how to better take care of yourself as you are trying to make the world a better place to live.

09/15/21 (Wednesday) 7:05-8:35am 1:30:00 FST Morning Show Frank Truatt Dr. Calvin Hargis A local chiropractor has written his first book on taking care of your health. He discussed many health myths and gave insight 
into ways to treat various health conditions.

09/17/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis none She answered text-in questions from listeners about previous shows and started a topic of low self-esteem in adults.
09/18/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird none The topic is about lessons learned from a recent illness. Understanding family history and your health and planning a healthy 

future.
09/24/21 (Friday) 11:05-11:59am 0:54:00 Mind, Body, and Spirit Dr. Agathe Pierre-Louis none Her topic focused on teen violence, how it can affect the family and where it leads them as they become adults.

09/25/21 (Saturday) 9:05-10:00am 0:55:00 Million Dollar Feeling Brian Baird Wendy Blanchard The topic is "What is Recovery". A discussion about addiction, substance abuse and other self inflicted health dangers.
09/29/21 (Wednesday) 5 times per day 0:00:30 various Various none Live PSA for the "Fall Tunes Outdoor Concert" on October 15th at the Sunset Ministry Center in Pompton Plains to benefit 

the ministry. Aired 5 times a day at various times through the end of this month.


